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An

Exercise in Trans- Atlantic Linkage

The Tour of Europe has become stale . Every
flower by the way has been picked up , smelt ,
and flung aside. The Tour of the West would
be found a thousand times more interesting ,
instructive , and beneficial . . . . Could E200
(and with economy , that wou l d be quite
sufficient) - could E200 be better spent?
and how many thousands of Englishmen are
there who have abundance to spare, both of
time and money?
Robert Gourlay, 1822
The Idea

. ',

In recent years, active groups of historical georaphers have emerged in Canada and the United Kingdom and
while the members of these groups are generally familiar
with each other ' s work there has been but little opportunity for direct contact and exchange of ideas. The idea
of a symposium of British and Canadian historical geo graphers was formally proposed at the 1973 conference of the
I.B.G . , an idea which was raised at the next meeting of the
Ontario group of historical geographers where it was received
with some enthusiasm. Accordingly , it was recommended that
the organization should proceed for a conference to be held
at Queen's University in September, 1975.
The primary purpose of the proposed symposium
therefore, was to provide an opportunity for Canadian and
British scholars in historical geography to meet and exchange
views on methodology, data and techniques, and research
themes of mutual interest. Furthermore, because of the infrequent contact between the members of the Ontario group
and their colleagues specializing in historical geography at
other Canadian universities, it was hoped that a meeting
such as this would strengthen the sense of identity of the
Canadian group.
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-viiIt was also intended that the symposium would
further our understanding of the nature of certain of the
major dimensions of the developing Canadian reality in the
nineteenth century. To the extent that this development
was closely related to aspects of the contempora~ B7itish
society, this conference focussed on those cont71but1~ns .
made by the transfer of specific peoples, mater1als, 1nst1tutions and ideas from this particular source area .
Scholars investigating the settlement of Canada are concerned with understanding the background of the settlers who
entered the "New Lands" and the economic , social, cultural
and institutional experiences in the place of origin were
certainly important influences upon, if not dete:minants
of the settlers ' reactions and responses to the1r new
setting. Similarly, the search for linkages, compar~sons
and contrasts in the evolving systems of survey, agr1culture
and urbanism were thought to be relevant to this general
theme . Finally, a section was devoted to the exploration
of current methodological and philosophical issues within
the discipline.
The Conference
The conference was held on September 19, 20,
21 1975 at the Donald Gordon Conference Centre at Queen ' s
university, some 70 delegates from the United Kingdom, United
States and Canada attending . Prior to the conference, the
British delegates were taken on field trips throughout the
Kingston area to allow a familiarization with the landscape produced by some of the processes being referred to
in the symposium. Finally, following the conference, a
very valuable component of the venture was the visit made
by the British delegates to other Canadian Universities.
The conference itself was organized into four
sections on the themes of migration, rural settlement, urban
studies . and methodology respectively, each three-hour
session consisting of two principal speakers and their discussants. These papers, together with the text of the
discussants' comments and summary of the general discussion
from the floor , are reported here in these Proceedings . As
i n the pre-conference publication, the abstracts of papers
submitted for the purpose of discussion and reference have
also been included.
An important element of the conference which is

not represented in the following pages, however, is the
contribution made by the three after dinner speakers, Cole
Harris, John Warkentin and Wreford Watson. Thus , Cole,
after warning us that he was going to subject us to a
"lugubrious Presbyterian sermon" , instead, effected a
review of recent developments in historical geography and
developed the proposition that historical geographers
are concerned with examining the "historical geography of
modernisation". In his review of the approaches taken by
historical geographers in approaching their data, methodology and theory, Cole suggested that perhaps the pre- ,
occupation with spatial patterns of interaction was passe
and that other geographic concepts were less constricting. In particular , there was much to be said for research
which strives to understand past regions , places and
societies and attempts to place "modernizing man" into his
milieu in the past. It was with these thoughts that
Cole turned to his paper, "Thoughts on the European Heritage along the Canadian Frontier". Using slides to illustrate his theme, the transfer of social institutions, attitudes and elements of the material culture from the Old
World was interpreted. In particular, the development of
the new relationship to land was examined in the context of
Quebec and rural Ontario.
The Saturday evening speaker, John Warkentin, took
as his theme "Images of a New World". Using images and
perceptions culled from contemporary travellers' accounts,
the impressions of the physical and cultural environment
were explored, taking into consideration the differences
between what they saw, what they expected to see and what
they actually commented upon . In this context, it was noted
that the visitors were much impressed by the scale of the
new environment, a preoccupation which was perhaps best
expressed in the way in which so many of them were "Niagaraized" by the most dramatic - and certainly most visited of Ontario ' s physical features . With regard to the cultural
landscape, the Canadian aversion to the forest and the
predeliction for clearing, the starkness of fences, the dearth
of hedges and the general linearality of the landscape all
evoked much negative comment. This imaginative and penetrating "Warkentenized" interpretation of the nineteenth century
travellers' assessment of the Ontario landscape concluded
that the travellers did not find what they looked for. They
were looking at a developing frontier environment, saw few
evidences of British models and could detect no harmon1ous
relationships between Man and Nature. What stand out in
these accounts, therefore, are references to the wilderness,

-viii-ixelements of gigantism and the absence of a humanized landscape.

support is gratefully acknowledged as a major contribution to the success of the conference.

Finally, the last evening speaker, Wreford Watson,
took as his theme, "Urban Flight - British and Canadian: A
Comparative Model".
Relating his address to the theme of the
conference, Professor Watson looked for similarities in
development exhibited by the two countries, in particular
with regard to the phenomenon of "urban flight".
The flight
of the middle class from the city centre was thought to be
a state of mind, a manifestation characteristic of British
town life at the time of the first establishment of certain
Canadian cities in the eighteenth century. Arguing that
given the same "mental topography" there should be similarities in form even in areas of "unique relief", the paper considered the extent to which this phenomenon was carried
across the ocean and implanted in the urban life of the Canadian scene.
Thus, in particular, the demand for space
manifested in push-forces emmanating from the city centre
and pull-forces from the city margins generated "urban flightways", of people, enterprises and institutions which could
be identified in both Edinburgh and Halifax. All shared
in the humour of field work in the environs of "Knock-himdown-street" in search of the past social geography of the
world of the "Toffs" and "Tarts". The paper concluded with
a consideration of cities as "mental space" reflecting the
states of mind of past societies, a topic of some interest to
historical geographers since it might enable us to better
understand the present and to perhaps even influence our
futures.

The contribution of time and effort on the part
of several individuals is also appreciated. Thus, Hugh
Prince and Robin Butlin were able and effective co-workers
at the British end and strove hard and long to ensure the
completion of the trans-Atlantic linkage - despite the mail
system. On the Canadian side, willing support and aid was
always forthcoming from Peter Ennals, Paul Koroscil and Louis
Gentilcore. Peter Ennals and Tom Mcilwraith were welcome
and invaluable aides during the pre-conference field
excursions. Finally, the warm support and cooperation of the
department of geography here at Queen's which underwrote
several of the organizational expenses and provided invaluable
secretarial help is much appreciated.

These summaries can in no way capture the zest and
enthusiasm which all three contributors brought to their
entertaining and substantive contribution to the conference.
The omission of the full text of these papers is regrettable, but it would have been very difficult to transmit by
the printed word the content and quality of these personalized pre~entations.
Acknowledgements
Any report on the proceedings of a conference must
make reference to the generosity of the financial sponsors
and organizational efforts of those who cooperated in making
it a success. Financial support was forthcoming from the
Canada Council, the Department of External Affairs, the
British Council, the Canadian Committee for Geography and
Queen's University. The generosity of these agencies allowed
the financing of the travel and subsistence costs of the
major speakers and some of the other participants. Their

A Final Word
Throughout the conference, many of us were aware
of the absence of a fellow scholar, colleague and friend
who would have certainly contributed much to the proceedings
and shared with us our enjoyment of the meetings.
In the
course of the conference, several references were made to
the absence of Professor Andrew H. Clarke, an absence which
only his untimely death could occasion. During all the preliminary stages of planning, he warmly supported the venture
and was as enthusiastic as always in his plans to be an
active participant. When it is considered how much Andy
interacted with scholars on both sides of the Atlantic, it
seems very appropriate, that this conference be dedicated
to the man, his work, and his memory.
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I.H. Adams
SCOTLAND 1760-90

INTRODUCTION
The large-scale movement of people away from a near selfsufficient rural existence into urban dependence has been a
common pattern for mankind during the last two hundred years.
For the Third World it is a highly topical field of study,
but for the industrial nations it is of primarily historical
interest. Scotland provides a worthwhile study, for not only
did it participate in the first of these transitions, but it
also felt the impact over a comparatively short span of time .
Indeed, in little more than a generation many contemporary
observers used the word revolution. Time and again the ministers
writing accounts of their parishes in the Statistical Account of
Scotland (1791-7) stated, 'the face of the par~sh ~s considerably changed of late, and improvements are still going forward'.l
Indeed in three cases the correspondents made comparative tables
to show the extensive changes, in Mains parish, Angus (1750-90),
Cambusland parish, Lanark (1760-90) and Edinburgh (1763-90) .2
The extent of the changes was summed up in the case of Edinburgh
by William Creech, publisher and bookseller:
'Every person, whose recollection extends but to
a few years past, must be sensible of a very
striking difference in the external appearance
of Edinburgh, and also in the mode of living ,
trade, and manners of the people.•3
To this man it was a time of revolution which needed explanation:
'It is frequently difficult to assign a reason
for the revolutions which take place in the
circumstances and manners of a country, or to
trace the causes that have occasioned a change;
but, it is evident that the first step towards
investigating the cause is to state the facts.•4
The objective of this paper is to make a preliminary
survey of the data by which 'revolution' may be measured and to

.
o 1790 encompasses a pinnacle of
In Scotland the ~er~od 1760 tn as the Age of Enlightenment or
intellectual ach~evement ~n~ these generalizations sum up t~e
the Age of Improve~cnt.
o sorb new ideas and at the _same tLme
willingness of soc~7ty to ~
. ally it was characterLsed by
put them into practLce . _PrL~c~pvolving the abandonment of nearly
the Agricul~ural RevolutLO~'es~~anded down from time i~emo:~al.
all the agr~cultural pract~c.
.
of an urban revolut1on ~n
This period also saw the beg~nnLnfs ints of the medieval burgh
which the physical and legalFcon~l~a the introduction of ~ndus
were conveniently ignor7d .
~na otton spinning, gave rise to
trial techniques, espec~all~e~~ ~actory system. All involve~
the movement towards ~he_mo .
d up by Adam Smith 1n h~s
a new concept of spec~alLzatLon summe
wealth of Nations.
SOURCES AND DATA
rehensive sources is not possible
Generalization based on c~~p
ch as agricultural change and
in an analysis of any pro. eml;~O to 1790. At the onse~ of
emigrati~n dur~ng t~e perLo~ation of 1755 gives a relatLvely
this perlod Webster s enume
hie structure of Scotland .
.
reliable picture of the ~em~grap count gives a somewhat varLable
Sir John Sinclair's StatLStLcal_A~
f Scotland in the 1790s.
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Progress towards thls targe
areas:
Published
Division of Scotland's c~mmons
Directory of landownershlp c.l770
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-4Part published
Progress of agricultural improvement as measured by
the production of estate plans
Substantial progress towards publication
Establishment of planned villages
Dictionary of Scottish land surveyors
Establishment of cotton works
Water-power site register
Preliminary survey only
Authorization of turnpike roads
Register of emigration ships
Dearth record, 1782- 3
Shieling location and abandonment
Register of Muster Rolls, 1756-83
EMIGRATION
In the popula: imaginati~n of the eighteenth century, emigration
to North Amer~ca w~s an ~rrevocable decision for a desperate
person. It was ne~ther respectable nor sensible:
'The major~ty of the population never thought
about Amer~ca_at all; to them i t was the dumping
ground_for th~eve~, bankrupts and prostitutes,
for wh~ch we rece~ved tobacco in return .• 6
From the data it is clear that the economic political
forces came into play at varying t~es and at
d~ffer~ng ~ntensities during this critical period.
The geographer, howeve: , may be tempted with hindsight to see cause and
eff7ct spann~ng a number of years, when in fact the limited
per~od of twe~t~ - four hours could be long enough to bring about
~portant dec~s~on making.
Emigration falls into this category
for a roof over one's head the next night or hunger for the next
meal _was often a ' push factor', and must be studied at this
sens~t~ve level.

a~d te~o~ogical

. .

Another factor that is often ignored is the trans~erab~l~ty of s~ill.
The pull of the town could only operate
~f the work ava~lable was within the capacity of the low skilled
sub-tenant. Unt~l large-scale mechanization was achieved in
~ndustry, the rural dweller could not make the transition to
urban craftsman. In the meantime the luckless farmer sought

the only thing he knew--land--and that could only be found
on the other side of the Atlantic.
Between 1760 and 1790 three periods can be identified
in which markedly different patterns of emigration emerge.
1.

1760-75 Agr~cultural Revolution - economic push

The full flood of improvement occurred during this period. The
land surveyor was most active, dividing up the system of runrig
into consolidated farms. The old commons were taken out of
general use and allotted to the landowners by the courts. New
techniques, crops , machines, and systems were introduced into
agriculture and effectively reduced the demand for labour.
Amalgamation of farms and the prohibition of subtenancy released
large numbers from the countryside. Towns and industry were not
yet at a stage to offer an alternative, so emigration flourished .
The emigrant benefited by well established trading
links and the economics of transport. Scotland was fast reaching pre-eminence in the tobacco trade with Virginia which
ensured a steady eastward stream of laden ships across the
Atlantic, but return cargoes had not yet developed. Thus the
shipowners found it economically attractive to offer cheap
passages . The standard vessel of the period, a ship of 150200 tons, could be fitted out with 150 to 250 berths.
The largest and most important settlement of Scots
before the War of Independence was in North Carolina, along the
Cape Fear River, in what was to become Cumberland County.7
There were some settlers in the area before 1730, and in 1739
about 350 from Argyllshire settled there. The province continued to attract Highlanders, and between 1768 and 1772 over
2,000 settled in Cumberland County alone. Assoc~ations were
formed for co-qperative purchase of land in America and in
1773-4 many lowland farmers left Scotland, some found~ng
Caledonia County in Vermont . B A wave of emigration, especially
of Paisley weavers and other artisans, occurred in 1774 dur~ng
the depression that followed the failure of the Ayr Sank. Total
Scottish emigration for the years 1763-75 has been put as high
as 25,000.9
Emigration came to an abrupt halt on 4 September 17 75.
Henry Dundas, the Lord Advocate (the principal law officer in
Scotland), stopped emigration with a few letters which illustrate the sheer power of the eighteenth century administrative
machine .
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With the ports sealed off the Lord
towards the source of em1gration,
·
' country districts.
Advocate turned
the
'Edinburgh 4 September 1755.
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1775-83 Military migration

Yet another factor in moving large numbers of Scots overseas
was the formation of Highland regiments to mop up the surplus
menfolk of the north. The process started in 1730 with the
foundation of the 42nd Regiment, the Black watch, wh1ch gained
renown in Flanders and with other regiments was sent to America
on the outbreak of the Seven Years War (1756-63). Many of the
soldiers, with official encouragement, took their discharge and
settled in America. With the commencement of hostilities in
1775 the government again turned to the Highlands for soldiers
to voyage to America. BY coincidence one of the first of the
military migrations was the transformation of the last civil
emigrant ship to sail before the LOrd Advocate's ban.
' Fort William, September 4.
Yesterday sailed the Jupiter, from ounstaffnage
bay,with about 200 emigrants on board, for
North carolina, from Appin in Argyllshire. Though
formerlY among the first to take up arms against
the reigning family, they now declare their readiness to support government, in case theY find i t
necessary, on their arrival 1n America. They
allege, in justification of their emigrating in
these troublesome times, that i t is better to
confront an enemy 1n the wildest desert in that
country, than live to be beggars in their native
land; that the oppressions of their landlords are
such , that none but the timid will bear with them,
while an asylum can be found in these wild, but
happy regions of America, for those that have a
spirit to seek for it. Many of them are among
the best in circumstances in this neighbourhood:
one of them went away with his seven sons. This
day wilt sail the ship Glasgow, with emigrants
from the port of Fort Wlll1am, bound for New York.
They assign much the same reason with the former
for their conduct, in short, the emigrations of
the sheep-graziers from the south, and the uncharitable exactions of the proprietors of lands, will
soon banish the old inhabitants, and depopulate
this poor, but once happy country, which, as
Ulysses says of Ithaca, is, A barren clime, but
breeds a generous race•.l2
These poor men, mainly Hcoonalds, were to take up the pledge
of loyalty in an all tao tangible form. Vice Admiral samuel
Graves wrote:

-8-9·~ne ship Glasgow with 255 emigrants from Scotland ,
cor.signed to a Mr . Buchanan (Walter and Thomas
Eur..anan and Company) , merchant at New York, arriving
there the latter end of October, Captain Vandeput in
purs~ance of my orders has sent her to Boston, where
so•• atrived a few aays ago. Whatever may be their
rreLext for leaving Great Britain it surely can
ne•·el. be right to continue peopling a country in
absolute rebellion against us. Most of the men
will I believe enlist in the army, and upon cons:..ltl.ng with General Ho~.<.•c, we are of opinion the
rest ~nould be landed 3t Halifax, where a provision
is made by the governreent for their immediate
~ub<.1stence. '13

At Boston they were boarded by Captain Alexander Campbell of the
nE'·~ly raised reg1ment, the Royal Highland Emigrants, who had
orders to persuade them to enlist in this most appropriately
nam=d unit. Virtually the entire male membership of the party
enlisted and were soon on their way to the regimental headquarLers at Halifax.l4
The following year t he Scots Brigade Convoy sailed from
Greenock with 3 , 000 men on board, made up of a battalion of the
42nd Regiment (Black Watch) and two battalions of the 7lst.l5
Mili tary migration has continued unceasingly until the present
day. Once the Highlands had been depleted, the recruiting
sergeants haunted the streets of Glasgow for his Argyll Highlanders .
The loss of the United States of America led for a
time to a virtual cessation of emigration. Yet the seeds of a
r.~<.ssive future movement had been planted . Hector Maclean sailed
f: cm Greenock on ~he Glasgow Packet in September 1775 and along
Wl.th seven other ;ssengers pledged to join the Royal Highland
Emigrants (84th Regiment) on arrival in America.l6 After dis tinguished s e rvice he obtained a grant of land offered to the
discharged soldl.ers and settled nt Kennetcook, near Halifax,
Nova Scotia, after the 84th was disbanded on 10 October 1783.
~clean and thirty men set out to take up their claims early
l.n November but the men soon deserted their lots and Maclean
alone pioneered a farm l.n the wilderness. By the following
August he could report:
'Let me now indulge myself Wlth saying something
about the fruits of my labour since I parted with
you and came to this dreary solitude. A snug house
about 30 feet by 22, built of squared logs , clapboard and shingled, the situa t ion delightful as one
could wish, only distant from the sea, a clear well

I have sowed a dozen bushels of
settled country . for forage, before they are
oats to.be reaped horse and two cows, which
quite rl.pe , for a
is all my stock.
with some pigs.and po~l~~acres in all, cleared
I have about Sl.X ore g_th these oats, potatoes ,
and sowed and pla~ted Wl. ex ct to put in my
cabbages and turn~P~· !·nt~ above 200 bushels
cellar for the ensul.ng ~ nips and perhaps 1500
of potatoes and as ma~Y . urand a few bushels of
cabbages of my own ra~sl.n~ B. The house is but
barley to feed my hen~. ili not be finished or
a shell of a hous~ an _w
I live in a hut
even fit to live l.n thl.s y~ar~nough with two rooms.
that I have made comfo~~a~teas well have been le ~t
This remark by the by
g
. t"on of my farm wh1ch
out, it disfigures the descr~;c~
especially had
would have made a prettyb~an and~;re. These must
I thrown in my barn, st~ :~ may be drawn as if
not be forgot, and theTh~umeandering brook that
finished compl etely.
. abundance and runs
affords me alwa y s trou~ 1 n e b the west end
just at a convenient dJ.stanctyi~g itself into the
of my house fr~m S to_N , ~~pknow runs from E toW,
Kennetkook, wh1Ch aga~n ythe beautiful lawn on the
must be marked, a nd a so
d with clover and rye
north side of my ho~se, s~~~t 2 o or 30 roods, an
grass down to the r1~e~eadescent to it. On the
easy, h~rdly perce~~l.~ards from the house, a bank
south Sl.de, 30 or
han a glacis, at the
rather high and steeper ~
bounded on the west
bottom of it a level mea ow t·oned
I say nothing
side by the brook before men~ r e . spreading beech,
of the lofty pine trees, the ~e~utiful (if possible )
the tall straight ashes, more has decked the world
I intend to p 1 an t two
maple and no bl e oa ks · Nature
with no greater ornamenta 1 sh side of the river. I
orchards this fallf o~~ ~~~es; somebody will :eap
can get plenty ?f rul.
thing must be taken J.nto
the benefit of l.t . Every
1
7
the landscape·'
1783-90 Urban alternative
3.
.
r based on the spinning
The rapidly growing cotton J.ndus;t~on impact on the C?untry s
and suitable water power made a
ds g For the first t1me a~le
settlement pattern from ~i:~l~n~~rth~ unskilled cottar ~~~~~~~r
urban employment was aval ilies were welcomed by the ml
the countryside. Large fam labour of the women and chlldre~:
for his prize was the cheap men in the fast growJ.nq comm':l"7
Ample work was available forbuilding . These new opportunl.tles
cations network, or factory

je~ny

-11-10came at a time when nature was pushing off many of the remaining
sub-tenants . Two very bad seasons in 1782 and 1783 brought
dearth (but not famine) to most of Scotland. In many rural
parishes it was the turning point and population declined rapidly
as people made for the town. The economic pull was close at
hand and emigration was forgotten. A growth economy, the model
for future generations, had arrived. This was a contemporary
view, written in 1790:
'It is the general spirt of industry pervading
the whole country, putting employment into every
hand, and offering bread as a reward, which is
the genuine source of national prosperity. The
ingenuity, by which machinery to quicken and
facilitate labour, is formed, as the attending
handmaid of industry, by giving more production
to her operations, is of great importance.•l8
Besides cotton spinning, prosperity was reinforced by increased
hand loom weaving (the mechanization of which was to force largescale emigration in the nineteenth century) . Urban expansion
gathered pace, especially in the New Town of Edinburgh and the
westward extension of Glasgow. The industrial base widened as
glass, paper, pottery, leather, nailmaking, cabinetmaking , adopted
new techniques and increased production.
A perceptual barrier to emigration had also risen with
the defeat in America . The hard winters and hot summers had
taken their toll and stories abounded about the unhealthiness
of the New World.
When compared with the great emigrations of the nine teenth century this early period sinks into insignificance , but
a study of the various factors indicates a sensitivity of the
emigration process to economic and political events that can
be applied to later periods. Clearly Scotland, with its marginal land base, could not support a growing rural population
even in the second half of the eighteenth century. If land
was required men had to go overseas. For a period an urban
industrial alternative was provided, first by water power and
cotton, later by coal and iron, but again these could only
support a certain proportion of the growing population before
men again became surplus to Scotland's economic and resource
base. The story is one of a relatively marginal country
periodically running up to the limits of its ability to support
people; and this is a cycle that clearly has not seen an end.
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THE BRITISH ISLES AND NEWFOUNDLAND DURING THE
,

1n urgh, 1790.

EIGHTEENTH AND NINETEENTH CENTURIES
w. G. Handcock

Where it considers the subject of Newfoundland settler
or1g1ns, the existing literature may be said to include two
basic generalizations: firstly, that settlers stemmed from
Southwest England, southeastern Ireland , and the Channel Island s,
whence merchants and traders based in these areas drew their
manpower to conduct a migratory fishery in Newfoundland; and
secondly, that the structure of the Newfoundland population
by religious affiliation indicates the source areas of forebearers.! The latter may be called the 'Tocque formula'
expressed in the dictum of 1877:
The Roman Catholics are Irish and descendants of
Irish; the Episcopalians, Methodists and Congregationalists are English and the descendants of Eng l ish
and Jersey; the Presbyterians are principally
Scotch and their descendants.2
While there is little reason to doubt the validity of these
generalizations, the empirical evidence presented to support
them has been scant and no systematic attempt has been made
to define the c~annels of migration, to describe emigrant
source areas of different regions of Newfoundland, or to measure and explain differences in migration patterns from individual source areas.
An examination of information contained in the
earliest extant Church Registers of Newfoundland and similar
sources where homeland origins were specified, indicated that
it might be possible to reconsider these questions and to
attempt the reconstruction of the spatial patterns of source
areas together with regularities of movement between origins
and destinations.3 The use of such data assumes, in the case
of marriage registers, validity related to the role of females,
marriage and the nuclear family in the colonization process-expressed clearly enough by English Emigration Commissioners
in 184 7 when they observed that "for the growth of a colonial
population every single man who is sent out in excess of the
numbe r o f single women is absolutely useless," but in tile
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events do not conform necessarily to the year of migration.
MOst of the weaknesses, however, can be minimized by dividing the data set into appropriate sub-sets according to
given assumptions and by the application of analytical procedures of aggregation for specific questions. Spatial
coverage by destination can be generalized by dividing Newfoundland into units larger than the coverage given by a
single parish, that is, by devising district units from the
combined data of several adjacent parishes and analyzing the
results on the larger unit . To some extent aggregation tends
to overcome the problem of temporal coverage as well, since
individual records cover different periods of time and time
gaps in one source are often covered by the continuitY of
another. Indeed a marked feature of the growth of parishes
in Newfoundland, following the diffusion and growth of
permanent settlement, was that the earliest missionaries
covered extensive circuits to administer to a thinlY distributed
population. These missions were subsequently divided into
more confined units, following population expansion within
and short distance diffusion of settlements between initial
colonization nodes. The major biases in temporal coverage
may also be reduced further by analyzing frequencies of
movement in time aggregates (decades, units of decades), the
use of levelling techniques such as running means, and by
limiting the analysis to dates of marriage entries on the
assumption that these indicate more reliably the approximate
year of migration.
Most techniques developed to analyze the movement
of individuals between origins and destinations tend to focus
upon one part of the migration field. usuallY either the
origin or destination is reduced to a constant and the analysis
focuses upon the distributional pattern of the other. Relating a large number of origins and destinations simultaneously,
to identify the channels of migration flows, has proven much
more problematic . For example, in the data set of approximatelY
3,000 migrants collected for thiS study, the sub- set of
origins include more than 600 separate parishes and the subset of destinations over 200 Newfoundland settlements . In
reality, each individual movement between a point of origin
and destination constitutes a migration channel, and defines
a migration field. As indicated abOve, it is much more
appropriate to identify the main channel of migration by
combining origins and destinations into larger units to avoid
an analytical maze. An appropriate technique to isolate
the larger or 'important' flows between pairs of places has
been developed in econometrics by Savage and Deutsch, and more
recently Roseman has demonstrated its util1tY in identifying
channels of migration . 5 This technique, called 'transaction
flow analysis, ' is particularly adaptable to the data used in
this study; it is possible to use all references where origins
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-17are specified at the county level and the county is used as
the unit of analysis.
In employing an 'indifference model'
or the null hypothesis for each flow, the technique also has
the distinct advantage of determining the more significant
spatial associations between places irrespective of the
absolute numbers of migrants within a flow. On the other
hand, i t is less useful for defining the 'emigration fields'
or source areas of particular Newfoundland regions since it
is evident even in the case of individual destinations that
emigration was unevenly distributed by county and unaffect ed
by county boundaries.
In order to reduce this defect we may
employ the more traditional technique of focusing upon
origins at the parish scale, relating these to specific Newfoundland regions and mapping 'emigration fields ' associated
with the regions.
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A concurrent appraisal of Irish migration to Newfoundland by Mannion throughout the period of research for
this paper uses similar data and a somewhat parallel analysis
to that employed here.6 Except to reassess some aspects of
Irish emigration and to examine some areas not considered in
Mannion's study , it remains to consider primarily emigration
from other British Isles origins, particularly from Southwest
England.
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Distribution of Migrants by Origin and Destination
The statistics presented in Tables 1 and 2 represent
the geographical distributions for 2124 migrants whose origins
were specified by county.
The dominance of English (89 . 3
per cent) and the high proport~on of emigrants from Southern
and Southwest England confirm earlier qualitative assessments.
Devon, Dorset, Somerset and Hampshire account for more than
three-quarters of all English emigrants. The low rank of
Cornwall, with a contribution of less than 2 per cent, however, appears to refute previous assertions. Indeed emigration from centres such as Bristol , London, and Liverpool
individually appear of greater importance than either Cornwall or the Channel Islands. The matrix of origins (rows)
and destinations (columns) in Table 1 shows the distributional
connections of separate channels of migration. The more
distinctive spatial patterns indicated here include:
(i)

the attraction of the St. John's region to
migrants from all origins , but more particularly to those from Devon, Cornwall, London,
Liverpool, 'other English' regions, Scotland
and Wales .
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Main Channels of Emigration
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a concentration of Channel Islanders in St. John ' s,
conception say and the South coast .
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the widespread and relatively even distribution
of Dorset, Hampshire, and somerset immigrants
in most parts of Newfoundland--with a propensity
of these to be everywhere associated with each
other and to dominate in particular regions including Trinity Bay, sonavista Bay, Notre Dame Bay,
the south coast and northern Newfoundland/Labrador.
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(iv)

a basic similarity between the immigrant structure of the St . John's region and the neighbouring district of conception Bay--with the exception
that the former attracted a greater proportion
of Devonshire settlers and relatively lower proportions of settlers from oorset, somerset,
Hampshire and Bristol than the latter.
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An empirical regularity stressed in migration studies
was sufficient for Lee, in dealing with migration streams, to
state that "migration tends to take place within well- defined
streams not only because of the dictates of opportunity and
available transport , but also because migrants follow the
flow of information established by earlier migrants.•? A
similar but more explanatory view is contained in vance ' s
observation that "one of the critical facts of Amer~can historical geography is that a system of me9cantilism was wellestablished before that of emigration . "
In Newfoundland
Matthews has suggested that the broad outlines of settlement
were determined from the late seventeenth century onwards by
the trade patterns established by English merchants from
specific ports in the west of England (Dartmouth, Bristol,
Poole, etc.) to the specific coastal regions in Newfoundland
where they traded.9
Before examining the relationship between trade
circuits and the evidence of migration patterns presented here,
it is useful first to attempt a more objective definition of
emigration channels than is possible from the casual inspection of the statistics. As described above, a suitable technique
for this purpose is 'transaction flow analysis. ' This technique is based upon an 'indifference model' which assumes that
the proportion of total migrants from any origin to any destination will be equal to the proportion of all migrants at
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TABLE 3
that destination. For example, from Table 2 we observe that
the St . John's region received 46.6 per cent of all the
migrants in the data set; thus the model assumes that each
source area will send 46 .6 per cent of its migrants to st.
John's. The difference between observed and expected values
produce 'salience' measures of spatial attraction, which
can be calculated as relative or absolute indexes. The
Relative Acceptance (RA) index is computed by
Aij - Eij

RAij
Eij
where Aij is the observed number of migrants from or~g~n i
to destination j and Eij is the expected number of migrants
calculated from the 'indifference model.'
The Absolute Difference (D) index is derived from Dij = Aij Eij. The measures of salience are indicated by the positive
values of the two indexes, and the greater the positive
values the more strongly channelled or biased are the movements. The positive measures of salience calculated from the
data in Tables 1 and 2 are presented in summary form in Table 3.
The interpretation of the results contained in Table 3 must
be qualified by two important reservations: firstly, the
use of a statistical model assumes reliability of the
data set; secondly , the small number of observed values in
certain origin-destination sets provide measures that could
be altered greatly by the addition of small numbers of similar
data. Nevertheless the following observations may be
ventured .
The RA indices suggest that (i) some of the less
numerically-important source areas (Channel Islands, Bristol,
London and Scotland) produced more strongly channelled movements than the more important areas (Devon, Dorset), (ii) that
migrants (rom Dorset, Somerset and Hampshire dominated movements i nto all regions outs~de St. John's and Conception Bay.
The D indices , in assessing the absolute measures of salience
in particular channels, show the strong bias towards St . John's
as the main destination for Devonsh~re, Scots and 'Other
English' emigrants; the attraction of Conception Bay to
BriatoJians , and as with the RA indices, the geographical
diversity of destinations ~n Newfoundland of emigration from
Gorset , Somerset and Hampshire.
Another remarkable feature revealed is the degree
to ·,rhich the ethnic structure of Concept~on Bay reflects the
same st ructural diversity of Newfoundland's non-Irish population aa a whole . Desp~te the parallel, a closer examination

Relative Acceptance and Absolute
channels.

Difference Indices of Emigration

D

RA

Emigration Channel
origin
channel Islands
Bristol
somerset
Hampshire
oorset
somerset
Hampshire
Hampshire
somerset
oorset
somerset
oorset
Liverpool
scotland
Channel Islands
oorset
somerset
Dorset
Hampshire
oevon
cornwall
London
'Other English'
oevon
Dorset
Somerset
Hampshire
Cornwall
London
Liverpool
'Other English'
Scotland
Dorset
uampshire
Devon

oestination
south coast
conception Bay
N. Nf l d . /Labrador
Trinity Bay
Notre Dame Bay
west coast
Bonavista Bay
Notre Dame say
Trinity Bay
eonavista Bay
south coast
south coast
st. John ' s
St. John's
Conception say
Trinity say
sonavista Bay
west coast
west coast
st. John's
st. John's
st. John's
st . John ' s

Index
>0 .5
3.0
2.6
2.0
1.9
1.7
1.5
1 .5
1.2
1.2
1.1
1.1
1.0
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6

o.s

<0 . 5
say
Bay
BaY
Bay
Bay
Bay
concept~on say
concept~on Bay
conception Bay
N. Nf1d./Labrador
N. Nfld./Labrador
N. Nfld./Labrador

conception
conception
conception
conception
conception
conception

Index (ranking)

9 (15)
21 (10)
6 (16)
46 (4)
23 (9)

3
15
5
25

(22)
(12)
(21 )
(8)

36 (6)
11 (13)

42 (5)
10 (14)
47
6

54

6
6
2
180
6

(3)
(17)

(2)

(18)
(19)
(24)
(1)
(20)

16 (11)

31 (7)

Null hypo~esis acc;pted
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by settlement within Conception Bay shows striking local
For example, among English settlers Dorsetshiremen appear to dominate in places such as Carbonear
and Brigus, and together with settlers from somerset and
Hampshire emerge prominently in most settlements between
Carbonear and Bay de Verde. On the other hand, Devonshire
and Jersey settlers tended to favour places such as Harbour
Grace, Port de Grave, Bay Roberts and Cupids. Closer to
St. John ' s, Devonshiremen pioneered in Bell Island and
Portugal Cove while migration of Bristolians focussed
almost exclusively upon Harbour Grace. The main emigration
streams derived from the indexes in Table 3, together with
data from other sources, are used in the construction of
Figure 1.

d~fferences.

From a set of 820 Irish/Newfoundland emigrants
collected by the author in the source materials examined, it
was calculated that 64 per cent originated in the three southeastern count~es of Waterford, Wexford and Kilkenny. Mannion ,
in extending the set of 6410 migrants calculated that 69
per cent derived from these three counties, and was able to
conclude the vast majority settled on the southern Avalon,
dominating the ethnic composition of most settlements between
St. John's and Placentia. The tendency of the Irish to
settle on the southern Avalon appears to have been established as early as the late seventeenth century, and most
certainly by 1720 when a naval commodore reported "here are
brought over every year by the Bristol, Biddiford and Bastable ships great numbers of Irish Roman Catholic servants ,
who all settle to the southward in our Plantations . .. •!O
Even as late as the period 1811-1830 Irish emigration which
McLintock states exceeded 24,000 at St. John's was still 11
largely directed to that port and settlements southwards.
Outside the St. John's area and the southern Avalon
scattered Irish settlements did emerge in most regions otherwise dominated by the English. AmOng the princ~pal of these
were the main centres of Conception say (Harbour Grace,
Carbonear and Brigus); Tilting Harbour and Fogo in Notre . .
Dame Day; · Bonavista and King's Cove in Bonavista Ba~; Tr~~ty
in Trinity Bay; st. Lawrence and Mortier on the Bur~n Pen~n
sula and Harbour Breton on the south coast. Migrations
associated with these settlements, though originating i~ the
same source areas, were clearly independent from the ~~n
channels of Irish movements and associated primarily w~th
trade channels generated through the port of Poole. Poo~e
merchants, among other places , maintained trading establ~sh
ments at most of the centres cited above , and used Waterf~rd,
Cork and Youghal both to supplement their own labour requ~re
ments and to secure passengers travelling to Newfoundland to
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a~ H~~~r~stol
~r
e~gnmouth
Bideford'a~nd

serve Newfoundland settlers 12 Undoubt dl
·
ca:ried some of the Irish who settled
ships
South Devon merchants from Dartmouth T
Grace,
transportation to conception Bay, St. John:s
offered
ern Avalon, even after the trade of
the Southto the latter
ceased during the 1780
d Barnstaple
of Placentia and St. Mary's says, merchants: In the case
and Waterford promoted an almost exclusive r~s movement.
Poole

wh~le

reg~on

ti~~shbetween

mer~~~ti~:~i1~~~on

The explanation of patterns of I · h
·
·
settlem7nt is less obvious from direct
and
trade
since the
land. trade was cap~tal~ze~ and conducted primarily from the
Engl1sh ports. Most Engl1sh merchants used Ireland
of labour. Some Irish merchants and traders
~n the Newf?undland trade directly but most were allied ' th
larger Engl1sh f1rms.

c~rcu1ts th~ En~l~sh em~gration

~ource

Newfoun~~d

:~g:ged

w~

. Although many spatio- temporal changes can be
traced Ln the nature of the English-Newfoundland trad ·
terms of
methods of
and su~ply, _ trad~g reg1ons and resource developments, the
most s1gn1f1cant 1n determining opportunities and transport
for patterns_of English emigration and settlement include
(1) the cont1nuance of trade circuits from Dartmouth, Teignmouth and the Torbay region--all in south Devon throughout
the latter half of the eighteenth century and i~to the nineteenth century focussing in Newfoundland upon harbours within
the central sector of the 'traditional English shore,'
part1cularly the ~ettlements of Ferryland, say Bulls , Petty
Harbou:, St. John s, Torbay and others in conception say such
as Cup1ds, Porte de Grave and Bay Roberts.
In each of these
the_ev1dence of trader and settler origins in England clearly
1nd1cate south Devon roots, (iil the expansion of the trade
of Poole during ~e eighteenth century into all regions beyond
the coastal conf1nes of the 'traditional English shore'
(beyond cape sonavista and Cape Race) . During the late
seventeenth century, the trade of Poole was conducted within
Trinity Bay. From the beg1nning of the eighteenth century,
and_part1cularly after the Treaty of Utrecht, 1713, Poole
traaers expanded northwards into Bonavista say and by 1732
were f1rmly established in Fogo and Twillingate.
conc~rrently, otner Poole oerchants were among the first
English at trading 1ocat1ons in southern regions, formerly
held by the French, includ1ng St. Marys Bay, Placentia,
Bu rin - Mort1er and until 1783 controlled the trade in St.
Pierre and ~quelon. The secona half of the eighteenth
cen tury saw further addltlons to the coastal trading regions
of Poole-based !1rms, 1ncludin9 White aay, Fortune say, say
St. George, Bay of Islands, BOnne eay and the stra1ts of

Engl~sh.port p~rtic1pation,

explo~t~~ion

Belle Isle.
In all of these regions settlers of oorset/
somerset/Hampshire extraction pioneered permanent settlement and dominated subsequent emigration, even in instances
where initial trade circuits were broken . For example,
fol l owing initial colonization in Fortune Bay by oorsetshire settlers under the aegis of a Poole firm who had
maintained trade there for about forty years from the
1760s ,l3 the parish records of the region indicate that
nineteenth century emigration derived from oorset
south
somerset , despite the fact that the trade of the reg 1o n
passed into the control of two firms --one ol 4 DartmOuth
(Newman) and the other of Jersey (Nicolle).
It is evi d ent that both firms cont i nued to use oorset as a source of
manpower , mainly to meet the needs of
Newman ' s , for example , employed the off1ces of Joseph B1rd- a Poole- based Newfoundland merchant though domiciled in
North oorset at sturminster Newton - -to secure •men and beys'
for their south coast establishments and settlers . The
Bird familY maintained establishments on the west coast of
Newfoundland and in southern Labrador, but found it ~n
venient to recruit and convey servants for Newman's .
Nicolle ' s followed a similar recruitment programme thr ough a
Poole net and twine manufacturer, wm. Balston and Son . A
letter dated February 16, 1844 , requests thirty- four servants
for Newfoundland planters and five for the firm itself. A
quotation from the letter reading "you anticipate more
difficulty in providing them than in former years," clear ly
indicates that recruitment in oorset was a well-establis hed

an~

N~wfoundland sett~ers.

practice . l6
Another source of three decades later indicates
still another variant of the Dorset/Somerset connection with
Newfoundland ' s south coast through the port of DartmOuth This source recalls in the words of one Henry Haskett of
Marnhull in North oorset his recruitment as a Newfoundland
servant.
A roan called PhilliP Francis who lived at Hinton
st . Mary advertised in the western Gazette for
men to go to Newfoundland for Newman , Hunt and
Company. Forty-two men went ... There were already
several Marnhull men out there. We went on April
8th, 1878 , to Yeovil Old Castle and from there to
Dartmouth . .. l7
The "several Marnhull men out there" probably included men
such as Henry John Moore, Nathaniel Hatcher, Robert Lewis,
Frances Kendall and George Guy--all Marnhull men whose
marriages are recorded at south Coast settlements between
1850 and 1877.

TABLE 4
Temporal Variations in Selected Emigration-Channels
(from marriage records in decadal units).

Emigration-Channel
Origin-Destination

British Isles - Newfoundland
Devon - Newfoundland
oevon - st. John's
Dorset - Newfoundland
corset - Trinity say
corset - sonavista say
corset - Conception Bay
corset - south coast
Other English - Newfoundland

1.

Period
coveredl

Period 2
Oecadal Mean

Peak
oecade 3

1755 - 1894
1755 - 1894
1755 - 1894
1765 - 1894
1765 - 1864
1805 - 1874
1775 - 1874
1825 - 1894
1755 - 1894

1795 - 1845
1815 - 1854
1815 - 1854
1805 - 1854
1795 - 1834
1835 - 1854
1815 - 1854
1865 - 1884
1845 - 1894

1825 - 1834
1835 - 1844
1835 - 1844
1835 - 1844
1805 - 1814
1845 - 1854
1825 - 1834
1865 - 1874
1875 - 1884

2.

Includes period covered by the records.
The period of a positive variance from decadal mean of the period covered

3.

by the records.
The decade of greatest positive variance from decada1 mean of the period
covered.
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-28Emigration Fields
recorded in local marriage registers since such unions would
have occurred elsewhere - in the British Isles or older
settled regions, or contracted locally by common-law . Until
the mid- eighteenth century, missionary contact with Newfoundland inhabitants was scant and irregular , and even after this,
the expansion of permanent settlement outstripped by several
generations the spread of regular missionary contacts . St.
John's, Harbour Grace and Trinity were served by missionaries
sponsored by the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel
from the mid-eighteenth century onwards; however, only
Trinity (1757) and Harbour Grace (1776) have complete marriage registers. A gap in the St. John's registers for the
vital period 1784-1809 creates a bias which even levelling
techniques fail to correct. Similarly, the marriage
registers for other regions are biased toward the nineteenth
century and are clearly most accurate as indicators of the
spatiotemporal patterns of migration for this time . Based
upon these qualifications, each of the periods shown in
Table 4 may be advanced earlier at least a decade, and some
such as Devon- St. John ' s, Dorset-conception Bay by a generation or more. Thus the main period of emigration from
the British Isles to Newfoundland appears to have spanned
from ca. 1785-1835, and the main decade of emmigrant absorption ca. 1815-1825.
Among the more important trends illustrated in
Table 4 are the variations in certain regional channels of
emigration from the overall temporal pattern of Newfoundland
and the temporal diversity in those channels stemming from
Dorset.
In the latter , for example, it can be seen that
the channels of flow to Trinity and Conception Bay reached
a peak earlier than those to Bonavista Bay and the South
Coast. A similar temporal variation can also be demonstrated
for Somerset and Hampshire with the same Newfoundland terminals as Dorset though few Hampshire settlers appear on
the South Coast. Consistent with trade links from Dartmouth
and Teignmouth emigration from Devonshire maintained a main
directional attraction to the St. John ' s region and was
particularly prominent in the period 1785-1834 .
Contrary to the view expressed elsewhere that there
was little or no emigration to Newfoundland during the
nineteenth century,l8 the marriage registers reveal emi~rat40n from traditional source areas continued until the m4dnineteenth century . Most revealing, however, are that (i)
~uring the latter half of the century the flow from tradit~onal source areas seem to have been less important than
emi gration from •other English" areas, especially to St ·
John's and (ii) that emigration from Dorsetshi re to the South
COast continued for several decades after it had ceased to
other Newfoundland regions.

In the discussion on emigration channels~ it was
th county division as the un~t of
convenient.t~ employ
.e.
the use of available data . For
British or4g~ns
·
he to
670maxuttLze
Devonians in the populat~on,
some 106
examp 1 e, o f t
.
· inating in Devon·
· tied in the mater~als on 1 Y as or4g
~~ew!p!~~loy the smaller sub- sets defined by sett;~n~~r
·
· in we can attempt to reconstruct t e o
~a~t~~a~fo~r~Ield'--of British/Newfoundland emig:an~s an~
t~ identify more precisely the spatial character~s~~cs o
' emigration fields' of particular Newfoundland reg~ons .
In the case of Irish emigration to N~wfoundland ,
Mannion has shown that the movements were ~onf~ned to
particular parts of the contributing count~es:
Roughly 90 per cent of the wexford immigrants come
from the western half of the ~ounty and the same
percentage applies to south K~lkenny, Southeast
Tipperary and Southeast cork . l9
Since these areas of Ireland represent the parts of the .
respective counties nearest to the main port of embarkat~on,
waterford, it would seem that distance from the port pla~ed
some role in the selective process: On ~e ~ther h~d, 7t _
does not seem that emigration decl~ned w7th 1ncreas~ng ~~7t
ance alone but varied according to the S4~e of place . or~g~ns,
i e
with larger inland settlements send~ng more ~grants,
a~d-~maller settlements nearer waterford sending fewer. Generally , this same basic principle of distance from the ~rts
and size of place origin seems to have been a factor ~n the
amount of emigration from southwest and South~rn England.
The pattern of geographical origins in the ma1n source areas.
of England is shown in Figure 2. Thes~ areas were d~rived-~)
allowing the parish boundaries of orig4n--where cont1guous
to coalesce. Generally, it can be seen . that a trlangularshaped zone with apexes at Plymouth, Br~stol, and Portsmouth
defines the major source area of Newfoundland as a w~ole:
within this zone there are numerous ~acan~ a:eas . ~nd:cat~ng
little or no emigration and some reg~ons ~nd1cat~ng . 1ntense
movement . In Devon, for example, the source ar~as ~nclud~d
some 88 civil parishes, of which 74 form a cont~guous reg~on
in south Devon adjacent to the ports engaged 1n the Newfoundland trades:
Dartmouth, Plymouth, Teignmo~th, and Exeter.
While the ports appear to have been the ma1n centres of
emigrat4on numerically, inland marke~ towns such . as Totnes
and Newton Abbott, together with the1r ne~ghbour~ng rural
parishes such as Berry Pomeroy, L~ttle Hempston, Broad-
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hempston, Staverton, Ipplepin and Abbots~erswell s7em to have
been of equal importance, at least relat1ve to the1r own
population sizes. Indeed, in this respect the most significant emigration of all seems to have been from the coastal
village of Shaldon near Teignmouth; twenty-five families moved
to st . John's from here and this figure is most likely a
small fraction of the total.
Figure 2 suggests that only in Dorset was the pattern
of origins widespread . Some regions in the southern and
eastern sections of the county do not appear to have been
important. Outside Poole and its immediate area , a major source
area appears to follow a northern axis oriented with the
Stour Valley into the Blackmore Vale where it assumes a
northwest/southwest orientation encompassing parishes in north
Dorset and south Somerset and also a few in southwest Wiltshire. Another major region of emigration is indicated in
the immediate Poole region with western extensions in central
Dorset and the Isle of Purbeck , and an eastern counterpart
including the western coastal and inland regions of Hampshire.
While it can be assumed that the emigration fields were most
closely associated with Newfoundland opportunities at the
port of Poole, the evidence already presented indicates some
overlap of emigration from Dartmouth and it is also likely
that some emigration particularly in north Dorset and south
Somerset found Newfoundland destinations in Conception Bay
through the port of Bristol.
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The source areas of scottish and 'other English'
emigrants are indicated in Figure 3 . The representation of
Scottish orig1ns indicates a Lowland and coastal set of s ource
areas; however, it disguises the fact that more than 80 per
cent originated in the coastal ports and that mor e than 90
per cent came from the Scottish Lowlands. Thus it would seem
that there was virtual l y no connection between the Scottis h
emigrants to Newfoundland and the influx of Highland Scots
to Nova Scotia . 'Other English' source areas - -areas outside
Southwest England- -as Figure 3 shows, may be associated with
a widespread set of geographical locations , although as
already stated, LOndon and Liverpool appear as emigration
centres o f some importance . Many of the individuals emigrating outside the main source areas appear to have been associated
with specialized roles or occupations assumed in the Newfoundland setting . Missionaries and clergymen, for instance, are
identified in parochial records with places such as Warwick
1n Warw1ckshire, Boreham in Sussex , Thornton Rush in Yorkshire, Madely in Shropshire, and Macclesfield in Chesh ire .
A sergeant-major came from Newc astle-Upon-Tyne; a schoolteacher from Eckford in Roxburghshire; a medical doctor from
Oxford, and merchants from such places as Birmingham , Lapworth ,
and Southport. Selectivity in the emigration process by
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specialized occupational types, however, was by no means
confined to ' other English' source areas; it was a factor in
all regions including Scotland, Southwest England and
Ireland.
A series of maps comprising Figure 4 attempts to
define emigration fields in Southwest England associated
with selected Newfoundland regional destinations. Generally
the emigration fields of both St . John's and Conception
Bay appear to have spatial patterns simila: to that for .
the whole of Newfoundland, with the except1ons that Engl1sh
emigration to St. John's can be most closely identified
with South Devon, and to Conception Bay with Dorset, Hampshire and Somerset . Figure 4 , however, disguises the
distinctive relationship between Bristol and Harbour Grace.
The emigration fields of Trinity, Bonavista and Notre Dame
Bays appear to be very similar and associated with a widespread set of place- origins in Dorset and an associated
scatter of Dorset-border places in south Somerset and wesc
Hampshire . By contrast, the south coast of Newfoundland
can be closely linked with emigration from north Dorset
and south Somerset parishes and although the evidence is
scant, a similar pattern emerges from the English who settled in certain ports of the west coast of Newfoundland,
along the north west coast and in southern Labrador. These
indications are gained partly from paroch1al records (Table
2) and partly from other sources.20
Since some of the parishes of orig1n are identified
from a single reference or parish registration, it 1s impractical to attempt any deta1led quantitati ve assessment
of emigration intensities. We may nevertheless examine th1s
question generally by relating the number of observed
immigrants and the population sizes of their settlements of
origin. The single most 1mportant em1grat1on centre appears
to have been Poole . Poole appears to have accounted for more
than 20 per cent of all Dorset emigrants and to have contributed one and a half times as many eoigrants as Dartmouth,
the second most important centre. Indeed, it would seem
that emigrat1on from Poole exceeded that of the Channel
Islands some three-fold and the whole of Cornwall more than
four-fold. Table 5 shows the proportion of ~~igrants stemming from settlements of var1ous populat1on sizes in Devon,
Dorset, Hampshire and somerset, and the plac es of o riq 1n
associated with em1gration fr equencLe in the data set. These
f1gures reveal several maLn features. FLrstly, 1f it 18
assumed that the larger-sized settlements (for example,
those ove r 1,000 population) represent the more urban, and
the smaller-sized parishes the more rural, it i s evi dent that
the far greater proportion of emLgrants or1ginated 1n the

l
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Proportion of Emigrants by Population size
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1

of Place Origins
somerset Hampshire Average

32
23
20
25

15
33
27
25

12
58
24
6

18
35
25
22

Number of Emigrants2 by Selected Place Origins

Number of
Emigrants2
over 100

Dorset :

50- 99

Devon : Dartmouth, Teignmouth .
Hampshire: Christchurch. LOndon

40-49

Br~stol.

30-39

Devon: Plymouth, Torquay, Liverpool.
Dorset: Sturminster Newton, Bridport.

20 - 29

10-19

Poole.

Devon: Exeter, Newton ~bbot, Sha1don.
Dorset: Wimborne Minster.
somerset: Crewkerne.
Hampshire: R~ngwood.
Devon :

~botskerswel1 , ~shburton, Brixham,

Broadhempston, lpp1epin, Kingskerswel1,
Paignton, Staverton, Stokeintinhead,
St. Mary Church, Torbryan, Totnes.
Dorset: Bere Regis, Blandford Forum, Dorchester,
Sherborne, Shaftesbury, wareham.
Hampshire: Lymington.
Somerset: Yeovil.

1 calculated from the mean population of civil parishes 1801- 1841.
2Number in the Emigrant Population drawn from Newfoundland
parochial records.
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-36urban centres: ~e.ports, m~r~et-t?wns and manufacturing
settlements. Th1s 1s most v1v1dly 1llustrated in the case
of Hampshire, where more than 40 per cent of the emigrants
seem to have originated in Christchurch. Christchurch,
and the inland market town of Ringwood together appear to
count for more than half of all Hampshire origins. Among
the thirty- three places listed in Table 5 only nine had
early nineteenth century populations of less than 2,500;
and only seven with less than 1,000.
It must be recognized,
however, that the statistics in Table 5 do not cons i der
those entries where settlement of origin was unspecified,
but even if all of these were derived from settlements of
less than 1,000 population, the proportion of emigration
from the more rural areas of southwest England would still
barely comprise one third of the total. The English were
predominantly from the 'labouring poor' of the larger towns
and v illages, mainly artisans, craftsmen, labourers and
their ch1ldren, rather than small freeholders, tenant farmers
and the agricultural labouring classes from the more rural
areas. On the other hand, a significant difference appears
in the pattern of origins from Devon, where about 60 per
cent of the emigrants derived from parishes of less than
2,50 0 i n population and where certain inland agricultural
p arishes such as Abbotskerswell, Broadhempston, Ipplepin,
K1ngskerswell, Staverton, and Torbryan appear to have been
as important as some of the market towns of Dorset, western
Hanpshire and south Somerset {Table 5 ) . Finally, except in
St. John's and portions of Conception Bay the evidence
p resented here removes the paramountcy of Devonshire as a
maJ or source area of English emigrat1on to Newfoundland a point of view emphasized strongly in historical literature. Collectively Dorset, Hampshire and Somerset clearly
formed the major source area of the English emigrants who
colonized the north-eastern, northern, southern and western
regions of Newfo undland.
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Documentary sources on Homeland Origins
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Anglican Cat hedra l , St. John ' s: Baptisms and
Marriages 1752-178 4, Buria l s 1752- 1790; Marriages 1809 - 1819;
Baptisms 1818 - 1828 ; Marria ges 1819- 1828; Marriages 18281836; Burials 1812- 1824; Burials 1825- 1845; Marriages 18361850; Burials 1850- 1879; Marriages 1850- 1879 .
(photocopies
in Provincial Archives , St. J ohn's) . Manuscripts of Parish
records deposited with the Vital Statistics Di v ision,
Department of Health, St . John's, included : St . Thomas
(C. of E.) St. John ' s: Marriages 1 802 - 1891; King's Cove
(C . of E.) Marriages 1834-1 891; Trinity North (St . Paul's
c. of E ., Trinity) : 1757- 1838; Trinity Nor th (Catalina c .
of E. ) ; Marriages 1833- 1891; Bonavista (Wesleyan) : Marriages 1822- 1890 : Bonavista (C. of E.) Marriages 17861891; Gr eenspond (C . o f E. ) Marriages 1 815-1891; White Bay
(C. of E.) 1864-1890 , St. Anthony (Methodist) 1873- 1890
Marriages; Port de Grave and Clarke's Beach (C. of E. )
Marriages 1837- 1890; Fogo (C. of E.) Marriages 1841- 1849;
Rose Blanche (C. of E . ) Marriages 1860-1891; Burin (Methodist) Marriages 1850-1880 ; Brittonia (Methodist) 18831891 ; Hermitage (C. of E.) Marriages 1867- 1877; St . George ' s
(C. of E., Presbyterian , Methodist) 1862-1 891; Harbour Grace
(C . of E. ) Marriages 17 7 6- 187 1 ; Carbonear (Methodist)
Marriages 179 4 - 1891; Brigus-Cupids (Methodist) Marriages
1837- 1891 ; Blackhead (Methodist) Marriages 1816-1891;
Register of Marriages 1825-1828, (mostly Roman Catholic/
Irish, performed at nume r ous places throughout Newfoundland ) ; Marriage Registers and certificates (a loose leaf
collection of original certificates, some fire-charred,
covering the period 1825-1879 ) ; Parish records , Provincial
Archives : Trinity (C. of E. ) Burials 1757-182 0 (microfilm
copy); King's Cove (Roman Catholic ) Marriages 1815-1855;
Brigus (Methodist) Marriages 1822-1831; Social and Obituary
Columns of Newspapers, Provincial Archive s included : The
Carbonear Star and Conception Bay J ournal 1833; The Harbour
Grace Standard 18 7 9-1886; The Harbour Grace Wee kly Journal
1828; The Weekly Herald 1849.
The author acknowledge s information on e migrant
origins supplied by the f o llowing: Mr. Howard Brown,
Department of Geography, Memorial University o f Newfound land, for a tombstone survey o f Topsail cemetery ; Mrs .
Margaret Chang , Centre for Newfoundland Studies, Memor1.a l
University of Newfoundl and , Tombstone inscriptions (C. of
E. Cemete ry) Bay Bulls; Mi ss Patricia Thornton, Department
o f Geography, University of Aberdeen, for entrie s transcribed
from parish r ecords and ceme t e ries relating to St. Barbe
and southe rn Labrado r ; or. J ohn Mannion, Dep artment of
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R.A. Butlin
The study of cultural transfer within the
'Atlantic migration field' necessitates consideration of
conditions in the regions from which migrants came, the
processes of transport and transfer and their filtering
effects on the total potential migrant population, the
effects on the recipient regions, and the feedback of remittances and impressions (and in many cases the return of
dissatisfied migrants) . Much of the earlier classic work
on transatlantic migration was at a macro-scale or aggregate
level, and approaches at this level present considerable
problems of identification and of explanation . An ethnocentric emphasis has promoted descriptions and explanations of
the Irish, Scots-Irish, English and Welsh migrants to North
America, but this type of general classification by national
origin makes it difficult, if not impossible, to provide a
satisfactory explanation of causes and effects of migration.
What is the significance, in socio-economic terms, for example, of an 'Irish' or even a 'Cornish' origin? A consideration of migration at a macro-scale can, perhaps, be beneficial and productive if the Atlantic migration field is
regarded as a sytem or sub-system, within which population
flows and interactions can be hypothesized, tested, and
measured. An oversimplified attempt to measure such interactions is Brinley Thomas's recent work on Atlantic migration, which relates migration and capital construction in an
inverse investment cycle . At the other extreme, a microscale , behavioural, and 'geobiographical' approach can be
rewarding. Both scales are exemplified in the papers by
Adams and Handcock and in the related symposium abstracted
papers.
We still have an imperfect knowledge of the processes which stimulate or produce migration. A general
assumption is that ' difficult' (real or perceived) conditions in the homeland were significant, but in many
instances we lack the necessary detailed knowledge of social
and economic conditions in the 'donor' regions. We need
to know much more about the decision-making behind migration (which could vary from rational and considered to nearhysterical decisions), about sponsored migration and about
the people who did not migrate.

-42-43Studies of the migrants'
,
on the new environments are r
d
per7ep~1on of and effects
scarc1ty of data - for rna
en ered d1ff1cult by the
left no record of their ny m7grants were illiterate and
1
'relict ' features of mat::r:~ ~n~~s.
Stud1es of surviving
an understanding of the pioneer~ ' culture may he~p towards
env1ronments .
response to the1r new

P. M. Korosci l

As Professor Adams has indicated in h 13

•

Face of Scotland and
1 ;~~-;~~g1ng
, he has atteQpt ed to seek

re 1 ate d quest1ons:

a r
the Role of E:mi~r:i~n,
out answers to two inte r-

1) ~~at kinds of data can be used to measure a lar ge
scale movement of people away from a near self-sufficient
rural e.x1stence into an urban dependence? and
h~at k1nd of role did ~gration play in this
process of geographic and econoa1c change?

2)

To answer the f1rst question, Professor Adams indica:es that ScotlL~d vas engulfed ~ the Age of Enliqhtenment
a ~ th1s par~~~lar tLme a &d thus was receptive to all of the
~nno,.-a~l.ons that affec~erl every aspect of society at that
part1cular rper1.oe of tiae . lie then r.as prov1ded a prelimina r y
repon; ?D tile iki.nc:!s -o f data !:hat are eqcated to the new
1nnovat:1ons • ~ch couic ~
asured to explain the movement
o! people .

1 th a ~ta ~se estab lt s~. Professo r Adams
se~'lt! ~s~ l.on--dle rol e of f!lliqration to
1ca .
e ~w--e s t > that ~ t a rose 1n two ways:
• ~ o f bas :ca lly t echao log1cal 1nnovations
t
am! •
char.:ged Sc:ot.t&nd "s econo ic landec~~~
.c
ec.s1on 1n v 1ew of the chang=~~cr o f peop.e
ho rere not able to
~2
As a consequence of
a1 ~ UrJ regu:ents 1n order
. Ch
s no ~ a b le to adapt
a poll tlcal dec1s1on.

r Ad
has attempted
1 1ns1ght l nto the

landscape of Scotland from which the individual Scots perceived their particular situation in that landscape an~
thereby made their decisions to emigrate ~o North ~er1ca.
Furthermore I believe such a study of th1s nature 1s
valuable fr~m the point of view of explaining in part why
a particular migrant group or certain individuals are able
to adapt or not abl e to adapt to the environment of the
New world . For example , Robert Dunsmuir's background
before he arrived in Canada .
From a Canadian settlement point of view, Professor
Adams provides a smal l peek into the adaption process that
Hector Maclean, a discharged soldier, undergoes after
settling at Kennetcook , Nova Scotia . Or in Professor Wreford
Watson ' s term, he presents Maclean's "felt reality• for
the Kennetcook landscape .
Professor Handc ock in his paper "Spatial Patterns
in a Trans-Atlantic Migration Field: The British Isles
and Newfoundland during the 18th & 19th Centuries~ has
attempted to examine basically three questions:

1)

What are the main channels of emigration;

2) What are the total emigration fields of British/
Newfoundland emigrants and;
3) What are the spatial characteristics of the emigration fields, particularly those of the Newfoundland regions .
Before attempting to answer these questions, Professor Handcock methodically discusses his source materials
and the problems that arise in using various types of migration data . Also, he indicates the two basic quantification
techniques that he is utilizing in his paper: transaction
flow analysis, and time series analysis.
In answering the first questio n he sets up a matrix
of origins and destinations to indicate the distributional
connections of separate channels of migration and the resultant four distinctive spatial patterns . To be more objective in defining these channels a transaction flow analysis
is applied . To reinforce his explanation, Professor Handcock then examines the track patterns established by
Bri t ish merchants . With the major emigration channels established, Professor Handcoc k examines the temporal variations in the use of the channels by a time series analysis
of marriage frequency data.
To answer the s e cond question, the speaker utilizes the data on p l ace o f o rig i n and he indic a t es that a
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triangular-shaped zone with apexes at Plymouth, Bristol,
and Portsmouth defines the major source area of Newfoundland
as a whole. With the general immigration field established ,
Professor Handcock attempts to answer his third question by
explaining the spatial characteristics of the Newfoundland
emigration field.
Certainly, Professor Handcock has verified the
known basic generalizations on the diffusion of migrants
from the British Isles to Newfoundland in a positivistic way
that can stand up to criticism in view of the techniques
that he has used; as the use of basically transaction flow
analysis is valid in the way that he has used it .
Furthermore, this study is rather important from
a positivistic viewpoint in that it provides an explanation of the middle section in the study of primary migration
(a historical process).
The first section relates to the
historical background of place of origin and all of the
characterist1cs of that individual or group's background
within a particular society at a particular time period.
The final section is how that particular individual or group
adjusted or did not adjust at the point of destination. In
most studies dealing with migration, the decision making
process of individuals or groups in soc1ety must or should
be considered. This point of analysis is usually examined
in the first and last section
migration studies. A case
in point is Professors Adam's and Butlin's papers dealing with
the first section, and John Mannion's recent study could
exemplify all three sections, but most importantly the last
section.

o=

General discussion
contr1but1ons from the floor further examined the
part1culars of the two m1grations identified by the presented
papers.
01scuss1on of the Scottish mtgration to.N~rth
.
America first focussed on the quest1on of the in1t1al domlnance of the southern Br1t1sh colonies and the initial neglect
of those which were to eventually constitute Canada. It.was
suggested that the answer to this questio~ may be found 1n
the •essential ratlonality• of the Scots 1n seeking the best
lands available at the time and the reJection of those lands
character1sed by the same marginality as those ar~as they .
d
we re leaving behind them. This southern or1entat1on contlnue
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p until the American Revolution which resulted in a.s~gnif 

~cant displacement of Scots to the "rump" area of Br1.t1sh

North America which was to become Canada: It was als~
suggested that because these e~rly Scott1sh settlers 1n
canada were familiar with marg1nal lands and, therefore,
characterised by low expectations, t~ey were good settler
material.
Later scottish settlers w1th back~roun~s a~ weavers,
labourers, etc. were to experience ~roblems ~n adJUStl.ng to
the realities of the Canadian front1er exper1ence .
It was
thought that the sense of ethnic uniqueness was so strong.
among the scots that the feeling of separateness and ethn1c
identity pervaded every aspect of their way of life and,
thus, justified the exploration of their migration experience
as an unique phenomenon.
In further discussion of the Newfoundland migration,
it was emphasized that the decision to ~igrate w~s very much
an individualistic one. Rather than be~ng an un1que event,
the Newfoundland trade was a contemporary West country employment opportunity and participation in it was a.normal.p~oced
ure rather than an aberrency.
Furthermore, th1s part1c1pat1on
was thought to be for a part of the life-cycle rather than as
a permanent move. It was emphasized that ~arriage was ~
important mechanism in an individual's dec~s~on to stay 1n
Newfoundland and the "availability of women" was, ther7fore, a
significant consideration in investigating the absorpt1on of
West Country men into Newfoundland commu~1t1es .
Furtherm~re,
the decision whether or not to stay was 1nfluenced also by
the social economic status of the participants in the trade
and different patterns emerge for captains, agents, indentured servants etc .
Other discussion addressed itself to the general
question of what factors influenced those who migrat~d and
those who stayed. Attention was directe~ to the soc1al structure of the day and it was argued that wh1le both the ~1gher
and lower extremes of the social hierarchy were but l1ttle
involved in the process, it was various e~e~ent~ among the
intervening ranges who perceived opportun~t1es 1n the New
World and who were able to afford to participate. It was
argued that while social standing might have influenced the .
perception of the "pull" factors, "push" fact?rs such as fa.m1ne,
crofter displacement, war etc. were trauma whl~h . tended . to.~
less discriminating . Others argued for recognlt~on of ~ndl.v~d
ual variations in perception of opportunities at home and
abroad.
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The Map User in eighteenth-century North America;

some

ereliminary observations .
SETTLEMENT

Chairman:

Br uce Proudfoot, University of St. Andrews

Pa pers :

THE MAP USER IN EIGHTEENTH- CENTURY NORTH
AMERICA : SOME PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.
J.B . Harley , University of Exeter

THE TRANSFER OF BRITISH IDEAS ON AGRICULTURE
TO NINETEENTH CENTURY ONTARIO.
K. Kelly , University of Guelph

J . B. Harley

' It is late in the afternoon of a day in January,
1810 , and cold - for Philadelphia . . Among the
heavily c l ad men walking briskly down Arch Street
is a personable figure bearing a carefully rolled
cylinder . Reaching a dignified red-brick house . .
he unlatches the street door and quickly passes
down the softly lighted hall - way leading to h i s
library . His out- door wraps removed and his
hands briefly warmed before a glowing Franklin
stove , Thomas P . Keystone, Esq., unrolls upon a
table the map which he has just brought from the
post office.
The map, one of the largest to be added to his
collection, has been awaited with more than
ordinary expectancy; after months of letter writing to friends and booksellers in many cities;
he has finally obtained it direct from the London
publisher , Wi l liam Faden, 'Geographer to His
Majesty' . ' 1
Ralph Brown, Mirror for Americans, Prologue.
~iminary

Discussants:

Paul Laxton, University of Liverpool
J . David Wood, York University

intuitions

This paper is concerned with the opportunit1es and
constraints which either encouraged or inhibited the use of
maps of various types by contemporaries in eighteenthcentury North America. It argues that this is a vital ~on
sideration in making inferences about the role of maps 1n
geographical processes, yet it has been relatively neglected
alike by historical geographers and historians of cartography.
The argument is not that historical geographers have been
unaware of the importance of printed and manuscript maps and
charts in their studies of eighteenth-century North America
for they have been extensively used 1n the reconstruction

-48of both the real 2 and perceived 3 landscapes of the period.
Nor does it assert that historians of cartography have
failed to recognise the significance of maps in historical
events for not only in general accounts ~f the mapping of
North America in the eighteenth-century, but also in
numerous bio- bibliographical studies of individual maps
and map makers, reference has been made to the uses as well
as to the making of maps . The problem is that the comments
are often insufficiently explicit to contribute materially
to a demonstration as opposed to an intimation of the role
of maps in past processes . Too often the survival of a
map in the present is taken as sufficient testimony of its
influence in the past or, on the basis of title or observed
content, as a means of constructing arguments about these
past roles. Yet to put the counter argument at its most
stark, just because a map portrays a landscape in a particular way (whether correctly or erroneously) does not in
itself prove anything about the consequences of that portrayal, although it may suggest a line of enquiry. For a
variety of reasons a map may have been unavailable just
at the time when, prima facie, we might expect it to have
exerted its greatest influence; it may have been so dis credited among contemporaries that it was hardly consulted;
or, there may have been few men sufficiently educated to
read its message. The presence of an imaginary lake,
a mythical island, or a river flowing in the wrong direction, may be of little more than of antiquarian interest
in the study of the map trade: conversely, the correct
delineation of a major geographical feature, in itself,
may have played only a minor part in the formulation of a
true geography of a region . For any one of a dozen
reasons the images in maps could have contributed less to
the geographical concensus of a period than we might
expect at first sight.
To argue thus is almost certainly to understate
the role of maps in many situations, but it may help to
focus on the need (if our assumptions about the importance of maps are to be logically constructed) to search
for as wide a range of ancillary information about the map
users' environment as a diligent use of contemporary sources
can provide. A basic premise of such an emphasis is that
it is essential to obtain contemporary as well as modern
perceptions of the qualities and significance of particular
~ps.
One of the earlier studies to adopt such an approach
~s tgat of Lawrence C. Wroth in An American Bookshelf
1755 (1934), who depicted a group of imag1nary contemporaries, using the books and maps published in that one
year, to think and argue about the North America they knew.
It was in a similar idiom that Ralph Brown wrote his
Mirror for Americans and the opening quotation, also
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stressing the contemporary user and his search and need
for maps, epitomizes the aim of the present paper. To
Thomas P. Keystone, a ' Gentleman of Philadelphi~', a map
was awaited 'with more than ordinary expec~ancy · Maps
occupied a special section on his wall cab~net; a map
lay on the floor of his study .. They were not always easy
to obtain even in the early n~neteenth century, and he
was supplied directly from an English publisher. Thomas
Keystone was using his new map - o~e of Low~r Canada by
samuel Holland - to assist in writ~ng a reg~onal geography, 'A concise Account of the Seaboard ' .. It could
possibly be argued that Keystone, an armcha~r geographer,
was untypical of the Americans of his day. (~nd even more
so of the eighteenth-century) and that wr~t~ng a textbook was an esoteric activity for a map user. But the
fact remains for it to be convincingly demonstrated that
maps did hav~ an effect in any.historical process we are
attempting to dissect, that ev~dence must be found of men
like Thomas P. Keystone who believed in maps, who . were
educated to understand them, who knew how to obta~n them,
who were familiar with their codifications of the real
landscape and who, above all, can be shown to have used
them in situations embedded in the actual h~stor~cal process.
In attempting to move from this sphere of historical fiction (where all things are possible) to.the
real (but infinitely nore elusive) world of the e1ghteenthcentury map user, some useful avenues of attack are suggested
by cartographic theory. A satisfactory conceptual~zat~on
of the salient relationships between the real ~an~s?ape or
environment, the map-maker, his maps, and the ~nd~v~duals
who used them in making decisions, has been sought for some
years by practis~ng cartographers. A rec~nt summary by
Robinson and Petchenik makes the bas~c po~nt that
'Just as most writing assumes a reader, most
map making assumes a viewer to whom the map
will convey information. The author-reader
transfer and the cartographer-viewer transfer
are each systems of communication, although they
differ in essential ways. •6
In various attempts to model this communication process two
stages or sectors have generally been ident~fied:
(i)

that relating to the map-maker (sometimes
described as the 'encoder' or 'conceptualiser'
of the real world);

(ii)

that relatinq to the map user (variously called
the ' decoder', 'recipient' or 'perc~pient' of
the message in the map) .
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ways - in terms of a linear system for example as opposed
to a Venn diagram7 - but all give appropr1ate weight to
the place of the map user in the total cartographic communication process. It is this 'user segment' of the system
which has been most neglected, certainly by historical
geographers and often by historians of cartography.8 The
aim of this paper is to suggest ways for its reconstruction in the context of eighteenth-century North America.
Classification
Once we move frnm the map-maker (or from an evaluation of
the accuracy an• content of maps as static artefacts)
to the map user and his world, a different methodology
is necessar) . An important underpinning to such a methodology will be a classification of maps which is related to
their contemporary uses rather than to their internal
characteristics as observed and measured by modern scholars.
Classification is still a relatively inchoate science in
the history of cartography, but it can hardly sidestep a
basic taxonomic principle that sub-division must be designed
with a specific purpose in mind.9 In this case the purpose
is to explore the reality of (and to generate hypotheses
about) the map users ' world in eighteenth-century North
America and it is probable that some of the groupings of
maps hallowed to historians of cartography - as into manuscript and printed maps for example - may turn out to be of
less importance in a study of maps as operational tools i n
the past. Similarly, distinctions as between 'sketch' and
'finished' maps, 'inaccurate' and 'accurate ' ~aps (if we
can succeed in defining our terms), or 'topographical' and
'thematic' maps, need not necessarily be of assistance in
diagnosing their effects, if any, on a series of events .
To an expedition leader pushing through the back country
of Pennsylvania in the 1770s, it presumably did not matter
too much whether a map had been engraved in Paris or London,
whether Le Rouge had plag1arized Jefferys or vice versa , or
whether a map was the first or eighth edition. At that
point, too , he may not have cared whether the prime meridian
of the quickly folded sheet in front of him was that of
Philadelphia, New ¥ork, or the Azores; even gross errors in
planimetric accuracy or magnetic distortion , may have
troubled him less than the abilLty to pick up definable landmarks in a relatively unknown countryside that stretched
endlessly before him. The theatre of action in the past,
whether for pioneer or soldLer, entrepreneur or adminLstrator ,
was usually so far re~ved from the analytical labo rator~

of the modern scholar that imagination as well as computation is indispensable to sense the map users' environment.
Even the more objective descriptive classifications of
early maps - such as those recently reviewed by Joel
Morrison and based on a careful comparative measurement of
large numbers of mapslO - may turn out (without prejudice
to their value in other directions) to be of only limited
value in a study of the comparative uses to which these
maps may have been put.
A new start is thus called for in which criteria
have to be devised to penetrate and sub-divide the particular
historical process with which we assume certain maps were
associated and, in which process, it is hoped to diagnose
their role. In sub-dividing artefacts according to usage
patterns archaeologists have been faced with similar
problemsll and, when classifying maps by use, an obvious
dilemma is that the same map - especially a multi-purpose
topographical map - will almost certainly have been used for
a variety of purposes . In the hands of different users it
is, therefore, likely to have contributed several and
diverse images of reality and it is a truism to note that
one map can recur in classifications set up to probe different
historical processes. For the same reason, as already implied,
the groups or sets in a functional classification will tend
to cut across those groups or sets which have been traditionally recognised by historians of cartography and which are
usually based either on genealogical concepts (as frequently
in carto-bibliography), on physical characteristics, or on
some aspect of content such as toponomy or outline.
As an illustration of one approach to functional
classification (which could equally be applied to other types
of act~vity involving the use of maps in the eighteenthcentury) the writer recently attempted to classify the maps
used for military purposes during the American Revolution.12
Figure 1 summarizes the salient components in th1s classification , which attempts to link the main military activities (or uses) with the types of map with which they were
associated . Four comments can be made about this typology;
(il it acco~nodates numerous maps of diverse provenance and varied external characteristics which in one way
or another were associated with the military events of the
Revolution;
(ii) it identifies three main m1litary activities fortif1cat1on, movement and battle - but with sub-divisions
in each claAs.
ather in the manner that family reconstitution draws together scattered events in a demographic
process, the maps in this diagram are linked with the part-
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icular class of ' vital events ' in which it is assumed they
played a part in the Revol ution . The typoloqy cuts across
some of the conventional sub- divisions in cartoq raphy s o
that for examp l e a coastal chart and a terrestrial route
map, both assisting i n the transport of supplies and men ,
fulfilled very similar functions for an army on the move .

THE MILITARY MA P

INPUTS

(iii) in the left hand and bot tom columns , respectively,
a range of attributes and influences serve to indicate
some of the potential permutations giving rise to individual maps , but t hey are stil l subordi nated to a clas s i f i cat ion in t erms of military f unction.
(iv) inasmuch as many qeograph i cal processes - such
as exploration , c o loniza tion , or settl ement - brea k down
into definable sub- activit ies this type of c l a s sification
has more general app l ication beyond the single military
example .
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To summarize the argument to this po int it has been
asserted that:
firstly, both cartographic theory and reality confirm
the map user in a distinct place in the total cartographic
communication process;
secondly , before examining some of the fac t ors which
impinge on this sector of the process, it may be helpf ul
to group the maps which are to be examined in terms of a
classification by use rather than by other criteria albeit more familiar to map historians .
The map users ' env i ronment

Fiqure 1

The last stage in the argument is to illustrate some of the
factors wh i ch impinge on the map users' end of the cartographic communication process . They have already been
set down in conceptualizations undertaken with modern maps
in mind , and they are usually assumed to ~nclude considerations such as the needs, interests, and aims of the map
user , his knowledge and experience, and also various
external I~nditions which impinge on his performance as a
map user.
The map users ' environment could thus embrace
all aspects of t he real world to which he was exposed and,
in particular , those which cartographic theory might s uggest
were more likely to have influenced his behaviour as a map
user. ln practice , however, existing theory can only offer
the most general of strategies in any historical investigation
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-54of the map users' world in ei ht
Documentary evidence f
g ~enth-ce~tury North America .
affords insight into'who~ one th1ng, obv1ously seldom
on those occasions whena w~~ users_were actually thinking
1
sufficiently momentous 'e
m~ps 1 n hanu, they made
further study. What h g 0 graph1cal decisions to warrant
orical geography is t~!tt~ hap~en, as so often in histbuild up the el~ents of a ~~m 1mper~e~t data we try to
process, relocated in t·
re spec1 f 1 c communication
geographical events to ~~c~nd spt~ce , and modified by the
par 1 cu ar maps were harnessed .

1

.
As a preliminary agenda f
f
1s suggested that five
or uture research it
.
1
pursued in the context o~n=~ ~~ enqhuiry could be profitably
g eent - century North America.

(1)
(2)
(3)

(4 )
(5)

(1)

An examination of the availability of

l.·n
the colonial period.
maps
A reconstructi on f contemporary attitudes towards
maps.

°

A study of the education of map users
A reappraisal of the operational suit~·l·
partJ.cular maps for def· d
. . l. J.ty of
A systematic documentat~e ofrkclassJ.fJ.ed purposes.
the
f
n
nown examples of
use o maps in geographical decisions.

°

The availability
in eJ.ghteenth-century
.
- of maps
North
America

There is an el~mentary [.it~all .
that ~ps were influential i
J.n so~e studies which argue
of areas. This is that th nfp~~motJ.ng part1cular images
independent historical ev·ey aJ. _to establish (from
able at the right time an~de~ce) 7f these maps were availinfluence in the manner w .P a~e J.n order_to exert an
sufficient , when reconstr~~~~ J.s hhypothesJ.ze~ .
It is not
contemporary users to
t
fng t e maps avaJ.lable to
national libraries 'thatnothe rom the catalogues of major
ere were 'x' publ' h d
an area for an appropriate d
.
J.s e maps of
:population' of maps to be at7. ThJ.s may en~ble a total
J.on - a particular! relev est1.mat7d but_not J.ts distributcentury North Americya . ant consJ.deratJ.on in eighteentht
.
, J.nasmuch as many f th
an regJ.onal maps were comp . 1 d
o
e more importin either London or Par's l. e ~ engraved, and published
how many working co i
J. .
It J.s necessary to establish
In other words , onepo~je~~~e c~rried back across the Atlantic
by wh~ch maps were dissemin~e J.s to recreate the channels
.
as evJ.dence that this proc ted and also, where possible ,
locate where copies were e~ssthadllactually occurred, to
en ua y lodged. Two lines of

enquiry are being pursued.
(i) The first concerns the organization of the map
trade as i t effected the supply of maps to the North American
colonies.
It is examining both exporting map sellers in
Europe (Faden, in London, for example, or Le Rouge, in
Paris) and also their agents and the contribution of other
independent map publishers in North America . For the latter,
some of the raw material has already been assembled in
Maps and Charts Published in America before 180 0 : A Biblio~14 , but additional data such as that relating to
pr1.nt runs of part icular maps,l5 and the extent to which
they were advertised in colonial newspapersl6 wou l d, although
the insights are often fragmentary , provide an index of
map penetration and likely availability for potential users .
For other maps (as indeed for other types of geographical
works) lists of subscribers offer not only spatial data for
the spread of a maps' potential influence, but also information which can identify the social and economic characteristics of the map users . l7
(ii) A second approach focusses on an enumeration and
subsequent analysis (as by owner, area, title, and frequency,
for example) of atlases and maps which are recorded as being
held in private and institutional hands in eighteenthcentury North America. A principal source for such a
study would be those book catalogues which list printed atlases
and maps (or geographies and topographical works containing important printed maps) owned by private persons, institutions , and booksellers.
Despite the many difficulties
which the nature of these catalogues present,l8 they make a
contribution towards establishing a measure of what might
be called the 'carto-literacy' of colonial society.
It is
predictable perhaps that the libraries of such eminent and
geographica lly minded Americans as Thomas Jefferson and
George washington should have contained a representative
collection of eighteenth-century printed maps,l9 but i t is
equally necessary to establish the extent to which a wider
spectrum of libraries, as represented by the Library Companys
and College Libraries,20 were acquiring maps in this period.
In addition to printed catalogues the personal papers of
many individuals - diaries, journals and letters - also
contain sporadic references to the collecting and use of maps
which help to fi 11 out a picture of library holdings; in
other cases - as for the map collection of Sir Frederick
llaldimand (Governor and Commander in Ch.Lef in Canada, 17-a84) - manuscript lists have survived.21 As well as the maps
of Amer~ca in AmPrican libraries in the eighteenth-centurr,
those American maps recorded in European collections and
libraries during the period22 can also add to a r~construct
ion of the extent to which maps \O.'Pre contributing to the

--56making of contemporary geographical images.
It is unlikely
that such an exercise in retrospective bibliography will
ever approach the definitive , but it is nevertheless clear
that evidence for the dissemination of maps is a necessary
precondition for arguing that they exert ed an influence at
particular times and places .
(2)

-57with the remark in Tristharn Shandy (1760) that
'As for geography Trim, (said my uncle Toby),
tis of absolute use to a soldier . . he should
know .. . if it is required ... to give thee an
exact map of all the plains and defiles , the
forts, the acclivities, the woods, the
morasses, through and by which his army is
to pass. • 25

Contempo r ary attitudes towards maps

It has become almost a truism that attitudes to environmental
realities are often as important as the facts themselves in
conditioning the pace and pattern of change . The same is
true of those artefacts which are known to have played a
part in geographical change and we can legitimately talk
about prevailing attitudes to maps as being part of an
eighteenth- century map users' environment.
It was after all
these attitudes (or ideas) which spread the use of maps and
created the conditions under which they were made , marketed,
purchased , and collected.
I n a search for d ata about
attitudes there are few perimeters and maps in poetry ,
prose, satire, and painting can a l l tell us something about
how contemporaries regarded and used their maps . An impressive anthology of references to maps in literature published
in the Geographical Review23 underlines how attitudes towards
them in the past have varied from a tendency to mystify them
to cynical disbelief.
In the eighteenth-century, however,
and in North America as much as in Europe, the value of topographical maps in the infrastructure of scientific and
economic progress W3S widely accepted. To Benjamin Franklin,
a recognition of the importance of adequate maps of the
colonial territories matched his enthu3iasm for scientific
atta~nment in general, and the publication of a major map
such a3 that of John Mitchell (1755), would be an event to
eagerly communicate to one or another of his wide circle of
correspondents. Of this map he forecast that ' great Numbers
would sell in America', an observation which n eeds to be
tested against the evidence for its contemporary distribution
and use.24
It is of course difficult to separate evidence of
attitudes towards maps from the actual eviden ce for their
use especially in those eighteenth-century professions where
~ps had become one of the indispensable tools of a daily
trade. In military science, for example, an appreciation of
terrain through topographical maps was regarded as a sine
qua non to successful strategies of both attack and defence.
So w~dely was this view accepted that the readers of an
eighteenth- ceot\.. rv uovel would have felt comfortably a+ home

And in military practice in North America, i~ is ~n a~cord
ance with this attitude that the commanders ~n ch~ef ~n the
Revolution, including George Washington and Si~ ~enry
Clinton, should have made the collection, prov~s~on, an~
study of maps their particu l ar business .
In the extens~ve
espionage activities of the Revolution maps and p~ans
.
were a highly rated currency and officers wou l d r~sk the~r
lives (and lost them) in their acquisition . To some men
(a powerful motive) they were regarded as the way to advancement : a young American officer, John Trumbull, who had
drawn a plan of the British works o~ Boston.neck under .
hazardous conditions believed that ~t was h~s cartograp~~c
skill (and the value of his map) which led, as he puts ~t,
' to my future promotion; for soon after, I was presented
to the general' .26 Now the relevance of this example
is that for those who made military decisions, maps were
believed to be vital and this at least fulfills on~ cf the
necessary conditions for inferring that they contr~buted
significantly to some of the individual military events
which cumulatively made up the historical process known as
the Revolution. This war was relatively well docurnen~e~,
but evidence also needs to be collected for the pre~a~17ng
attitudes towards the use of maps in many other act~v~t~es,
including exploration, the settlement of the _Old West ,
the process of land acquisition from the Ind~ans, 27 and
the resolution of intercolon~al boundary d~sputes.
It was .
such activities, after all, which potentia~ly demanded the~r
use, and which, at the same time, were so p~votal to the
geographical changes of the eighteenth-century.
(3)

The education of map users

A distinctive field of enquiry, interacting with both the
availability of maps and attitudes towards them, as well ~s
their use in practice, is that relati~g to the 7artograph~c
component in eighteenth-century colon~al educ~t~on. _To
extend the military example for a moment, ~t ~s cons~st~nt
with the prevailing attitudes towards maps, that educat~onal

il
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their drawing and interpretation (the two are
har: ~o separate) should hav~ been made for selected officer
cadets in most e~ghteenth-century European armies. This was
partic~larly the case for the technical corps - the artillery and engineers - but Frederick the Great subjected his
elite staff officers to a particularly rigorous course in
mat: \-'Ork . Of such attention to maps there is hard evidence
in the syllabuses of the military academies such as those
at l·:o.:>lwich and Mezieres, and later at West Point - the
earl~· technical curriculum of which was largely modell ed
on E· ropean practice.

The role of textbooks in hel,.,ing to fashion the
cha•. .:~ng perceptions of different areas in North America
is · ·-" well e:-.ough recognised. 28 It ie true to say , however, tnat tre specific training which textbooks and similar
manua~s offe r • j in actually making and using those maps
wh~ch helped to condition the percept1on process, is less
~ell understood. In a military context again, it is clear
that textbooks - as well as helping to spread cartographical
ideas - ~·~re a primary force in cartographic education. The
eighteenth-century military literature, dealing with a wi~e
range of technic~! aspects of warfare, is truly massive.2
Maps, and the use of detailed fortification plans, were
treated in many general works on fortificationj but in a handful of texts such as L'art de lever les plans, 0 there is
more exclusive and detailed advice for the makers and users
of military maps which undoubtedly helped to fashion the
roles they were expected to (and did) play.
For the education of civilians in cartographical
matters there is also a great deal of evidence. Many eighteenth-century Amer~can map users were educated in Europe,
but the 'zeal for education•31 in colonial life is well
1-.now,, , and schocJs which taught practical subjects such as
arithmetic , navigation, surveying, the use of globes, and
trigonometry mustj 2 willy nilly , have acquainted their
pupils with waps .
It is a fair assumption that if a man
could survey a map he would also be able to r ead one; such
a man may also have bee~ among the pro~pective purchasers
for a new map of his colony. But if this is known in general
terms, the detailed content of curricula, and the spread of
their influence as measured by the incidence of newspaper
advert1sements, needs to be re-examined for its specific
relevance to ~P use. Higher educati0n, too , through
colleges in the t1dewater colonies , made an important contribution towards the use and understanding of maps and
globes and, in such a study , the analys1s of library lists
and cartographic education (often subsumed in 'Geography')
finds co~n ground.33 Throughout the eighteen th -century ,

.
. .d ls were either self taught or
of course, man~ 1nd~Vl u:nd here the surveying textbooks
served apprent~c~s~~ps!
in England but republished for
(many of them or~g~na~~n~4
d a central part in the
example in Philadelphla, ~ play~ the colonial land surveyor
learning process. The ~ubJect 0 e and indeed the whole
as an agent ~f.geographlca~ ~h~~~matical practitioners
range of act1v~ty of colon~a
is a vast one . Its
where this impinges on cart~gr~~hi~sifted before our ideas
0
extensive literature n~eds
f the eighteenth-century were
as to how far the Amer~cans ~ can be other than hazy.
formally equipped to use map
(4)

The operational suitability of maps

.
.
d s tting down the sufficient
A further contr~but1on toward~ .e
for it to be demonstrated
th
ecessary con 1t~ons
.
as well as
e n
d f·nable influence in a part~cu 1 ar
that a map has exerted a e ~ sou ht in that map's own
geographical proces~ h~s to At
point any distinction
intrinsic character1Stlcs.ak.
in the past and that of map
between the study of ma~~~er~~~bitary one. Various stud~es
use tends to become a r f lanimetric accuracy and relat1ng
of map accuracy- both 0 35P_ re likewise of potential
to topograph~cal content
as to an assessment of the
value in giving some parameter.
For the present arguutility of maps in pas~ ~~tuat~~~:tion 'Utility for What?'
ment, however, the a~d1t~~~:; fhe emphasis on the active use
has to be posed and 1t p static reconstruction of former
of maps, rather than on a
to establish whether maps
landscape features . . It see~~d to what extent) in some of
were capable of ass~~t~ng { . . t . s which are an integral
the specifically def1ned actlv~ ~e
part of geographical change .

thi;

Such studies could perhaps be defined as·!ec:rtographic variant of experimental ar~ha~~l~~~stT~9~~ an
current example of ~uch ~nLap~~~~~·~ 1681-82 voyage from
•authentic ' recreat1on
ao be attempted, and one of its
Montreal to New Orleans lS t
· 11 use only sevenconditions is t~at the modernd~~~~~~: :~ recharting
teenth-century ~n~~rument~ ~~us extension of this exercise
r.a Salle's route·
An
v
s as available to
\-'Ould be to ask how f~r co~t~~~~~r~l:~~i~g and carrying out
La Salle, could have e pe
r constraints of the age. A
his journey giv7n all the .o~:enth-centurv maps where the
little map read1ng w~thl~1g tan equally chastening experience
terrain is su1table cou
e
Taken by themselves
6
for the uncritical.stud7nt ofb~apof performing the historical
some maps were pla1nly 1ncapa e

°.
1

°
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-60role which we may be inclined to assign to them. Modern
co~ntators, without this check to their euphoria,
st1ll seem capable of seduction by eighteenth- century
confidence tricks. In 1776, for example, the London mapsellers R?bert Sayer and John Bennett published a small
at~as ent1tled ' The American Military Pocket Atlas:
Be1n an a roved Collection of Correct Ma s, Both General
and Part1cular , of the British Colon1es; Espec1al y those
wh1c~ now are, or probably may be The Theatre of war.
The
comp1~ers, who describe themselves as ' The Editors',
expla1n the purpose of the Atlas:
'Surveys and Topographical Charts being fit
only for a Library , such maps as an Officer
may take with him into the Field have been
much wanted . The following collection forms
~ P~RTABLE ATLAS of NORTH AMERICA, calculated
1n 7ts Bulk and Price to suit the Pockets of
off1cers of all Ranks. • 37
~reaction

of.som7 map historians to this atlas has been that
7t was a pub~1cat1on o~ 'particular interest' ,38 inasmuch as
7t was es~ec1ally publ1shed for use in the Revolution, and
1t was a Holster Atlas' designed for mounted officers.
There the argument rested. A more realistic approach, however, would.be to reconst~ct the situation of an eighteenthcentury off1cer, detached 1n the countryside and dependent
on Sayer and Bennett to plan his next movement.
The
result woul~ surely be a devaluation of the Atlas as an
obJect of m1litary significance. Many of the maps were over
twent~ Y?ars out of date.
The map of the 'Northern British
Colon1es was cons~ructed on a scale of 1 inch to 60 miles
an~ that of t~e ' ~1ddle British Colonies ' at c . 35 miles t~
~ 1nch.
~esp1te 1ts pretensions to be regulated from
,Astronom:c Observations', to incorporate 'Improvements',
to be ~a1d down by Persons perfectly knowing Topography'
and to 1n~lude 'very curious nautical surveys ', it is
'
doubt~ul 1f 1t was anything but - rather trivial armchair
tool 1n the act1on of the war. Now this is a cautionary
tale of an extreme nature, but it illustrates the need to
assess the utility of maps through the eyes of their past
~sers just as rigorously (and the two exercises although
~terdependent are dif!erent) as aspects of their accuracy
~1ght be establiShed in the course of landscape reconstruct~on.
Only after such an approach has been implemented will
1t be fully realised that the characteristics of maps 'tar
fr~m bei~g ~~utable, are infinitely varied in their histor1cal.s1gn1f1cance. It is obvious that the same map
depenu~ng on ~ho was using it and for what purpose, c~uld
range . rom be1ng useful to totally inadequate. To a colonial

administrator in the Board of Trade in London , for example,
a quite small scale map of North America could easily underpin a decision to encourage a new land speculation, although
to those concerned with implementing that policy, and setting
down boundaries on the ground, it may have contained little
of value. Both the nature and level of decisions need to
be specified in making assumptions about the historical role
of maps.
(5)

Documentation of the use of maps

Even when the map users' environment has been reconstructed
as fully as the contemporary sources will permit there are
likely to be many unresolved questions about the role of
certain maps in particular events . Some questions may always
remain unanswered and, although their existence in theory can
hardly be denied, the direct evidence to test their importance
in practice may be almost impossible to find.
In testing any
hypothesis that maps played a major part in a series of
events one such problem is to establish to what extent they
were the sole information source available for making
geographical decisions . John K. Wright, in a well-known
paper, 'Map-makers are Human', observed
'Maps are indispensable tools in human affairs.
That you cannot navigate a ship without charts,
however, does not mean that you can navigate by
charts alone.
Rudders and helmsmen are also
necessary•39
In the American Revolution, for example, maps were seldom,
if ever, the sole source for a commander's decision.
Reconnaissance maps and fortification blueprints were usually
accompanied by written reports, and armies on the move ,
although they were supplied with route and other maps, invariably relied as much on the information provided by
guides, scouts, and other informants. so important were
guides that special headquarters corps of such men were set
up who were familiar with the countryside and usually scouted
in front of an army. Now such points are self evident, but
some arguments still fall into the trap of assuming that
' bad ' maps (by which is usually meant planimetric inaccuracy )
would result, ipso facto , in 'wrong' geographical decisions.
In fact many vital pieces of geographical information were
never expressed in map form, so thal to argue from map
content to human action contains many dangers in complex
situations which are far more general than a single military
example might suggest .
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Ideally the problem of the place of maps in decisions
needs to be tackled through properly documented examples at
the individual level (in terms of persons, decisions, or
maps) but this too is fraught wit~ problems. Phillip Muehrcke
has corr.::ten ted:
'To a person who uses his imagination, a map
is greater than itself, for it evokes images
and emotions not apparent on the piece of paper
that is called a map • .40
This raises the difficulty that even if we can establish
that a map was consulted we cannot be sure what information
was actually read off . Maps speak to individuals just as
they were often made by individuals. The amount and nature
of extracted information , as John Allen has argued in a
more general discussion on the p rocess of image formation , 41
was likely to have been influenced as much by the map reader's
preconceptions as by the external circumstances of the
moment which regulated the image derived from the map. If a
map user was an assiduous student of the maps of one region
then h~s mental map may well have been influenced by all the
previous maps of the area he had consulted. Or , to take
another case, if his experience with maps had been unfortunate (surely not uncommon in the eighteenth-century) he
would be less likely to absorb and act on the information
found in maps: in such a category we could place, for example ,
Lord Rawdon, who in describing his activities in the southern
colonies under Cornwallis during the Revolution had qualified
one explanation with the remark that 'I must repeat, that I
speak from maps in which I suspect the relative positions to
be ill laid down.•4l It is a fair assumption that he had
recourse to other topographical authorities.
A basic problem in any study of eighteenth - century
map use is thus obviously the fragmentary nature of the
evidence. There is a tendency nowadays to eschew problems
where the data appears to be inadequate but this is surely
a doctrine of despair in historical geography. Although the
map user may be elusive in the sources he was nonetheless
a real and significant person. Indeed, the reverse case
could be made - that maps were used so frequently as to be
taken for granted. Few decision makers may have actually
told posterity 'I made this dec~sion because such and such
a map gave me this or that information•43 but, similarly,
a farmer would hardly record each day when he took a plough
out of a barn; and a general, a leader of a wagon train, a
planner searching for a new town site in colonial times,
wo uld be equally unlikely to note each and e very occasion
t hey cons u lted rr.aps. This could bias the view derived from
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"twas often only the unusual incident
documents ~nasmuch as 1
.
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1
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h knowledge and images provided by mapgeometry. In~eed , t e
.
f so many historical s i tuations
makers recur ~n the matr~x 0
.
·
·
they must
crude
a
poster~or~
reason~ng,
. .
that, even b y a
.
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process . Maps , ~n Northd' by which environmental images.
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t
I n some respects the~r
have been communicated ~n t ~ll~~e~ate men could grasp
message is clearer ~d evenCold 't be argued that for the
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ord~nary men who fash~one
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THE TRANSFER OF BRITISH IDEAS ON AGRICULTURE TO
NINETEENTH CENTURY ONTARIO
K. Kelly

INTRODUCTION
During the early nineteenth century, when Ontario
was being thrown open for settlement, Britain was in the
throes of an intensification of agriculture. Out of a
mass of experiments and imported ideas Br~tish farmers were
d7veloping new ways to manipulate and modify their phys~cal env~ronment.
Some of these techniques, as described in (or with refinements suggested by) the British
agricultural literature, were promoted throughout the century as models for Ontario by an increasing number of
agenc~es.
Most of these agencies claimed that British
farmers had developed an abiding and over-riding concern
abou~ ~he mainte~ance, or even the building up, of the
fer~~l~ty of ~e~r land, and that this concern guided their
act~ons.
Fert~l~ty was to be maintained even at the cost
of a reduction in short term profits. Clearly, landowners
~uld be 7nthusiastic about such a philosophy, contemplat~ng the h~gher rents they could demand and the increased
value of their estates, and would impose it on their
tenantry. Whether small farmers who owned their own land
~hared this concern is open to debate. But, the philosophical
~ssue aside, some British farmers had developed, and many
had accepted (or had had forced upon them), a variety of
land management systems, management techniques, and components of improved agriculture.
_

· Land management systems were assemblages of techand components which, in combination, produced an
adequate return while maintaining or increasing soil fertility .
The management system kept the soil in the proper texture
for each crop, r e asonably free of weeds, and maintained a
work~le moisture content. It permitted the production and
appl~cation of manure ,l controlled insects and diseases,
evened out farmers ' work loads, and diversified (to varying
degrees) their sources of income. One can identify a
Norfolk management syste m, for example, if one ' s mind runs
beyond the four course rotation to encompass the treading of
n~ques

the land by sheep , the stall feeding of cattle over winter,
the taking of a bastard fallow, etc .. The British developed
a range of land management systems, each designed to fit a
broad site (land) type and/or situation (with respect to
markets and availability of inputs). The British literature suggests that each of these was accepted over a wide,
contiguous area as a "packaged" solution to the problems of
manipulating its particular environment. This may or may
not be true . On the one hand there was the appeal of a
standard procedure and the facility of imposing a desired
system of management on a body of tenants. On the other
there were individual farmers ' judgements as to what was
profitable, and differences in the amount of capital at
their disposal.
A management technique allowed the farmer to
conduct a particular operation or to solve , wholly or in
part, a specific environmental problem . Several management techniques performed the same operation. Some attacked
a single problem, while others attempted to solve sever al .
Thus the naked summer fallow, the bastard fallow, row crops,
and smothering crops all allowed the cleaning of the land.
Root and smothering crops, in addition, contributed
towards manure production, and permitted the manuring of the
field. The scientific rotation was the most comprehensive
management technique.
Components of improved farming comprised particular
varieties of crops, breeds of livestock, and types of machinery. Very many components were developed by the British
and incorporated into their improved agriculture.
The major intent of this paper is to outline
some aspects of the transfer to Ontario of ways of manipulat ing or modifying the physical environment, of solving
physically posed problems, described or suggested in the
British agricultural literature. The paper is an initial
report on part of a much larger project, supported by Canada
Council grants, which is nearing completion . The total
project deals with the improved management systems, techniques,
and components presented in the British agricultural literature; the agenc i es responsible for their transfer to, and
spread within, Ontario; the receptibility of Ontario farmers
to various improved British techniques, and the modifications they made to have them fit local conditions better; the
ways in which techniques and components were recombined into
new management systems in Ontario; the issue of whether broad
regions homogeneous in management system emerged or whether
individual farmers reacted in a variety of different ways,
producing a mosaic instead of b r oad regions; and, finally,
the effect of these transfers and acceptances on man-land

.
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relationships and agricultural landscapes in the province.
However, this preliminary report only discusses the agencies
in Ontario responsible for the transfer, briefly explains
the receptivity of farmers after mid century to ideas about
improved agriculture, and outlines some of the more widely
accepted land management techniques . The focus of the
paper is on the transfer and acceptance of British ways
of solving environmental problems, or of British styles of
managing and manipulating the physical base of the farm.
It is about one aspect of the interrelationships between
farmers and their physical environment.
It is not claimed that British influences were
the only ones felt in the agricultural development of
Ontario during the nineteenth century. Nor was the kind of
transfer discussed here the only way in which improved
British techniques were introduced into Ontario. For example,
a number of British farmers who migrated to Ontario actually
had practised an improved agriculture in their homeland .
They brought with them an improved technology which may
well have been different from that described and promoted in
~he Bri~ish agricultural journals.
It is suggested here,
1n pass1ng, that as agents of transfer of improved ideas,
farmer settlers from Britain were much more successful after
~d cent~ry than before. After mid century, changed conditions
1n Ontar1o gave the specific types of British improved
farming, which settlers may have introduced, a reasonable
chance to survive and even flourish and be accepted by other
f~rmers.
However, no attempt is made in this paper to
d1scuss this route of diffusion, or to cover the ways in which
components of British improved farming were introduced into
Ontario. The first part of the paper includes a consideration of the would-be gentry because it is contended that the
improved techniques they employed were drawn much more from
the British literature than from practical experience in
that country.
.
~he paper is divided chronologically into two parts.
The f1rst 1s concerned with the period before about mid
7entury, when ~here were few agencies transferring British
1deas tc Ontar1o, when most British techniques were inappropriate, and when few farmers in ontario accepted British ideas
about improved agriculture. The second part deals with the
much more important period of mass introduction of ideas
~d ~ide acceptance of a range of British management techn1ques and components of improved agriculture.
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A limited agricultural literature existed in, and
about , early nineteenth century Ontario, and it promoted some
of the techniques of British improved farming. This literature comprised settlers' guides and travel accounts . Both
components pr imar ily were written by Britishers . These
authors were very critical of the agriculture generally
practised in the province because it did not at all resemble
improved farmi ng. The literature threatened farmers with
rapid soil exhaustion if they did not change their systems
of management . It insisted that their essential concern
should be the augmentation or at least the preservation of
the natural fertility of the soi l . It presented the s cientific rotation of crops and the integration of livestock
raising with cultivation as the basic measures required to
achieve this goal. Most authors pleaded with their readers
to adopt the "best British practices" without being very
specific about what these were. However, some reprinted
portions of British agricultural texts and others recommended
the acceptance of specific management systems, or at least
improved rotations such as the Norfolk four course and the
Northumberland five course.
The settlers' guides took it as their main task
to provide advice on the establishment of farms. A subst~,t
ial part of this advice was concerned with the evaluation
and clearing of land, and based on American experience .
However, the guides' counsel on the crops to grow, crop
rotation , and livestock raising reflected a strong British
influence. They advocated a heavy reliance on grass during
the early year s of farming, and a rotation which included no
naked summer fallow . At least half of the farm was to be
devoted to feed crops and a substantial number of livestock
was to be carried . A few authors claimed that a t ype of
improved mixed farming would pay , but most, in fact, were
advocating a non-commercial agricultur e, asserting that no
kind of small farm would produce a significant profit in
early Ontario .
Thus, the small literature introduced certain
British techniques into Ontario during the early nineteenth
century . 2 These techniques did not spread or gain wide
acceptance for reasons which will become clear later . aut
before introducing these, the role of certain settlers in the
introduction of British ideas must be discussed.
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ideas on which to base the agricultura l development of
Ontario . Not all who came from Britain felt this way .
Many had no experience in improved farming. Others , realising that conditions were very different in Ontario from those
in their homeland, rapid l y abandoned any p reconceptions they
had as to the best way to farm. They looked for advice to
their more experienced neighbours. Insufficient work has
been done to allow the identification of all types of
British settlers who tried to introduce aspects of improved
agriculture into Ontario . However, it is safe to ascribe
such a role to the would-be gentry. Many of these would-be
gentry had no prior experience with farming . This was
conspicuously the case with the half-pay officers who retired
from the British armed forces to pursue a genteel life style
in the cheaper and less crowded milieu of a colony. Their
sources of information on agriculture were the British journals
and texts and advice from relatives who had the good fortune
to own or manage estates in Britain.
They attempted to play the role, as they saw it,
of British gentry. They practised improved farming, conducted
agricultural experiments, and tried to spread better farming,
through their example and by dominating some of the early
agricultural societies. Their diaries demonstrate the
attempt to employ British improved rotations, the use of
British methods of weed control, the careful collection and
application of manure, the establishment of herds and flocks
of improved British breeds, and the use of British built farm
implements.3 The diaries also show that modifications were
necessary to British techniques (and that some did not work
sat1sfactorily even then), that the field implements were
not particularly appropriate (and often soon damaged), and
that certain British crops simply would not grow. Many of
the would- be gentry did manage to impose, often only briefly ,
a British style on very small pockets of land in Ontario,
but at a cost. During the early nineteenth century many of
the products of improved farming found no market, or at least
no market which would repay production costs . The application of British techniques called for heavy investments of
labour and capital and often did not do the j ob as well as
the cheaper North American ones. For example , a smothering
crop could not counter the recolonization of new clearings
by forest plants. Even where would-be gentry had their
labourers chop off part of the weeds as they overtopped the
smothering crop, they did not solve the problem . They merely
removed its visible symptom. Improved agriculture simply
did not fit local condi tions. Farmers could employ improved
British techniques on their land only where they had a
large amount of capital or a second, lucrative occupation
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Many would-be gentry, in fact, went bankrupt or moved to
urban areas.
The failures, as well as the few who survived
and continued to farm in the style they preferred, did
introduce improved British agricultural ideas i~to the
province. For reasons which by now must be obv1ous, they
did not succeed in persuading their less well-to-do
neighbours to follow their example. The more ~ena~ious
would-be gentleman improved farmers had a last1ng 1nfluence on the agricultural development of Ontario. They
stimulated, or kept in practice, some blacksmiths who
(very frequently) repaired, and contemplated the modification of, their improved machinery. Many of these blacksmiths were still around at mid century when improved
machinery became more appropriate and abundant. The sur- .
viving would-be gentry maintained a seed pool of,_and accl1matised, some of the less generally used crops wh1ch had a
place in improved farming. They built up herds and flocks
of essentially good British breeds. Some of these herds
still existed at mid century, when they contributed to the
spread of good quality animals over much of the province .
However, in sum, these influences were slight because,
after mid century when conditions changed, a new and more
commercial generation of mach~ne builders and agents for
u.s. companies, seed merchants, and livestock breeders
emerged. A much more significant long term effect lay in
their experience and promotional ability. These were
harnessed and used to good effect after mid century by the
increasing number of agencies which tried to introduce and
spread British ideas about improved agriculture.
A few British ideas were accepted by a substantial
number of farmers during the first half of the nineteenth
century. The ridge and furrow techn1que of artificially
draining clays spread in the older settled districts before
1850, and the naked summer fallow was widely employed, often
bienially, as a weed control device . But these were old
management techniques, still employed in Britain but not
associated with improvement, and under attack in the British
literature by the early nineteenth century. These may have
been transferred by settlers from the more "backwardu areas
of Britain, or from the United States where they had been
found appropriate to North American conditions. Whatever the
case in these particular instances, unquestionably the bulk
of early Ontario's agricultural, land development, and initial
modification technology came from the u.s.A.
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PART 'IWO - AFTER THE MID 1840s
Many management techniques of British origin came
into widespread use in Ontario during the second half of the
nineteenth century. By the end of the century there were
many points of resemblance between agriculture in southern
Ontario and the United Kingdom. In part this was because
farming in both areas had adapted to changing conditions.
These changes had resulted in the economic milieu on both
sides of the Atlantic becoming quite similar. In part also
this resemblance was a function of the proliferation in
Ontario of agencies designed to introduce, promote, and
spread British ideas and techniques.
Agencies responsible for the introduction and spread of ideas
and techn1.q ue s
Most of the promoters of improvement in nineteenth
century Ontario viewed British agriculture as an adequate
model and sought to introduce its techniques into the province. some did this more because the sharing of a common
language facilitated the transfer of information than from
a belief that British agriculture was the best. However,
they did concede that it was sufficiently advanced to be
•a good school for Ontario farmers to learn from." Others
were enthusiastic about British improvement because it was
the system they knew . Its promoters advocated improvement
for a range of reasons. At one end of the scale, it would
make settlers feel respectable in the eyes of British
friends and relatives , or make new arrivals "feel at home".
At the other, improved farming, they asserted, had become
appropriate in southern Ontario in both economic and
ecological terms.
Part one of this paper has introduced the wouldbe gentry and noted its failure , during the first half
of the century, to foster the spread of improved British
techniques in Ontario. However , when more formal agencies
emerged for the dissemination of ideas - in the form of
agricultural societies, the Board of Agriculture, and farm
journals - some of its members became prominent speakers
and writers, promoting their ideas and experience before a
wider and, over time more receptive, audience. They were
joined in these activities by other advocates of the British
style of improvement, some recently arrived and some with
less genteel expecta t ions .

The following illustrations may clarify this role .
William Buckland had not left England because he was unable
to live there. He had migrated, expecting to live and die
in Ontario with the object of devoting "his energies to the
advancement of her agriculture." He had "intended to .
establish a Model Farm and Agricultural School out of h1.s
own resources." In fact he had not done this for, on his
arrival, he judged "that the undertaking would be hazardous that the risk would be too great for the means of one
individual."4 But, by about mid century, he did become
a leading speaker and proponent of improvement. Although
most would-be gentry and other advocates of improvement had
more modest initial objectives than Buckland, some rose
to similar prominence . For example, in the s7cond 7ategory,
William Hutton and James Croil both had been 1.mprov1.ng
farmers in Britain before migrating to Ontario. They
.
became frequent contributors to the Journal and Transact1.ons
of the Board of Agriculture of Upper canada (J:T.B . ~- ~ -C . ) ,
and the advice they gave rested heav1.ly on the1.r Br1.t~sh
experience and their attempts to practice improved farming
in the province.
The provincial government believed that t~e gentry
had played a leading part in the improvement of agr1.culture
in Britain. It had attempted to foster the emergence of
such a class in Ontario, especially during the 1820s and
1830s . For a variety of reasons this attempt failed. Consequently, the government took upon itself a ~art ~f the .
role it ascribed to the British gentry. It d1.d thl.S espec~al
ly in the areas of initiating improvement and con~ucting
experiments . S For example, the government establ1.shed an
experimental farm, and professorships in fields relat~ to
agricultural development, at what was to become the Unl.versity of Toronto. The experimental farm subsequently was
removed to Guelph, where the Ontario Agricultural College
was established in 1874. This college and its staff played
a quite significant role in experimentation and innovation
and, through its students and published annual reports, was
responsible for some spread of ideas and techniques. The
government sponsored, through the Board of Agriculture which
will be discussed later, speaking tours of Ontario by Britishers considered prominent in, or knowledgeable about,
improved agriculture . On at least one occasion it sent a
representative of the Ontario farming community to Britain
to expedite the transfer of ideas. In 1869 the prov~ncial
commissioner of agriculture, "at the urgent request of many
leading agriculturalists, and especially of members of the
Board of Agriculture," sent Professor Buckland to England
"to make arrangements for procuring new varieties of seeds ,
and securing the continued interchange of seeds and agricultural publications with the British (Agricultural) Societies.•
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Ontario agricultural societies, delivering lectures and
conducting discussions. Through this device, it was ~con
fidently believed, a large amount of useful information
was disseminated and valuable suggestions given."6
The provincial government, then, was interested
in stimulating not only the introduction or development of
ideas and techniques, but also their spread. Agricultural
societies had been established early in the nineteenth
century, and their number increased as new areas were settled
and developed . The government subsidized these societies
with two major ends in view. First, it believed that their
exhibitions would serve as showplaces for the results of,
and thus encourage, "good" farming. Second, it hoped that
the societies would function as devices to disseminate
knowledge gained from the results of experiments and as
forums for the discussion of methods of improving agriculture.? Some societies, in fact, did foster lively discussion ,
but others - the majority - had more the character of social
clubs.8 It appears that the degree to which, or whether or
not, agricultural societies promoted improvement depended
to a large degree on the character of their directors.
Societies dominated by men of similar background to Hutton
and Croil or by surviving would-be gentry were very active
in this respect, and most others very much less so .
The provincial government established a Board of
Agriculture, closely modelled on the British Board , which
began to publish its Journal and Transacti ons in the early
1850s. The Board of Agr iculture was to collect and disseminate •the best information on the nature of soils, draining
lands, manures , culture and management of grasses , the best
implements to be used in husbandry •.. , the cultivation of
peculiar plants, rotation of crops , (and the) management of
sheep, etc.• This was to be achieved by publishing descriptions of conditions in Ontario (including a series of
county essays), advice based on the experience of •the best"
Ontario farmers, and "information on the best British practices.•9 These last two were mutually reinforcing. Virtually all of the "best• Ontario farmers employed modified
techniques of British improved agriculture .
The J.T.B.A.o . c . heavily promoted the intensification, diversificat~on, and improvement of agriculture , and
much of the material it contained embodied British ideas.
Sometimes it reprinted essays from British journals and
published the texts of lectures delivered in Ontario by
visiting British agriculturalists. Sometimes it provided
review articles based on a segment of the British literature,
for example on draining or manuring. It presented theoretical
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farming , and outlining the modifications which would be
necessary to make them successful in the province. It
printed reports on the success or failure of these modified techniques written by Ontario farmers. Thus, through
the J.T.B.A.o.c., the provincial government attempted to
spread the techniques of improved agriculture. The
privately published agricultural journals had the same
_
objective . But before discussing these it will be_co~ve~ent
to turn briefly to one further attempt by the pro v ~nc1al
government to encourage the spread of a British derived
technique of improved farming. Significantly, it did this
in essentially a British way .
Modern thorough underdrainage was developed in Britain.
The proper depth and spacing of drains was a subject of
great controversy there. But this controversy was not
duplicated in the Ontario literature because the problem of
frost damage made what the British termed deep drainage
mandatory. In both Britain and Ontario the concept, the
awareness of the advantages, and part of the technology of
underdraining were spread by means of the agricultural
journals. The British government found it necessary, beginning about 1840, to take two kinds of steps to encourage
the spread of this technique. It provided loans for artificial drainage and legislation to facilitate the acquisition of outfalls. The government of Ontario began to follow
a remarkably similar course of action around 1870. This
was one of the very few areas in which the provincial government offered any kind of financial support for the
improvement of agriculture.lO
Returning now to the spread of ideas and techniques of agricultural improvement, privately published farming
journals began to appear in the province in the early 1840s.
They were similar in content to the J.T.B.A . U.C . Indeed,
one of the best known, the Canadian Agr~culturalist, for
many years reprinted almost word for word the current issue
of the J.T.B.A.U.C. Circulation figures are not available
for these agr~cultural journals. But many agricultural
societies provided personal copies of a journal to each of
their members . Although the membership of agricultural
societies was small, a substantial transfer of ideas was
achieved by 25 to 100 farmers in each of many townships
receiving, and presumably reading, a farm journal which
consistently promoted improvement, denigrated customary
practices, and bombarded its readers with (often modified)
British agricultural techniques. Some of the material from
the increasing number of agricultural journals also found
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audience), as did resumes of the discussions of the more
"serious" agricultural societies .
Changed Conditions in Ontario
The acceptance of a range of improved British
techniques by much of the Ontario farming population was
not blind and unthinking , resulting merely from the increas ing barrage of promotion in the journals, newspapers, and
agricultural societies. After all, Ontario farmers had
shied away from such techniques during the first half of
the century. Ontario farmers were very selective about what
they adopted, and commonly modified the British techniques
which they did employ. They often used them in novel
combinations. Above all, they had to be convinced that
each technique was appropriate to the economic and physical
conditions of their milieu.
.

. Even ~e ~st ardent admirers of British improved

fa~ng ~ Ontar~o d~d not promote its unthinking acceptance.
They cons~stently urged their readers or listeners to bear

in mind the great differences between Britain and Ontario
and to adopt no important or expensive technique without
careful consideration and modification to suit local soils
and climate.
At about mid century (the date varies from place to
p~ace) conditions began to change in Ontario.
The time was
r~pe for intensification and diversification, for the

improvement of agriculture . For many years land in Ontario
had been cheap, so cheap as to make substantial investments
in improvement uneconomical. Now, in some areas, land
prices began to rise significantly. Formerly, the range of
market demand was narrow. By about mid century most of the
products of improved farming could find a market and agencies
had developed to handle them. Before, transportation costs
were high, precluding the long distance carriage of bulky
but lo~ value commodit~es. No~, the improvement of highways
and ra~lroad construct~on perm~tted the economical shipment
of most items. Furthermore, some farmers had accumulated a
little capital which they were willing to invest in increased
and diversified production, and some also now had access to
credit. Labour still was relatively scarce and expensive,
but a rang~ of inputs {which included labour saving machinery)
became.ava~lable.
On the physical side, stumps and stones
were d~sappearing from some of the fields. This allowed
farmers to rough level and, after that, to use labour saving

field machinery such as reapers, mowers, and harvesters.
In
many areas the threat of forest recolonization was receding,
making it attractive for farmers to dispense with the
biennial naked summer fallow and thus intensify their production. Combinations of these changes, few of which can
be dated accurately in any area, encouraged farmers to employ
some of the techniques described and promoted in the literature .
The Philosophy of Improvement
Many Ontario farmers did not accept the prime
concern or philosophy which the provincial literature
ascribed, probably erroneously, to British farmers.
The literature represented the essential philosophy of improved
British agriculture as the maintaining, or even increasing,
of soil fertility, if necessary at the expense of large
immediate (short term) profit. The majority of farmers on
the periphery of agricultural southern Ontario clearly did
not subscribe to this philosophy. They employed no techniques
designed to maintain productivity. As late as 1880 the
literature condemned most farmers close to lumbering areas
because they sold off all of their hay and straw, fed very
few livestock on their farms, and used no manures or fert ilisers.
In some of the areas through which railroads were
built during the 1860s and 1870s farmers adopted what the
literature described as a very "exhausting" and •damaging•
grain dominated agriculture. They took several crops of
grain in succession and used little or no manure or fert~liser. This course of action ran against the pr~nciples of
~mproved farming current on both sides of the Atlantic.
Presumably they did this, despite the assertions that they
would ruin their land, to make money quickly for a number
of years as compensation for the years of low incomes forced
upon them by isolation from markets.
Some of these peripheral areas were recently
It could be argued that, after a while, when their
soils.wer~ depleted,,these fa:m~rs might begin to take steps
to ma1nta~n, or rebu~ld, fert~l~ty. Many farmers in the
old~r settled d~stricts did accept a variety of the techniques
of 1mproved agr~culture.
For example, the feeding of live~tock and the use of manure became commonplace.
However,
~t is debatable whether Ontario farmers accepted such techniques solely to diversify their sources of income and to
in~rea~e th~ir immediate profits or, at least in part, to
ma~nta1n so~l fertility.
Even the good, or best, farmers
~n the old settled districts did not measure up to British
standards. The judges of pri2e farm competitions in the
settled.
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(although deemed among the best run farms in the district}
which they could criticise heavily, with British models in
mind, for deficiencies in management. Commonly they described prize winning farms as understocked , using insufficient manure, not raising enough feed, or growing too many
exhausting crops. The better farmers in older cleared areas
actually may have been trying to maintain soil fertility,
but not in the British style or with the British intensity
of effort . There was, in fact, a school of thought, represented for example by Robert Russell of Scotland in the
1850s and the Ontario Agricultural Col l ege r eports of the
1880s, which held that Ontario's soils were so different
from those of Britain that they did not require the same
careful management to pres erve their fe rtility . Less
stringent - and to the present day researcher l ess obvious - methods would suffice. Nevertheless, it al s o must
be pointed out that the belief in fai r ly rapid (or even , on
most soils, significant} soil depletion appears to have
diminished in Ontario during the last quarter of the nine teenth century.
Before this time the Ontario agricultural literature had belaboured the notion of rapid soil exhaustion ,
basing its arguments on "the experience of older lands" especially Britain - and a very few Ontario examples. It
had threatened farmers with rapid depletion if they continued
to take wheat crops too frequently and failed to use sufficient manure . The annual reports of the Commissioner of
Agriculture and the report of the Agricultural Commission
of 1880 still regarded soil exhaustion as a major issue.
But it virtually disappeared from the rest of the agricultural
literature. In part this may have happened because of the
well publicized reports of the provincial Clerk of Forests .
These reports contained the idea, to a degree derived from
farmer interviews, that deforestation had changed the climate
near the ground in Ontario, and that these changes , not
soil exhaustion , were responsible for the observed reduction
i n fall wheat yields and plantings.
The actions of most Ontario farmers provide no
indisputable evidence of any concern about the long term
productiv i ty of their land . Indeed, the literature criticized
most farmers for their lack of commitment to the notion of
handing on their land as good as, or better than ever , to
their descendants. The actions of farmers in long settled
d i stricts are consistent with either a desire simply to increase short term profi ts or a belief that, in Ontario,
f e rtility could be ma i ntaine d by much less rigorous me thods
than those used i n Britain. Of the two, the former is more
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likely , judging f rom o theto
reaction of most farmers
the Clerk of Forests' promot~on
of a tree planting programme, for example, suggests no
concern with the long term benef~ts to , or the next generation future of , their land.
Land Management Systems
some ontario writers, and sometimes the agricultural journals, urged the employment of spec~fic tota~
_
British land management systems, althou~h ~~th certa~n . mod
ifications to suit local conditions. W~ll~~ Hutton d~d
this, for example, in his "Agriculture and ~ts Adva~tages
as a Pursuit."ll Others described a number o~ Br~t~sh
management systems "merely as a means from _ wh~ch each
individual farmer may draw his own conclu~~ons as _to the
probable course that will suit his own_s~~l and c~rcum
stances."l2 However, despite the publ~c~ty _ g~v:n to them,
there is no evidence that the standard Br~t~~h ~roved
land management systems gained any foothold ~n Ontar~o.
ontario farmers were unreceptive to blanket f~~ulae or _
models. Only in the area of individu~l, spec~f~c techn~q
ues were they really open to British ~deas . _And t~ey were
willing to put those they selected together ~n the~r own
combinations . They formulated their own land ~agement
systems out of di s tinctive assemblage s of techn~ques and
components.
The acceptance and combination of techniques by
Ontario farmers seems to have be:n a very individual 1~rocess.
A prelimin~ry examinatio~ of nom:nal c~nsus mater~al
reveals no regions relat~vely un~form ~n land man~gement
system, no large contiguous groups of farme7s _ man~pul at~ng
their environment in a similar way. The Br~t~sh l~terature
implies a close regional adjustment there t o _land t y pe and
market opportunity. However, in Ontar~o a s ~ngle land
.
type was managed and used in very different ways, w~th_ gra ~n,
feed, mixed, and livestock raising fa:ms in close prox~~ty
and functio nally inte rrelated. Ontar~o farmers, ~n mos t
instances, tried to manage intelligent~y a g~ven land typ e
t o achiev e a reasonable immedi ate prof~t . But ~here w:re
many ways of doing this, and ma ny para meters wh ~ch var~ed
from one farmer to the next. There were ma~y . ways o~ us~ng
available labour and draft animals more e f f~c~ently , o~
diversifying production as protection ag~inst fl~ctuat~ons
in the selling prices of single commod~t~es, of ~ ncreas~ng
production and controlling weeds. There was a great deal of
variation ~t the individual farmer level in the amount o f
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capital, credit, and labour available th d
the land had been tamed and develo d, . e egree to which
opportunities
d
·
pe ' Judgements of market
may _have alte;e:naf~~~~~~iu~~ep~:!:r~~c~~~ ;~~ sit~~tbio n
nom~nal census). Mana ernent system reg~ons
.
ava~ a e
But, at the momen t nofh·
may have emerged.
ion is possible, f~r onl~n~hmore ~han the crudest speculatreconstruction of land
e nom 1 nal census allows the
patterns .
management systems' or even cropping
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of a speci~~~sBr~~:hp~~~~ ~nnot point to the application
for light land, to a regio~ ~nt.s~~tem, for 7xample designed
1 1
Nor can it suggest the w·d
s m ar so1ls 1n Ontario.
tinctive combination of ~a~aacceptance o~ a new and disarea. Instead i t can on
ge~nt techn1ques over a large
which found acceptance ~~ ~~~lh~ne SOID7 of the techniques
sea
d
.
1c contr1buted to the landOnt~i~
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Management Techniques
Most farmers in the old
t
.
.
to have adopted and emplo d th er se t 1 ed d1str1cts appear
rotation as it was undersie d 1.e co~ce~t
of
~he
scientific
00
n Br 1 ta1 n dur1ng the second
half of the
· t
eenth century · Ge nera 11Y they alternated
white (grain n1ne
) with
British improvers f~f~e~r~~o~s. H~wever , ~hey like many
grain crops in succession
rom t1me.to ~1me to take two
did this, according to th~ l~en ~r1t~sh 1mprovi~g farmers
izer to the second r ·
era ure, they appl1ed a fertilOn both sides of th~ :~~~~~P · fMost Ontario farmers did not.
crops as green, but th
. c, arm7rs regarded the same
what differently
Bot~yl~~ewed the 1 r total attributes somebenefits to be d~rived fr~me~~;uresloffered the same list of
rotation. The benefits mo~t common
emp 1 Y
°YID7nt
a scientific
c1tedof
were
as follows:

1)

Scientific rotations slowed down soil depletion;

2)

Each
crop
management of the land for it) prepared
the way
for(and
the the
next;

3)

Scientific rotations diversified farmers' sources of income;

4)

They
allowed a mo r e e ff 1C1ent
. ·
animals;
use of labour and draft

5)

They permitted the effective control of weeds;

6)

They helped reduce the damage done by insects and
diseases.

It has been argued already that the role of scientific
rotations in slowing down soil depletion probably carried
little weight in Ontario. But after mid century most
Ontario farmers could find sufficient justification for
the employment of some kind of scientific rotation in a
combination of the remaining five points listed.
At about mid century, the kinds of arguments
which had been voiced in the British l iterature fifty
years earlier against the use of the naked summer fallow
appeared in the Ontario journals. The points raised in
Ontario were that the naked summer fallow was wasteful of
land (while still requiring a substantial amount of labour)
and was responsible in part for the high productio~ costs
of farmers' crops.l4 The Ontario literature recommended to
its readers a variety of alternate weed control techniques
which had been tried and tested in Britain. These devices
were the cultivation of row crops, which allowed hoeing as
the crop grew; the cultivation of crops which established
a very dense cover, and thus effectively choked out weeds;
and the taking of a short, intensive (bastard) fallow which
still permitted the growing of a crop on each field every
year.
The first category, row crops, was dominated in
Britain by turnips, although potatoes and mangel wurzels
also were important there. Turnips, as a weed control
device, as·a livestock feed, and as a crop which allowedeven demanded - the copious manuring of the land, played a
very important role in improved light land farming in
Britain . But turnips, and roots in general away from the
lumber camps, had no prominent place in Ontario rotations.
There were several reasons for this. The British literature conceded that turnips were a very expensive crop to
raise on light land. This was no great recommendation for
their cultivation in Ontario, where labour was expensive
and in short supply. Moreover, many farmers in Ontario at
mid century still sowed their seeds broadcast, and few had
horse hoes. As , gradually, more began to sow in rows and
increase their pool of farm machinery, the British literature began to publish articles which were c ritical of the
large scale and frequent cultivation of turnips. F i nally,
it must be pointed out that ontario had its own row crop,
maize, which assumed a certain significance in some parts of
the province.
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as row, and partly as smothering, crops.
It recommended
row sowing as well as hoei ng during the early stages of
~:owth ~o ensure that these crops established a good cover .
h~th th~s accomplished they could smother out competitors
The Ontario journals told farmers that peas sown broadcast
and not hoed would choke out weeds effectively . At about mid
ce~t~ry,_when peas had all but lost their regular place in
Br~t~~h ~mproved rotations , they were used very widely in
Ontar~o to clean the land and prepare the field for wheat .
~o doubt the acceptance of peas was reinforced by the demand
~n the Quebec and lumber camp markets and by the trade in
fat hogs. Beans, which retained a place in several British
clay ~and rotations,_appear not to have been important in
Ontar~o; and the nom~nal censuses give no information on them .
Pa:ts of the British literature represented clover
a.smother~ng crop , although t his was by no means an
unan~mous op~~on .
However, the Ontario journals gave

as

this
attribute . of the crop much greater emphasis and applied it
al~o _ to m7xtures of clovers and grasses .
In addition , the
Br~t ~ sh l4terature claimed that clovers and grasses
cut for
hay, exhausted the land only slightly and slowly, a~d that
pastured grasses actually enriched or restored it. Grass
and clover became very prominent in the Ontario agricultural
landscape after _l850.
This probably was much less a function
of ~ts restorat~ve powers as of the belief that it coul d centro~ weeds while producing feed for livestock, its low product~on costs - especially when it occupied a field for two
or three con~ecutive years , and the fact that its peak labour demand d4d not coincide with that of other crops .
F~rmer diaries show the acceptance - although on
what scale ~s not clear - of the short intensive fallow
This
bastard fallow , a hurried but thorough cultivation of the land
between t~e harvesting of one crop and the sowing of the next,
w~s descr~bed and advocated in both the British and ontario
l4te rature. Farmers commonly took a bastard fallow after the
early _ (June ~r July ) ploughing up of rotation grass which had
o c cup ~ed a f~eld for several years.
As sown grasses died out
they were replaced by weeds . The more t he seed mix was
~om1 n ated by _the so-c~lled perennial rye grass and the longer
7t had o~cup~ed the f~eld, the greater was the risk of weed
~ n festat~on and the greater the need for a bastard fallow .

Ontario farmers, then , employed some of the weed
c o ntrol techniques developed (or commonly used) in Britain
Al l of these devices als o allowed the application of manur~
to t~e land , _and ( ex~ept for the fallow) supported livestock.
The ~n~egrat7on _ of l~vestoc k raising with cultivation was an
essen t~al pr~nc~ple of most kinds of improved British farming.
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farms . However , sufficient reasons for this ca~ be of~e:ed
without invoking any concer n about l~ng te~ so~~ fert~l~ty .
Livestock raising was profitable dur~ng rec~~roc~~Y and .
after to opening of British markets t~ Ontar~o ra7sed an~als.
Cheese making in factories was lucrat~ve b~ the ~~dle
1860s, and wool production was encouraged ~n O~tar~~ ·
Labour
could be allocated to livestock management dur~ng w~ter, when
there was little else to do. Feed could be raised while at
the same time cont rolling weeds. Moreover, the application
of manure to the land brought higher yields over the short
term .
British farmers integrated livestock raising with
cultivation in many ways . Some of these were taken up in
Ontario and, by the end of the century, ways which_had .
attracted little attention in Britain had been ref4ned ~n
Ontario and the northeastern United States and were being
reintroduced from these sources into the United Kingdom .
There is little evidence that Ontario farmers used sheep to
improve the texture of light land, or that they folded them
on fields to achieve a cheap spreading of manure . However,
it is clear that many of them, like British improvers , stall
fed a number of cattle over winter with the dual objec~ive
of fattening them for market and producing a manure supply .
As in Britain, it was not unusual for Ontario farmers to
purchase cattle specifically for this winter feed~ng and
manure making operation . The profits from fatten~ng often
were slight in monetary terms, but substantial amounts of
manure were produced, the benefi ts of which showed up in
subsequent grain harvests.
So~ling, the summer stall or pen feeding of livestock, was introduced into Britain from Flanders and was
described in the British literature by the end of the eighteenth century . But it did not gain wide acceptance there .
It was too expensive, given the good quality of British
summer pasture. Soiling became much more popular in Ontario .
The province did not have the same range of pasture grasses
as Britain , each with its maximum growth period in a d i ff erent part of the grazing season and providing, in combination,
good pasturing from May to November .
Soiling produced ~ good
manure supply during summer but called for the cult~vat~on of
a broad range of forage plants, to be cut green and carried
to the livestock.
The integration of livestock raising with cultivation of course implied the production o f feeds . This reinforced the acceptance of cleaning crops and the raising of
feed g r ains, thus diversifying and intensifying agricul t ure
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in Ontario. In parts of Britain it was possible for farmers
to increase feed producti on, on a constant acreage and retaining the usual amount of land in cash grains , by catch or
multiple cropping.
(This, however , tended to eliminate the
bastard fallow). Ontario farmers found catch cropping most
feasible where they harvested the crops while still green,
before they were ripe. This gave them more time to take a
second crop 1n the same year. They found it easy to combine
catch cropping and soiling. Each of these techniques reinforced the other .
The technique of ensilage also helped to make catch
cropping and green harvesting popular in Ontario . Ensilage
was the storage under pressure of green feed for consumption
by livestock during winter. Like soiling, this technique
was introduced early into Britain, but was not taken up by
many farmers. The technique was exported to North America
where it was developed, elaborated, and widely accepted .
In part this may have been a function of the small quantity
of turnips raised on the typical farm . Towards the end of
the nineteenth century the British literature began reporting on the Ontario and North American style of ensilage and
urging its acceptance by British farmers.
Ontario farmers accepted the British techniques of
modern artificial land drainage, although with some modification. ~~ile some used tiles, many more used the wood and
stone drains which were becoming unfashionable in Britain .
Deep drainage was the rule in Ontario, but farmers employed
British models regarding the spacing of drains and the lay out
of a comprehensive and effective network of drains. In
both Ontario and Britain, thorough underdraining was viewed
as the prerequisite for agricultural improvement on certain
kinds of sites . Both literatures offered the same list of
advantages to be derived from thorough underdrainage. However, in Ontario , the notion that it would in effect lengthen
the spring cultivating and sowing season probabl y carried
more weight than it did among British farmers .
Despite the flurry of enthusiasm for the removal of
•superfluous• hedges in Britain , farmers there - and the
literature - recognised the importance of some kind of tree
cover on parts of the land. Ontario farmers, by and large ,
had overcleared their land. But, during the last quarter
of the century the literature emphasised the need for shelter
and shade plantings and woodlots. Some farmers , not many
because most were not concerned about the long term future ,
responded and began to put trees back on the agricultural landscape. To a degree the promotion of reforestation was based
on British experience and writings . However, many other areas
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besides Britain had become aware of the n7ed t~ have trees on
fa r ms and in rural areas generallY: Amer17an 1nflue~ce a:
we ll as observations made in Ontar1o were 1mportant 1n th1s
area.
components of Improved Agriculture
Evidence can be found of a very subst~tial transfer
to Ontario from Britain of specific breeds of l1vestock and
varieties of crops associated with i~pr~ved farm1ng. S~me
of these crops came di r ectly from Br1ta1n, and others ~1a the
United States. There also are instances of both Onta710 and
the United States obtaining "new" crol?s_at the same t1me and
from the same exoti c source as the Br1t1sh. Towards the end
of the nineteenth century the export of seeds fro~ Ontar10 to
Britain began. Red clover and timothy probably f1gured larg est in this trade. The role of British.source: of,_and
British developed, crop varieties dimin1shed s1gn1f1cantly
during the last quarter of the nineteenth century.
However Brita1n remained pre-eminent as a source
of thoroughbred livestock . Not all importations were directly
from the united Kingdom. Some came from herd: and ~locks
established in the united States. But t~e an1mals 1mported
were of British breeds primarily. Ontar1o farmers_a~pear
to have been satisfied that these animals were eff1c1ent
converters of feed into milk, meat, and wool . Con;equ~nt!y
these breeds, either in pure form or cros~ed w1th nat1ve
animals to produce good grades, spread w1dely across sou~h
ern Ontario. Professor Brown in 1882 prepared_a map s~ow~ng
the distribution of purebred herds and flocks 1n Ontar1o.
These were overwhelmingly of British breeds and many_of_the
herds and flocks had their origin in imports from Br1ta1n.
By the 1880s native animals survived in only a few parts of
southern Ontario. The typical animal was a grade and purebreds were increasingly common .
The role of the would-be gentry as early importers
of British seeds and British livestock h~s ?een noted. ~me
of the more progressive agricultural soc1et1es also obta1ned
the seeds of components of improved farming on behalf of
their members and kept a purebred bull or ram for _th7 upgrading of their members' herds or flocks. However, 1t 1s
necessary to emphasise here the emergence of m~ch more commercial agencies for the transfer of purebred l1vestock and
the seeds of crops after mid century and to observe that, as
the century progressed, the distribution of seed ~erchants
and livestock breeders broadened through the prov1nce.
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British farm machinery did not find acceptance on
any significant scale in Ontario, despite its early introduct10n. Farmers found machinery built or designed in the United
States more appropriate to their needs. Agents for the sale
of American machines proliferated, and some American machines
were built in the province under licence. In addition
Ontario developed its own farm machine building industry.
CONCLUSIONS
During the first half of the nineteenth century
the farming generally practised in Ontario did not at all
resemble the improved agriculture of Britain. However,
towards the end of the century many aspects of the Ontario
agricultural landscapes were similar to those of Britain .
By the late nineteenth century there may have been broad regional patterns of land management systems in southern Ontario, although this must remain conjecture until the release of additional nominal census rolls. But during the
third quarter of the century neighbouring farmers responded
in many different ways to the challenge of 1ntensification
and diversification. There was no homogeneity of approach
over broad areas of similar land type or market opportunity.
Strong resemblances developed between Br1tish and
Ontario agriculture. But the routes by which agricultural
techniques and, to a degree, landscapes came together were
different. During the first half of the century land in
Britain was expensive, labour cheap and relatively abundant,
many farmers had capital, and the local market demanded a
wide range of produce. In general, the reverse held true for
Ontario and, in addition, physical conditions called for the
devising or adopting of management techniques very different
from those of improved British farming.
Thus, while in
Britain improvement held sway, techniques were being refined,
and a forcing agriculture developed, Ontario farming was
extensive and, by British standards, primitive.
During the second half of the century conditions
changed in both areas. Ontario became more like Britain,
although problems of land costs and capital and labour availability made it advisable to employ the cheapest techniques
of British improved agriculture. Farmers combined these
techniques, in various ways, around a mixed farming in which
l1vestock raising progressively was stressed. Meanwhile, in
Britain a de-development was occurring. competition from
foreign producers tended to force much of British agriculture
into a mixed farming and dairying mould. Increasing labour
costs and decreasing profits urged the utilization of the
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DISCUSSANTS' COMMENTARY
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emen ~ cartographic history.
Historical qeo grap h Y and cartographic history
In his final paragraph D
H
active dialogue between ~ist~~iey st~tes "there is hardly an
orical geographers fl
In
~ns 0 cartography and hist9
f~r many reasons other tha~n~~a
one m~st a~ree . with that
h1storical geographers hav
ose outl1ned ~n h1s paper .
If
ferences on the History fecattended the International conso far been six they hao
~~todraphy, of which there have
the 'I'm an int~rloper h~~ea- ~~ e~ wearing t~o kinds of hat :
t ~~terested 1n maps ~ se
b u t only as convenient data
j ust a hobby of mine - I don~ources hat, o: the 'this ~s-
my main interests in histo . tlallow it to 1nterfere with
certainly not occurred i
r~ca geo~rap~y' hat. What has
of the behavioural and s a reflect~on 1n cartographic history
geography which as we percept~al developments in historical
conference, und~rpin mu~~e sfee~ng time and time again at this
o our current work.

(i)
It would seem to be important to distinguish the general
observation of the importance of 'carte-literacy' in a society
and its leaders from the notion that maps may directly influence particular events - in this case military events.
It
is far more difficult to be conclusive about the latter.
Brian Harley tells us that Clinton and Washington 'thought
cartographically and acted with a map in their hand'. The
same may well have been true of Napoleon: I was struck by
the reconstruction of one of his battle tents in the military
museum at Les Invalides in Paris - the slip case of maps
occupies the centre of the scene.
But it is an open question
as to how far maps occupied such a position outside the theatre
of war. To what extent were they part of the economic infrastructure?
(ii)
In any classification some maps are more easily identified with particular users, and hence particular decisions,
than others. Many thematic maps (of communications, or sea
charts) have an unmistakable context. Topographical maps
are less easily pigeon-holed . Large-scale surveys and smallscale printed maps occupy the same respective positions: the
former usually having a clear purpose (as in an estate plan ) ,
the latter having a nebulous purpose and in most cases an
unknown (though much larger) readership.

(~ii) Brian has also pointed out that the New World developed
in an age of cartographic achievement. This would seem to
be vital : it would be fascinating to know whether North
American carto-literacy was higher in the late 18th century
than that of Europe with two centuries of experience of the
printed map.
(iv) A final observation (and I simply select a few random
points for discussion) concerns a fairly obvious example of
a class of non- military maps which may have had an effect on
both general public and political decision-makers alike . Maps
were widely used to illustrate overseas news from the 18th
century onwards; or, in many cases, as propaganda weapons.
The growth of the British Empire was communicated for example
to readers of the Gentlemen's Magazine by regular publication
of maps accompanying acc ounts o f military campaigns and
territorial annexation. We are familiar with the huqe carto graphic literature of this kind in connection with mOre
rec~nt boundary disputes:
earlier centuries may provide a
fru~tful area of enquiry.
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elusive causal relationship - the one of maps, the other of
agricultural ideas , as direct bases for action. It is a
pursuit familiar to all historical geographers in which
'from imperfect data we try to build up the elements of a
more specific communications process' (Harley).

Individual appraisals in cartography
Perhaps I might be allowed to refer here to some current work
by Brian Harley and myself on British 18th-century county
mapping (summarized in a paper abstracted on pp. 148-9 of
our programme). This has emphasized that the evaluation of
these maps (their geodetic and topographical qualities) and
their exploitation (for such features as land use, settlement
commun1cations etc.) cannot proceed sensibly without a prior '
knowledge of not only the cartographers' intentions but also
their in~ividual perceptions of and prejudices towards the landscape be~ng portrayed. The individuality of British topograph1cal maps before the Ordnance Survey is therefore an
essent1al key to their full appreciation.

Second, early Ontario provides a considerable body
of circumstantial evidence which points to maps as primary
grounds for decisions. The reasons were that a) the early
settling of Ontario (from the 1780s) was a military operation , indeed an extension of the manoeuvers - as was the first
Lieutenant Governor , Simcoe - surrounding the Revolutionary
War of the previous decade, and such a campaign could best
be planned on maps; b) Ontario was still 'unknown territory',
and it ~as the E~ropean habit ~o submit terrae incognitae
to mapp1ng; c) S1mcoe, was tra1ned as a mil1tary engineer,
and he apparently prided himself on his field surveys; d) and
Ontario required organizing from its status as Indian Territory to surveyed farms ready for occupance. The Ontario
evidence does not, of course, overcome Harley's caution
about the actual use made of maps, but there is no doubt
that, as w1th certain campaigns in the American Revolution,
the shadows of some maps lie dark across the military plan
created for Ontario in the 1790s.

From this it would seem logical to apply the same flexible
approach to the map user. The first task is to identify him
by an . investigation of the market for large-scale county
maps 1~ ~e 18~ and early 19th century using newspapers,
subscr1pt1on l1sts, correspondence, etc. The second stage is
to . gauge the validity of the many assessments of map quality
wh1ch contemporary users made. When William Borlase made
~~s oft-quoted remark that 'Our maps of England and its count~~s are extremely ~efective' what precisely did he have in
~nd and what part~cular maps had he examined to his dissatisfact1on? Less obscure is the memoir of General Roy to George
III 1n 1766: 'These County Maps are sufficiently exact ...
for common purpo~es, but are ext:emely defective with respect
to the topograph~cal represe~tat1on of the ground, giving
scarcely any Idea ... of what 1s remarkably strong or weak in
~he nature of the.country.'
Not only then, since map accuracy
1s . a1w~ys a rela~1ve ~atter, must we know what is reasonable
cr1t1c1sm of an 1nd1v1dual map, but we must realize what it
was the . user was looking for in a map. For Roy, just like
~e m1l1tary men in North America, it was an 'Idea ... of what
~s .•. strong or weak in the nature of the Country'.

1:

J. Dav1d Wood

Let me pause on my way to some comments about Ken
Kelly's paper, . w~ich is my main preoccupation here, to proffer
two re~rks . ar1s1ng from my reading of Brian Harley's paper.
First , desp1te the apparent diversity in the two topics, the

Kelly contends that 'the major reason for the
resemblance between agriculture in Ontario and Britain was
the transfer of ideas, techniques, and components from
Britain'. To maintain such a case requires the demonstration that there was a resemblance and that there were conclusive transfers. Many of the sources for the concomitant
debate would be found under Kelly's own name, but perhaps
a contribution can be made here by expanding on some of the
logic~l pitfalls and on different explanatory frameworks
to wh1ch the phenomenon of transfer lends itself . The comments
take up the following questions: a) Did the transfer take
place, and if so, by what mechanism? b) How would the
character and precise origin of an item of transfer be determined? c) Do we witness in Ontario not so much a 'British'
as a.metropolitan influence, which varied with the strength
of d1fferent metropoli? d) Are not many of the nineteenth
century accounts on which we depend for reconstruction of
Ontario agriculture discounted by gross biasses? e ) Was
Ontario agriculture not essentially American and interested
o~ly in improvements which could readily be adapted to its
c1rcumstances in an international competitive system?
Numerous intimations in nineteenth century letters
diaries and publications show that the 'hardware' of agricul~-

j
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ure in Britain certainly was transported in large part
across the seas. Ontario received tools, vehicles, and
propagules as variegated as the ships which brought them.
In the adoption and modification of these imports lies a
fundamental research enquiry. Ideas, however, are the
'software', and by nature are open to interpretation and
modification. Even.if they come in the train of a part~cular p~ece of equ~pment or improved seed, there is no
assurance that they also will be accepted intact. Farmers
are ~lw~ys ~ore interes~ed in the proof of the pudding,
and ~t ~s l~kely that , ~n the nineteenth century, Ontario
farmers general!~ read the l~terature even less than they
do today and rel~ed on pract~cal demonstration. For that
r7ason Ontario agriculture has always been more American
(~n the broad sense) than British.
Transfer of ideas ,
~cause of the n~ture of the available 'mechanisms', the
d~stance and e~v~ronmental contrasts, was quite imperfect.
Transfer of st~mulation in certain directions was not
so unlikely.
.

It.can not be denied that information on improved
Britain was received in Canada. But asking
the que~t~on, How wou~d the character and origin o f a transferred ~dea be determ~ned leads to another: What indeed
constituted 'a British idea'? The question is se~n not t~
be frivolous when it is noted that although agriculture was
brought to a successful pitch in Norfolk, for example it also
was to b7 found highly developed around a northern he~rth in
the Loth~~~ · The~e is a temptation to look only at the
well-publ~c~zed, r~ch arable farm districts for improved agriculture. The search for British ideas that could have a
Cana~ian ~oun~erpart might well lead one, however, to hill
fa~~ng .d~str~cts.
The 1812 agricultural survey of Oumfr~essh~~e, as one example, lists a dozen rotations which
were des~gned specifically for one or other of the various
conditions in that Border county.l
agr~cultu:e ~n

The transfer of ideas is a di ffusion process comthe ~ransfer of bank drafts or missionaries. A
d~ffus~on pa7ad~~ has been proposed to explain the character
of the front1er 1n Canada2, in distinction to the Turnerian
model.pro~sed fo~ the United States.
It is labelled Metropol1tan1sm and ~s ~ased on the .overwhelming dominance by a
met:opolis.of a terr~tory embrac1ng e xploitable resources.
It 1s appl~c~le bo~h to development in any colony and to the
transfer of . lde~s w1th economic implications. The citycent~ed r~g~on . ~s a .commonplace image today.
Wha t is not so
read~ly v1sual~zed ~s the vast organization of a great city 's
p~abl7 to
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the world. London was such a world city or ~etropol1s.
Its inspiration may have been imperial, but ~ts style was
English if not south-east English. ~he eight7enth century .
Empire, embracing eastern North Amer~ca, was ~n many essent~al
ways a London- centred system, JUSt as other parts of th7
Americas were Madrid- or Moscow - centred . Canada was st~ll
part of London's metropolitan sphere of influence well into
the nineteenth century. Whenever the metropolis decla:ed
war, or recognized a new agricultural impr~vement, or ln .any
way adjusted its composure, the reverber~t1ons were carr~ed
throughout the system and eventually to 1ts far reaches but they started near the centre, such as ~he Black Country,
then to Oumfriesshire and Ulster and the Hlghlands, and then
into the channels across the seas. It was an imperial system
in all its facets, and it disseminated mainly English rather
than British ideas.
Metropolitanism was consciously nourished in early
Ontario which was seen as a military bulwark, through the
superim~osition of a colonial admin~stra~io~ and l~nes of
communication. The essence of the ~per~al~st att~tude is
captured delightfully by a Tory visitor in the 18UOs :
The Canadians are neither British nor American :
the local circumstances and situation .. . tend
toward the latter: ... on the other hand, early
habits and associations, commun~cation with
their friends in the old country, political and
ecclesiastical institutions, and the antipathy
produced by rivalry and collision with thei: .
American neighbours, unite them to Great Br~ta~~ 
... it is very important to recollect that.here 1s
a national character in process of format1on, and
that now is the time to infuse into it, as f ar as
possible, those elements which we are accustomed
to consider valuable in our own .. . 3
London was the metropolis, of course, for much of
the world in the fi rst half of the nineteenth century. But,
while Ontario found itself an integral part of the Imperial
system, it also was involved in a North Atlantic 'triangle'
in which the United States was to play a pervasive part.
By the middle of the century, Ontar~o was the scene of metropolitan competition from which New York w~s to emerge.as
dominant. Ontario, like the Maritime colon~es, was obv~ously
British in administration and political atmosphere but despite the perspicacious Godleys of the Empire - distinctly
American in most of the practical aspects of life and labour.
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Also impinging on any enquiry into agricultural

~deas and ~r~cti7e in early Ontario was a socio- political

context ar~s~ng ~n large part from metropolitanism.
Much of the de7cript~on on which we base opinions of the
state of Ontar~o agr~culture, especially during the period
o~ Kelly's Part One (pre-1850), comes from passers-by or
v~s~tors on short sojourns.
These writers were affluent
they were bourgeois, and one could find other generic
'
terms which could cover persons able to go on a New World
'gr~d tour'. In essence they were creatures of the metropolis,
dom~nated_by ~ts values and images in much the same way
that tour~sts.to Curacao, St. Kitts, or the Canary Islands
today are do~nated by their metropolis. The visiting
e~es that perused the Ontario agricultural scene in the
~~~eteenth centU7Y looked.for Enflish appearances, and eff~c~en~, and rat~onal~sm ~n the
andscape. Even Howison,
who ha~led from one of the peripheries of the great metropolis
could say of some of his fellow Scots:
'
A v7ry great majority ... display no inclination
Lmprove L~eir mode of life, being dirty,
~gnorant and obstinate •.. (But) provided
the slow ... improvement ... is not interrupted .. .
every farmer will certainly soon become independent. This may possibly produce an amelioration in their manners and habits ...

70

And he reveals clearly his imported criteria:
The scenery ... is rather destitute of variety
interest. A level country, when in a
h~gh state of cultivation, and embellished
with villas, gardens, and pleasure-grounds
may appear both beautiful and picturesque,
but without these objects, it must always
afford a dull and unvaried prospect.4
~d

Early Ontario certainly was non-Norfolk in appearance and
thus to most visitors it was not comprehensible.5 But it
has _ b~en s~own (by Kelly for one) that despite sociopol~t~ca~ JUdgem7nts it still was economically successful.
It ~s _qu~te poss~ble- though an irreverent suggestion- that
the H~ghlanders' infield/outfield experience may have been
as relevant to Upper Canadian conditions (pre-1841) as was
Norfolk land management. Such management as there was in
Upper.canada was primarily American, and it seems more likely
tha~ ~mprovements as the century progressed would have been
var~ations on this theme rather than importations of a
d~fferent trad~tion from overseas.
The pressures for agricultural modernization may well

have been at a more fundamental level than that of discussions in the agricultural journals. It can be shown, for
instance, that persons per arable acre reached a similar
level in central Ontario shortly after 1850 as had existed
in England at the end of the eighteenth century. The mere
requirements of a food supply could have forced improvements
in agriculture. The diminishing of lands held in reserve
and of other fallow holdings allowed for a more efficient
organization of agriculture to satisfy a growing home and
international market.
The frenetic material ambition Godley called it 'the worst feature of the population here ...
their love of money' - of the society would have embraced
agricultural improvement of all kinds as a response to the
invigorating challenge of international competition. In
the materialistic race, land came to be viewed, to the shock
of visitors, predominantly as a commodity. It was not
unusual for 55~ of a township ' s farm operators to move from
their land between one decennial census and the next, although the actual owners of land moved at a lower rate . 6 Footlooseness was thought to be necessary to climbing the
ladder of success.
The foregoing comments lead to some dissenting
conclusions. It is difficult if not impossibl7 to document
the transfer of ideas (unlike tools or seeds).
A complication is that immigrants came to Ontario in considerable
proportions from places other than the English arable farming districts . In this strikingly new land they would have
sought sufficiency, and then perhaps familiarity, rather than
a sophisticated 'improved' agriculture. Further complications in the Ontario case are that the colony was tributary
to two great metropoli from both of which it received
'impulses'; that much of the evidence comes from markedly
partisan sources; and that any idea given wide application
in Ontario had certainly received the amalgam treatment characteristic of life here . Ontario and British agriculture may
indeed have 'come together' during the latter part of the
nineteenth century, but, in Sauerian terms, the reason was
more ~n the independent struggles to modernize for international competition than in a trans-Atlantic pipeline dispersing British ideas.
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General Discussion
Discussion from the floor also addressed itself
to the question of the general utility of maps in past decision making. To this end, it was thought to be essential
that any attempt at exploring this question should take
into consideration the type of decisions, the decision maker,
and the level of decision making. Some argued that it was
difficult to document the part played by maps in past decision
making, and that any relationship between maps and decision
making could only be established by inference alone. For
others, railroad plans, enclosure awards , urban plats, etc.
allowed the examination and comparison of the intial schema
as contained in the maps and the actual actions taken by the
society as manifest in the landscape. In this context it
was argued that maps are not only records of wh at was on the
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ground - with varying degrees of accuracy - but also of
what someone would have liked to have seen on the ground .
The general thrust of the discussion was a confirmation of
the utility o f maps to the historical geographer and the
recognition that "Maps are many different things to many
different people ."
The discussion of the transfer of British agricultural ideas to Canada focussed on the mechanics of the
transfer and the implementation of the ideas in the new
setting. Thus , the differences between British and Canadian
sponsorship of improvement was underscored . Farm improvement
in the U. K. was associated with general estate improvement,
encouraged by agricultura l societies and journals spons ored
by the landlords, and with the general support of Government .
In Canada, Government p layed the role of innovator by stimulating the diffusion of ideas and by providing incentives for
improvement, while the implementation of improvements depended
upon farm based financing from accumulated capital and the
mortgaging of property. With regard to the ideas being
diffused , it was emphasized that there was no one English
model of farming and that there were several regional variations . The point was made, however, that for the Canadian
farmer in the nineteenth century, there were no local models
e i ther and that the contemporary journals exposed him to the
various English models. A certain eclecticis m to fit the
appropriate model to the Canadian context was, therefore,
inevitable. The discussion also referred to non-British
influences and it was noted that fertilizers, machinery and
certain market demands - particula rly meat and dairy products were affected by u. s . influences. But as for other ethnic
influences, it was thought that there was little evidence of
distinctive agricultural specialisms throughout Ontario .

--
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Richard J. Dennis

URBANISM

Chairman:

INTRODUCTION
In recent years urban geographers and sociologists have devoted considerable attention to developing
and testing models of the socio-spatial structure of preindustrial a nd industrial cities . In the pre-industrial
city the elite lived near the centre, since this was the
point of maximum accessibi l ity to the city's public bui l d- 1
ings and the area of greatest security from external attack .
Outcasts and recent immigrants lived on the periphery, in
the least accessible , least protected locations . An alternative or, more likely, a complementary geometr y was
the cellular structure by which the majority of the population, from merchants and manufacturers to apprentices
and servants , was organized. Each cell was characterized
by a particular form of manufacture or trade. Although
the cells were economically dependent on one another,
they were socially independent. Workers in a particular
trade lived together, worshipped together and intermarried.
Within each quarter, horizontal segregation by social class

G. Whittington, St. Andrews University

COMMV1<ITY STRUCTURE IN VICTORIAN CITIES
Richard J. Dennis, University College

THE MICRo-GEOGRAPHY OF MICRO- PLACES: LATE
NINETEENTH CENTURY BUSINESS ACTIVITY AND
RURAL SOCIETY

*Although this paper relates almost entirely to cities in
Britain and refers to the use of British source materials
in the analysis of community structure, it should be apparent that similar, although perhaps more standardized and
more easily interpreted , sources exist for North American
cities , and that the problem of identifying spatial patterns
of community structure deserves the attention of geographers
on both sides of the At l antic. Radford's contribution to
this symposium on " Human Ecology and Nineteenth Century
Toronto" expresses similar doubts to my own on the appropriateness of traditional ecological analysis; David Ward's
paper in the Journal of Historical Geography (Vol. 1, No. 2,
1975), entitled "Victorian cities: how modern?", presents
a North American perspective on the city in transition; the
Social History Project into the social and spatial structure
of Hamilton , Ontario in the nineteenth century, directed by
Michael Katz , represents an interdisciplinary approach to the
same problems. The illustrations for this paper were drawn
in the Cartographic Unit of University College London by
Alick Newman and Christine Hill.
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was unnecessary. Since social mobility was rare, an
individual's status was recognized without recourse to
status symbols such as housing location. Where residential segregation did occur it was often vertical, with
workshop at street level, the employer and his family
immediately above the shop, and workmen and servants in
the attic and basement.2 Although families from different
classes lived near one another, there was little informal
soc1al interaction between classes. The spatial structure of
the pre-industrial city was one of non-overlapping, functionally independent cells, only when viewed superficially.
In practice, each cell included a number of spatially
overlapping but socially discrete interaction systems.3
This stereotype of the pre-industrial city
suggests that we can expect little return from a conventional
social area analysis or factorial ecology applied to smallarea data, since small areas were internally heterogeneous.
The inevitable result is to designate the pre-industrial
city as 'disorganized' and to depict the transition period
of the emergence of the industrial city as the time when
order arose out of chaos. But the pre-industrial city was
only disorganized if our terms of reference are restricted
to factorial ecology. In terms of interaction, the city was
clearly compartmentalized at an aggregate level, although
within each compartment organization may have been socially,
rather than spatially, based. Any attempt to identify the
socio-spatial structure of the pre-industrial city should
be based on interaction and functional association, considering networks of social contact, patterns of intraurban migration, and the residential segregation of workers
by the industry in which they were engaged, rather than
the status or level of skill associated with the particular
JOb they undertook within an industry. Since individual
cells were focused on particular guilds, or on minority
ethnic groups in which most members of the group followed
the same trade, and were associated with particular places
of worship, we might define the spatial structure of preindustrial cities as a series of functional communities,
each centred on an organizational point, such as a church or
guildhall.

By contrast, the stereotype of the industrial city,
exemplified in Burgess' model of the growth of the city,
emphasizes the role of a single organizational point, the
city centre, as the focus for newly-arrived immigrants and
as the point of maximum accessiblility.4 Land values and
population density decrease with increasing distance from
the centre, while social status increases.5 The availability of improved transportation permits longer journeys to
work and the residential segregation of unlike social groups.
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The mixed origins of the population and the enhanced degree
of social mobility make segregation by social class not_only
possible but also desirable, as one obvious means . by wh1ch 6
individuals can announce their status to the outs1~e world.
The spatial structure of the industr~al city is em:nently
suited to factor analyses of the soc1al and econom1c
characteristics of enumeration districts, wards or census
tracts, since the city comprises relatively homogen~ous
areas which extend across several sub-areas~ and wh1ch correspond to an identifiable spati~l geometry:
The stereotype
industrial city is as inappropr1ate a sett1ng for ~~
identification of functional communities or commun1t1es of
social interaction as is the pre-industrial city fo~ the
delimitation of homogeneous social areas. Peop~e l~ve .
within aspatially defined, and individually . un1q1;1e, =;;oc1a~
networks, by comparison with the pre-indust~1al c1ty ~n wh1ch
many individuals from the same area shared ~dent1cal,
spatially restricted, social networks.
It must be emphasized that the models of pr~
industrial and industrial cities which have been outl1ned
are no more than crude stereotypes. It may be possible to
identify certain areas in particular p~e - industrial cit~es
which were occupied by homogeneous soc1al groups . Prov1ded
that the presence of low-status servants is ignored, the
dominance of the elite in the city centre would be one
example. It is equally unlikely that all industrial cities
are as lacking in local community feeling as the stereo- .
type implies . We can recognize certain elements of spat1al
structure that have survived unchanged since the preindustrial era, most obviously in 'urban villages' inhabited
by immigrant groups . 8 Although connell ~as . cast do~t on
the reality of urban villages among the 1nd1genou=;; m1ddle
and working classes in Britain, it is clea~ that 1nformal
social life among the latter, at le~st, st1ll bears some
,
resemblance to the notion of 'local1ty-based soc1al syst ems ,
based on long-standing t1es of residence, employment and
kinship within the area . Most inhabitants inter~iewe~ by
Young and Willmott in 1950's Bethnal Green had l1ved 1n the
area all their lives, had relatives livi~g in the same or
neighbouring streets and worked local~Y·
_Although the
middle classes are likely to draw the~r fr1ends from extensive 'non-place communities•,lO they are als~ keen su?porters of local voluntary associations . ll Spat1ally def1ned
common-interest groups, neighbourhood associations, and
amenity societies proliferate among both inner- city professionals and suburban white collar-workers.
This suggests that geographers have been too narrow-
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minded in their analysis of the socio-spatial structure of
cities. While it is essential to undertake multivariate
analyses of social area data to identify patterns of residential differentiation, it is also important to use alternative . methods for the identification of social communities.
Otherw~se, the danger is that our conclusions are predetermined by the limited range of techniques that we employ.
The application of a range of approaches becomes
even more important when we consider the city in transition.
Several authors have speculated on the nature of the transition from pre-industrial to industrial, but few of their
~peculations have been supported by hard facts on changes
~n the structure of individual cities.
One exception is
Goheen's work on Toronto, where an industrial city of the
1820:s I~rge~ from~ disorgani~ed urban nucleus of the
1860 s.
Th~s conf~rms the ex~stence of an 'industrial'
pattern by the end of the century, but tells us little
about the pattern at the beginning of the period of study,
other_than the fact that it was 'not-industrial'. We do not
know ~f the situation in the mid-nineteenth century was one
of complete spatial disorganization, or of cellular structure in social interaction.
Among other writers on the transition, Vance
associated changes in urban structure with the rise of
capit~l~m and changing attitudes to land.l3 Valuation by
a~soc~at~on wa~ replaced by valuation based on accessibility.
SJobe:g . e~phas~zed the role of technology in stimulating
the_d~v~s~on of labour ayd permitting the separation of
res~denc~ ~d workplace. 4 Schnore introduced the necessity
for cont~u~ng urban growth, if a city was to evolve from a
'reverse-Burgess' pattern to classical ecological zonal
structure.lS Social area theorists have used the notion of
increasing number of independent dimensions.l6 Johnston
has proposed a general model beginning with the onset of
industrialization, when the city comprises two main classes,
~lite and art~sans, and each occupational group inhabits
~ts own quarter.l7 Cell boundaries and class boundaries
are clearly defined, with little movement across them. As
modernization proceeds, traditional forms of community
stru~ture survive longest at the extremes of the class system,
part1cularly among the poor, especially immigrants. Eventually, all forms of spatial community disappear, to be
replaced by non-place communities or urban realms.
Indiv~duals belong to as_many different realms, some highly local~zed , others worldw~de, as they have different roles in
society:l8 Even those realms whose membership is drawn from
a restr~cted area do not correspond to traditional communities since not every inhabitant will be a member, of have
an equal chance of becoming a member . The most localized
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immobile groups--the very young and th~ elderly . ~9 The
middle-aged population of the s~me soc~al area w~ll belong
to other, more dispersed, aspat~al communit1es.
One problem with the accounts described above is
that the various agencies to which urban change has been
attributed--the rise of capitalism, the growth.of th~
factory system, the improvement of transportat~on~-d~d not
operate simultaneously. The factory syst~m was w~despread
long before the development of cheap publ~~ t:anspor~at- .
ion.20 Many early factories were located ~n ~ndust-:~al v~~l
ages or 'colonies' in which the maintenance of pre-~ndustr~al
cellular structure may be expected.21
It is important therefore, that we de~ote more.
attention to the city in transition, after the ~ntroduct1on
of the factory system, but before the adoption of methods
of urban transportation which were sufficiently cheap to
attract working-class custom. As important, our methodology
should embrace a variety of approaches to the study of
spatial structure. The product of our research will be maps
of community structure, defined in te~s of homogeneous.
social areas, or systems of formal or ~nformal ~nteract~on,
analogous to the regional Qeographer's definition of 'formal '
and 'functional' regions.2 2 In themselves, such maps are
'mere description ' . For an explanation of the patterns and
the changes which they underwent during the transitio~al
period, we must consider the particular ~ro?esse~ of ~ndust
rialization, technological improvement, ~mm~gra~~on.and
social reorganization, by more traditional, sub]ect1ve methods
of historical research, or by adopting a behavioural approach.
For example, in the study of intra-urban migration via the
tracing of individuals in successive censuses, rat~ books . or
directories, changes in their address may be ass~c1ated w~th
changes in their social status or stage i~ the l~~e c~cle:
Geographers should remember that their pr~rnary ~b]ect1ve ~n
studying individual behaviour is the understand~ng of a~greg
ate spatial patte r ns. The provision of a map of commun~ty .
structure also serves as a sampling framework for more deta~l
ed behavioural studies of the inhabitants of particular
communities.23 In this way, the relevance of the spati~l
pattern for individual behaviour can be assessed, espec~ally
the independent roles of social and physical distance.
HOMOGENEOUS SOCIAL AREAS
The presence or absence of homogeneous social areas
in nineteenth- century cities may be confirmed by reference
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to contemporary descriptions or statistical surveys. Engels'
account of Manchester in 1844 and Booth's survey of London
at the end of the century are examples of each kind of
evidence.24 Unfortunately, local topographical and historical surveys often concentrated on descriptions of antiquities at the expense of information on more recent social
history. Because the social and spatial structure of towns
was assumed to be common knowledge among contemporaries, and
unworthy of special comment, we may know more about the
unusual or atypical than about everyday life. In the case
of Huddersfield, a woollen town in West Yorkshire , contemporary writings dealt with problems of health and sanitation, Irish bfu~igration, religion, education and self- help,
but ignored the commonplace aspects of society which contemporaries took for granted. They revealed little about the
majority of the population, who did not constitute a social
problem, but who were also unlikely to participate in middleclass institutions for interaction.25
To understand the lives of ' ordinary people', we
must refer to alternative sources, such as the manuscript
census, rate books, directories and electoral rolls. One
problem in handling this material concerns the scale of
analysis. we may adopt a technique such as smallest space
analysis, 26 using the household as the unit of aggregation,
and grouping together households with similar characteristics .
More generalized resolution levels involve the use of streets,
block segments, grid squares, enumeration districts or wards.
There are no rules which may be applied to determine the
most appropriate scale of analysis. The larger the district,
the smaller the proportion of observations required to constitute a statistically meaningful sample. However, the larger
the district, the more heterogeneous it is likely to be, and
the smaller the differences between districts. Working with
small sub-areas, it will be necessary to sample most, if not
all, households. Although small areas are more likely to be
internally homogeneous, we need to ask whether homogeneity
is meaningful for units below a certain size. In practice,
it is preferable to work with as large a number of small areal
un~ts as can be precisely located, since small units can be
grouped together at later stages of analysis, whereas large
areas cannot be subdivided, but the form of the data may
con strain this preference. Manuscript census data are returned
in separate books for each enumeration district, but if
street numbers are missing within books, or if we are uncertain that the enumerator entered returns in the book in the
order in which he collected them as he walked round his
district, it may prove difficult to locate households precisely within districts. Similar problems exist in the location
of individual entries in rate books. Whether they can be

overcome depends on the size of the town, the patience of
the researcher and the quality of the data. Holmes has
demonstrated the practicability of linking census and rate
books using detailed town plans, where each source refers
to the same date , but it would be a daunting propositio~
to apply his techniques to places larger than Ramsgate. 7
Further problems involve the techniques of analysis.
Since the advent of the computer, urban geographers have
succumbed to the lure of principal components analysis to
simplify their data , and cluster analysis to group together
observations with similar sets of component scores.28 The
problems of principal components and factor analyses are
familiar ground. There is no theoretical jus tification for
assuming that the major dimensions of urban structure should
be independent of one another, and therefore orthogonal . 29
However, an orthogonal solution permits the calculation of
Euclidean distance to gauge the similarity of districts in
social space. A question mark also hangs over the adJustment of direct solutions by rotation to simple structure ,
in which the number of loadings with low values is maximized,
so that in most cases each variable has a high loading on
only one factor.30 Varimax rotation usually has the effect
of replacing a general factor, on which all variables have
substantial loadings, and a set of bi-polar factors , with
a series of specific factors . 31 This may affect the number
of dimensions of urban structure which can be identified, and
the generality of the results, particularly in testing the
~ypothesis thaj the number of dimensions increases as societ~es modern~ze. 2
Further difficulties arise when factor analysis is
compare socio-spatial structu res at different points
~n t~me.
Each cross-section may be based on a different
series of variables, although in Britain, the manuscript
census changed very little after 1851, and an equivalent set
of variables for each year is a feasible proposi~ion.33 The
s7ore~ of each district on each factor may be used to allocate
d~str~cts to types of social area , either using some form of
cluster analysis which groups together districts with similar
sets of scores, or using an arbitrary classification, for
exa~ple, into high/low scoring groups on each factor.
The
soc~al area diagram is a two-dimensional example.
The original
~ocial area analysts divided both social rank and urbani~at
~on ~ime~sions into four sections, yielding sixteen possible
comb~nat~ons of scores (thirty-two, when a high/low division
of segregaton indices was introducted).34 If cluster analysis
~~ used, the location of clusters in n - dimensional space is
l~kely to vary from one year to the next, making comparison
through time difficult. Although components may be sufficiently similar to be given the same name , the loadings of
~sed_to
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at least slightly. We cannot be sure whether changes in the
spatial pattern of scores or social area types are due to
genuine changes in the ecology of particular districts, or
slight changes in loadings, which result in equivalent changes
~n scores ~hich may shift a dis trict from one social area
type to an adjacent category.

ally in response to cultural or technological forces, it
fails to help in the testing of aspatial social area theory,
which postula5gs a change in the number or dimensions
through time.
Under these circumstances, no var~ables
will have sufficiently stable loadings to act as d~ag
nostics, but the theory may be tested satisfactorily provided that the range of variables, the spatial framework
of accounting units, and the particular form of factor
analysis which is employed remain unchanged from one year
to the next. In Huddersfield the first and last conditions
were satisfied, but the pattern of enumeration districts
altered between 1851 and 1861. However, the number of districts and their average size and size range remained the
same. There was no evidence to suggest a change in factor
structure over this brief ten-year period (Table 1). In
both years the first component accounted for approximately
twice the variance attributable to the second component,
before rotation, and these two components between them
accounted for just over half the total variance in the
data. After rotation the first t~~ components each
accounted for approximately one- quarter of total variance .
The only significant differences occurred when the analysis
was repeated for a subset of enumeration districts corresponding to the continuous built-up area, rather than the
entire borough-designate, which still included large rural
areas in 1861. In this case, two- factor solutions were
produced, even before rotation. After rotation, Component
2 was sometimes more important than Component 1 . Hence,
there was some slight evidence that a progression from a
pre-industrial to an urban-industrial system was accompanied
by an increase in the number of independent dimensions of
social structure. The tota l study area, which we can
designate pre-industrial , was uni-dimensional, whereas the
inner city , which we can term urban-industrial, was characterized by two equally important, independent dimensions .

Alternatively, we may identify homogeneous social
areas on the evidence of patterns exhibited by particular
variables which are adjudged most important . However, the
rationale behind this procedure is entirely contrary to that
which underlies factor analysis, which is deemed desirable
?nly because different variables demonstrate different spat~al patterns and each variable is assumed to be equally important. One possible compromise is to use factor analysis
to identify diagnostic variables which have very high
loadings on one factor but which are real var~ables, as opposed
to synthetic factors . For example, in a principal components
analysis of fourteen variables, mostly drawn from the manuscr~pt census, for seventy-nine enumeration districts in
Huddersfield, in 1851 the proportion of households which
contained lodgers had a loading of 0.81 on Component 1.
In 1861 the loading was 0.83. The fertility ratio had
loadings of 0.85 and 0.95 on Component 2 in 1851 and 1861
respectively.
Other variables had less consistent load-'
ings; population density loaded at 0 . 82 on Component 1
~n. 1861, but at only 0.45 in 1851.35 The use of diagnost~cs would mark a return to the principles of social area
analysis, in which each dimension was derived from a limited
number of equally weighted variables, instead of being
based on unequal contributions from every variable. However, the problems of social area analysis lay partly in
the claim that three independent dimensions were derived from
a single notion of increasing scale , and therefore were
unlikely to be truly independent,36 and partly in the
empir~cal observation that variables which were supposed to
contribute to the same dimension were, in practice, uncorrelated, or more highly correlated with variables on other
constructs.37 In the present example, we could define social
areas in H~ddersfield on the basis of districts' values
on the 'lodg~r -household' and 'fertility' variables, instead
of us1ng the1r scores on Components 1 and 2. In 1851 the
correlation between these variables was -0.35. In 1861
it had increased to -0.45, significant at 0.1% level, thus
emphas1zing the lack of independence of dimensions ~n midnineteenth century social structure.

Principal components analysis may be a reasonable
method for testing social area theory, but ~s less useful
as a means of developing a typology of social areas and
observing the changes in particular districts through time.
In part , this is because there were few homogeneous social
areas as large as the average enumeration district in midcentury Huddersfield (Fig . 1). The dot map of the
distribution of the Irish in 1851, illustrates the tendency
for homogeneous areas no larger than individual courts or
streets, and for district boundaries to bisect larger
homogeneous areas (Fig. 2) .

Although the use of diagnostic variables rather
than synthetic factors may be suitable for identifying
changes in spatial patterns wiLhin a basically unchanging
factor structure, for example, in industrial cities experiencing invasion and succession but not changing radic -
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Princieal Come2nents Anal;ises of Fourteen Variables,
1851 and 1861.

Percentage Variance Explained by Principal Components with
Eigenvalues greater than unity:
(a)

Before Rotation
After Rotation
Component

1861

(b)

Before Rotation
After Rotation

Before Rotation
After Rotation
Component

1861

1

2

3

4
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9
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Social Areas, 1851
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Slight changes in the composition of principal
components between cross-sections were insufficient to conclude that the dimensions of urbanism had altered, but
sufficient to cause individual districts to change their
position in a typology of social areas. The frequency of
change is 1tself an indication that most parts of the city
were similar in internal structure. E1ther they included
substantial numbers of lodgers, servants, immigrants , large
households, but no servants, and middle-class suburbs,
including servants and more women than men, but no lodgers
or Irish. Although a social area approach at the scale
of the census enumeration district identifies the extremes
of urban life , it fails to elucidate the spatial structure
within which the majority of the population operated . It
is unlikely that the entire 'disorganized ' area in the
city centre constituted a single community of interaction
or a single functional community. Similarly, it is reasonable to expect that pre-industrial villages on the outskirts
of the town were independent social units. Since they were
equally heterogeneous in terms of social and demographic
characteristics, they were allocated to the same type of
social area, but it is unlikely that their association
extended any further than that .
COMMUNITIES OF INTERACTION
A community of interaction may be defined as a
'spatially restricted population group in an area within
which the connectivity of social networks is complete, with
no links outside the spatial confines of the area ' . If
this definition was applied strictly, no area would constitute a community, but it may be used to compare different groups or areas, in providing a test of their coherence or social isolation, based on the density and connectedness of their social networks . 39
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Distribution of Irish-born in Central
field, 1851 .
Hudders-

There is ample evidence for the existence of
highly localized communities in the V1ctorian city, embracing particular streets or courts, focussed on local cornershops and beerhouses.40 Several writers have commented
on the intricate patterns of short-distance residential
mobility, whereby families moved frequently between adjacent
streets or between houses on the same street.41 The residential segregation of in~igrant groups, coupled with the
propensity of their members to marry and worship within the
group , points to the existe~se of locality-based social
systems at the micro-scale.
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However , we must question the spatial significance
of these communities fo r the geogr apher interested in the
overall struct ure of the city . The previous section demon s~rated that_enumeration districts were rarely homogeneous.
G7ven the ex~ stence of more than one group within an area-e~ther a number of ~igr ant gr~ups, fj in Suttles ' study
of the ~d~ams are a 7n mode rn Ch~cago,
or an immigr ant
group l~v~ng alongs ~de l o c a lly- bor n inhabitan t s--t he evidence gener ally confirms the indepe ndence of the different
groups .. Such iso l~t i oni sm c annot be ascribed to spatial
constra~n~s • . even ~f.the groups were residentia lly segr7gat~d w~th~n the d~s t r ict, since the longest i ntrad~ s tr~c t JOurneys fell b elow a distance to which mo st
residents were indi fferent .
I f we are to c ompare the v a lidity of social areas
and communities of interaction as guide s to the structure
of Victorian cities , we mus t apply both concepts at the
~ame ~cal~ .
Most social a reas were smaller than enumerat~on d~str~ct s , few extended across a number of contiguous
d~str~cts .
Was the same true of communities of interaction? So we are conce r ned with the identification of
c~mm~ities which were at least as l arge as a n enumeration
d~str~ct ~r , ~re probably , based on the amalgamation of
se~eral d~str~cts.
We may hypothesize that communities of
t~~s scale were based on the pattern of pre-industrial
v~l~ages absorbed into the u r ban fabric , or on the location
of ~portant workplaces, or on the continued existence of
maJor occupational or ethnic groupings .
.

.The effect of working , shopping, worshipping and

mak;ng,fr~~n~s locallf was to restrict not only an individua~ ~
act~v~ty space but also his 'action space ', compr~s~g those places for which he had information
derived
f:om both hi~ own experien ce and that of his neighbours .4 4
S~nce his ne~ghbours had equally restricted 'activity spaces',
the overall 'action space ' shared by residents in the area
would have been little more extensive than each individual ' s
' activity space'. Given a lack of knowledge of other areas
~f the t~wn, and the importance of informal social con t acts
7n ~earn~ng abo~t.housing vacancie7 eve~ in the modern city , 45
~t ~s not su~pr~s~ng that most res~dent~al mobility was
o~er ~hort d~stances.
Furthermore, since each enumeration
d~str~ct ~ncluded houses of varying size and rental-courts and yards of inferior quality immediately behind
front houses which commanded higher rentals, and squalid
cella~s under t~e terrace~ of the respectable poor--it was
possiole to sat~sfy chang~ng housing requirements without
mov1ng from one's local area .

Nineteenth-century writers assumed the viability
of spatial communities within the city , much as ~odern
planners designed Mark I new tow~s a:ound the ne~ghbo~r
hood unit.46 The continued appl~cat~on of the paroch7al
system in urban areas add7 fu:ther su~port.to ~e ~~~ef
that communities could ex~st ~n the V~ctor~an c~ty.
SOURCES AND METHODS OF ANALYSIS
The problem for us is to establish the reality
or falsehood of such bel i efs. Modern co~unity studi~s
rely on questionnaire surveys or on the ~~formal part~c
ipation of the observer in the everyday 11fe.of ~he community he is studying . 48 Neither course of act~on ~s ~pen
to the historical geographer, although the use of d1ary
evidence approximates to the former.49 Unfortunately , we
have no guarantee of the representat~veness of . th~se
few personal diaries which have surv1ved, an~ 1t ~s p:eferable to turn to less personal, but more w1dely ava~l
able sources, from which a more objective view of community structure is obtainable .
Marriage is the only source of info~ation ~or
which sufficient quantitative evidence ~s read~~y av~1lable
for all classes of the population in the V~ctor1an c~ty .
Other sources of information--membership rolls of . churches
and societies or lists of friends present at soc1al event s - depict intera~tion between individuals and institutions,
or are restricted to the better-off. Whereas marr1age
involves a direct link between individuals, residential
mobility implies only a link which may be personal or
impersonal between an individual migrant a~d a source of
information on his destination. Most marr1ages are contracted between young adults, who are usually assumed to
be less restricted to their local area than the very young
or elderly. Therefore, marriage p~tte~ns prob~bly u~der
estimate the proportion of all soc1al 1nteract~on wh1ch _
is confined to the local neighbourhood. We can be conf~d~
ent that spatial communitie s of interaction really ex~ 7t ~f
the contact patterns of the most mobile members of soc~ety
conform to their boundaries.
Information in marriage reg~sters n~y be used
to calculate ' marriage distance ' , the distance between
the premarital addresses of br~de and groom, . p r oduc1ng a
frequency distribution of the number ~f marr1ages con~ract
e d over different distances. The typ1cal result, a d1stancedecay curve, may be subjected to various forms of curve -
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fitting and regression analysis.so More simply, we can
calculate a summary statistic for each area, which describes
the propensity of marriage partners living in that area
to select spouses, either from the same area, or from within a given distance. The value may be unadjusted for the
irregular distribution of opportunities--the number of
eligible members of the opposite sex--or a rate may be
calculated, in which the observed number of marriages is
compared with a theoretical expected value (Figs . 3 and
4) . 51 This procedure is analogous to Form ' s calculation
of the level of ' social intimacy ' in an area . 52 Districts
with high intimacy scores were those where most interaction
was short-distance , where loca l boundaries were strongly
perceived, where residents patronized local facilities
and attended local societies . Form found that the boundaries of districts with high levels of intimacy did not
always correspond with natural boundaries, such as rivers,
parks and railways, nor with the boundaries of social areas .
However, ~It must be emphasized that the areas which were
homogeneous in intimacy were not necessarily neighbourhoods, but contiguous areas with similar intimacy scores.•53
While areas of low intimacy cannot form spatially restricted communities of interaction, those of high intimacy
may include several communities within their boundaries ,
or simply a large number of overlapping contact fields,
all severely constrained by the effects of distance, but
not coinciding to form a community whose boundaries were
common to all the contact fields centred within that area.
We need to take the analysis into a second spatial dimension. Among recent work in social history , Foster ' s study
of class consciousness in nineteenth-century Oldham ill ustrates the use of marriage data to identify groups of
occupations with large numbers of marriage between their
members . 54 As Foster has used simple techniques of network
analysis to throw light on the socio-political structure of
the city, so similar techniques could be applied to the
study of its spatial structure, substituting areas for
occupations , and identifying groups of areas with large
amounts of inter-marriage.
The aim, therefore , is to group enumeration districts with greater than expected amounts of interaction
to form ' communities of interaction ' . One strategy is to
combine the technique of transaction flow analysis, based
on the identification of 'salient' pairs of units, with a
stepwise grouping algorithm. ss
The resultant patterns are based on small numbers
of flows which are termed 'salient' or 'highest'. However,
not only should two districts have strong associations with
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one another if they are to form a community, but also it
is important that they should exhibit similar patterns of
interaction with other parts of the city. Transaction flow
analysis deals with only the first of these factors. Alternatively, the example of Garrison and Marble, Berry ,
and Goddard may be followed in using factor analysis to
extract more information from interaction matrices.56 In
many matrices the presence or absence of a link is registered, but we are unaware of the exact magnitude or intensity of links. If f a ctor analysis is used, it may be invalid to measure the similarity of pairs of rows or columns
of the matrix using product-moment correlation coefficients.
Instead , recourse must be made to non -parametri~ measures
of similarity, for example the phi coefficient . 7 Sociometric techniques of clique identification, treating areas
in the same way as sociometricians have treated ~ndividuals,
are also applicable . 58 Such techniques may be more suitable for the analysis of non-parametric and particularly
dichotomous (presence/absence) data.
Most of these techniques can also be applied to
the analysis of patterns of residential mobility, although
it is even more difficult to define an opportunity for mobility than an opportunity for marriage. Potentially,
residential mobili ty is a more valuable source of information than marriage , if only because more people move house
more often t han they get married. We can link individuals
in successive directories, rate books or electoral rolls,
although the resulting sample is often li~ted to male,
middle- class household heads, who are strongly represented
in these sources, but whose mobility may be atyp~cal of the
total population. Record linkage may prove difficult since
relatively little information other than surname is given
in each source. The final sample may not be representa~ ive
of even the limited population group from which it is dra wn .
However, directories and rate books appeared at frequent
intervals, often annually , so that there was little chance
of individuals dying or moving srom the area, or of intervening moves going unrecorded . 5
By contrast, it is easier
to trace individuals from one manuscript census to the next,
since information includes the occupation, birthplace and
age of other members of the same household, as well as the
individual in question. It should also be eas~er to draw
a sample which is representative of the total population.
However, many intervening moves will go unrecorded. The
presence of an individual at A in 1851 and B in 1861 need
not indicate any sense of community linking A and B, since
the move may have involved a ser~es of intermediate addresses.
Fortunately, sufficient information is available to eliminate
the effect of such freak linkages .
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RESULTS
In the study of marriage patterns in Huddersfield,
communities of interaction were most often identified in
peripheral parts of the borough, along river valleys where
principal workplaces were located, and in the city centre.
Communities were conspicuous by their absence in middleclass areas and suburbs on the edge of the continuous
built-up area (Pig . 5) .
In mid-century the most intensively organized
communities were focused on pre-existing clothier/handloom
weaver villages. We may suggest that they correspond
closely with functional co~~unities, focused on local churches, shops, schools, and workplaces (Fig . 6). For
example, the extent of a Co l ne Valley community coincided
with the catchment for the workforce of mills located along
the bottom of the valley . The community in the north-west
of the area was associated with the village of Lindley,
which provided a sufficient range of facilities to function
independently of the rest of the borough throughout the
period of study. Most of these communities were socially
homogeneous only to the extent that all districts which
contributed to local community life, regardless of the particular community of which they were part, fell in the same
segment of social space. Communities existed in low-density,
single-family districts, neither disorganized by the presence
of lodgers and Irish, nor of particularly high status (Figs.
1 and 5).

Northern Villages
Dalton
Almondbury- Moldgreen
Almondbury -Lockwood
Berry Brow
Colne Valley
Lindley-Marsh
Central

The only other candidate for an intensive, but
relatively large-scale, community in 1851 was a group of
districts on either side of the city centre, associated
with the presence of a large number of Irish immigrants
(Fig . 2). In fact, this should be regarded as a social,
rather than a spatial, community , since the only reason for
the amalgamation of these districts lay in the interaction
pattern of the Irish. The non-Irish living in those districts did not share their pattern of interaction .
Migration data tell much the same story. There
is little correspondence between the boundaries of marriage
conmunities and migration communities in south-west lluddersfield, to which the study of migration was confined (Figs .
5 and 7), but the same types of district have similar
interact1on rates. In central and peripheral areas most
intra- urban migration was short-distance, in suburban districts fewer migrants remained within the same district.
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communities defined by patterns of residential
mobility in south-west Huddersfi eld, 1851-1861.
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Contrary to expec t ations, spatial community
structure had intensified in the inner city by the late
nineteenth century (Fig. 8). Two groupings of i n nerc i ty districts, immediatel y north and south of the centre,
had characteristic social conditions associated with them.
One was distinctively poor and Irish, the other more
respectably working- class.
SOME FINAL OBSERVATIONS

One resul t of adopting a dual approach to the
spat ial structure of the Vict orian city , therefore, is to
suggest a revision of our model of the city in transition.
Traditional models, whether they have regarded industrialization, the rise of capitalism, improvements in transportation, or merely an ill- defined process of ' modernization' as the agents of change, have oversimplified the
transition period, postulating a disintegration of cellular
structure accompanied by an increase in residential segregation by socio-economic class. These models must be modified to allow for a period during which local community
structure intensified, as a result of the lack of synchronization of the various processes which contributed to
'modernization'. Prior to the Industrial Revolution, each
industrial group constituted a separate unit of social interaction. Within each industr y, the major distinction was
between employer and empl oyee. New technology in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries promoted increasing specialization and the development of a more complex
class structure, in which social status depended on the
degree of skill rather than the particular industry in
which that skill was deployed. A new class consciousness
emerged, expressible by residence alongside members of the
same class, or by interaction with other members of that
class. In the early stages of the Industrial revolution ,
the f1rst expression was frustrated by the lack of cheap
public transport allowing the separation of residence and
workplace, and by the lack of a generalized housing market.
The existing physical fabric of the city required time to
adJust to the new social order. To maintain social interaction between members of the same class during this period
of adjustment, spatially restricted patterns of community
began to disintegrate, surviving only among immigrant groups
who had not yet been assimilated into urban life and among
peripheral groups, peripheral spatially and socially.
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Later in the nineteenth century new housing,
des~gned to satisfy the wishes of the working and middle
clas7es to ~ive in homogeneous social areas, replaced
pre-~ndustr~al housing as the dominant element in urban
structure .. Neighbours were social equals, and, therefore,
?Dtent~al ~nteractors.
Since public transport was still
~adequate, social interaction continued to be with the
nearest po~ent~al interactors .
There was an apparent
strengthen~ng ~n local community structure.
Of course this
scenar~o impli7s that the real breakdown in community life
came ~~th the ~mprovement of public transport, a hypothesis
that ~s far from universally accepted, and which demands
further research.
This paper has concentrated on the identification
of homogeneous social areas and communities of interaction
at the_expense of a third type of spatial structure, the '
commun~ty of common interest or functional community,
focused on ~ommon workplace, place of worship or education,
or membersh~p.of lo~l societies. In suggesting that peripheral commun~t~es of ~teraction coincided with functional
communi~ie7 , we ar7 assuming that churches, schools, shops,
and soc~et~es fu~f~lled the role which modern planners
expect of th7 ne~g~bourhood centre--the servicing of the
local commun~ty, w~th local residents patronizing their
nea:est facilitie7, rather than visiting more distant establ~shments.
It ~s clear that there were sufficient local
sch~ols, chapels, co-operative society branches, friendly
soc~et~es, mutual improvement associations, bands of hope ,
7port7 cl~s, and so on, to support a healthy local commun~ty l~fe ~f the local residents so wished, but it is only
through the analysis of membership lists of different
institutions that we can discover whether their adherents
were drawn from particular classes rather than particular
p:esum~ly surrounding, areas--or more probably--from cer~
a~ soc~al or occupational groups with i n local areas.
Such
an analysis is a task beyond the scope of the present paper.GO
. ~onventional wisdom on the community structure of
mode:n c~t~es has implied the existence of a 'neighbourhood
cont1nuum', whereby most districts fall into one of a number
of homogeneous socia~ ~reas, some social areas also operate
as funct~onal commun~tles, and some functional communities
~rform t~e role of 'urban villages', equivalent to 'commun~tles of _ ~nteraction' in the present paper.61
In other words
~nteract~on communities exist only in areas which are soc'
~ally homogeneous, or in one part of a homogeneous area
but
~he~r bou~daries never intercept those of social areas.' It
~s ~poss~ble to have an interaction community in a hetero-

geneous area . Ruth Glass' study of Middlesbrough :eveal ed
that independent functional co~unities we:e assoc~~~ed
with particular types and locat~o~s of soc~al area . .
Districts which were poor and per~pheral were most l~kely
to function as independent communities, presumably £:om
necessity rather than choice. There was no opportun~ty for
most residents to leave these areas. To ~he exte~t that
.
this paper has compared social areas and ~nteract~~n communlties at the relatively coarse scale of the enumerat~on
district it fails to p r ove or disprove the existence of a
continu~ . Almost certainly, very intensive stree~- or
court-communities, which were socially uniform , ex1sted
within enumeration districts .
It is also c l ear that oommun~t~es in the city centre existed only amon~ ho~ogeneou ~
groups, such as the Irish , although t~ere ~s l~tt~e.ev~dence
that these areas coincided with funct~onal commun~t1es. Not
only were central communities coincident with so~ial areas,
but also they were confined to working- class soc~al areas.
Other interaction communities were peripheral, but not necessarily poor. Whereas in post- war society, it is n~ce~sary for
a social group to be both poor and remote to r~~ ~solated,
in Victorian society, either condition was suff~c~ent.
Furthermore, peripheral communities in Huddersfield were
socially heterogeneous, including households dependent on
agriculture domestic industry and factory employment,
employers ~d employees, local-born and migrants (though
not Irish). Here , then, is an obvious need fo: ~urther
research into the internal structure of commun~t~es . It was
certainly true of communities in the centre of Huddersfi7ld ,
and may have been true of outlying communities, ~hat the1:
members perceived them socially rather ~han spat1~l~y., ~lth
in what geographers may define as 'spat1al commun1t1es 1n
heterogeneous social areas, not eve:ybody ma~ ha~ had an
equal probability of participating ~n commun1ty l1fe.
urban sociologists have postulated the existence of
a community hierarchy in the modern city, in which the
different intensities and scales of community life are defined in terms of different forms of interaction . Greer
suggested the existence of three levels of community: the
neighbourhood , characterized by 'mutual aid', the loc~l
residential area or 'community', epitomized in the ex1stence
of a local press and the establishment of voluntary organizations, and the city, in which relations with City Hall are
dominant.63 This hierarchy is paralleled by Form's finding
that different indices of social and economic interaction
pointed to integration at different levels, termed 'neighbourhood', 'sub-community' and 'city • . 64 The implication of this
type of study is that interaction communities occur only_
among very localized groups at the lowest order of the h1erar-
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-132chy. The present study has concentrated on the definition
of middle-order communities, smaller than the entire city,
but larger than individual streets. It has utilized information on forms of social interaction which, it might be
argued, are more useful for defining the smallest communities
at the foot of the hierarchy. In defence, it may be suggested
that the summit of the hierarchy was non-existent in the
nineteenth century; that the city operated as a single
community only for impersonal, administrative functions,
irrelevant to the lives of most citizens; and that inferior
levels of the hierarchy were less clear-cut than in modern
cities. Another area for future research, then , lies in
considering a wider range of interaction indices, related
to formal interaction (church and society membership, place
of education or employment, political activity) as well as
informal interaction (marriage, residential mobility, other
forms of social contact) and their utility in defining
different levels or types of community.
The aftermath of the quantitative revolution has
seen a gradual diffusion of statistical techniques among
historical geographers. The adoption of these technical
innovations has permitted the quarrying of a wider range of
sources, particularly those containing nominative lists-censuses, rate books, registers of births, marriages and
deaths. Their use has stimulated the development of yet
further technical expertise, for example in methods of record
linkage.65 While these developments are to be encouraged,
the danger is that we become obsessed with new sources and
new techniques, and forget about the testing of theory, new
or old. Implicit in the present paper has been the advocacy
of a form of comparative method, using contemporary urban
theory designed for the industrial city to provide questions
for research into the Victorian city, and suggesting that
the more formal testing of ideas derived from the pre-industrial city may throw new light not only on the contemporary
city but especially on the city in transition.
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Darrell A. Norris

The

A Study of

A pattern of service centres and associated markets
is the aggregate expression of choice and behaviour by the
individual consumers and sellers who comprise or have contributed to it. To determine the degree to which a pattern
fulfills expectations of order, it is necessary to express
such expectations in a framework of decisions anticipated
under well-defined conditions. The foundations of this
paper are therefore an hypothesis concerning consumer choice
behaviour, detailed empirical information concerning the
criteria postulated as choice determinants, knowledge of the
choice actually adopted by each consumer and to some degree
the context in which the choice was made, a context extending beyond the narrow constraints of the initial hypothesis.
The area examined comprises four townships in
Grey county, Ontario, in the years 1887 and 1898 . One of
these four townships, Euphrasia, w1ll be subjected to further
inquiry concerning rural population turnover and choice
behaviour. At the end of the nineteenth century there were
47 places in or on the margins of these townships, serving
the consumer demands of their mainly agricultural population.
All of these places possessed a post office, which served
as an address for residents of the locality in an era preceding rural mail delivery. The business community present in
each place was recorded at frequent intervals in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries via the medium of
provincial and county directories.! county director1es
also recorded the location and chosen post office of each
farmer. The date of establishment2 and annual revenue3 of
each post office are known. Postmasters' salaries did not
constitute a sufficient annual income in most establishments,4 and the post office was usually an adjunct to a
general store . The collection of mail posed necessary trips
for each rural household, but also offered the opportunity
to consider or make purchases of whatever other goods and
services were offered in a place. Against the disincentive
to travel an unnecessary distance to collect mail must therefore be set the attraction of additional reasons to under-
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take a trip. The additional stimulus exerted by a business
concern logically lay therefore not only in the fact of its
existence nearby the post office, but more particularly in
the frequency with which it was visited relative to the
frequency with which a local resident collected his mail.
Although the absolute trip frequency associated with each
activity is extremely difficult to determine, an estimate
of relative frequency may be based on the incidence of each
activity among the places examined . Hence the greater the
proportion of all places in which an activity occurred, the
more often it is assumed to have been visited by consumers.
The array of activities in a place may therefore be translated into a single measure of attraction by summing the
associated set of relative trip frequency values. This
single measure representing all activities present is o f
course applicable only to the-prospective choice by a consumer of the activity occurring most frequently, that is,
the post office. The initial hypothesis concerning consumer
choice behaviour is that each option was judged jointly by
its distance and its attraction, meaning the extent and
frequency of opportunity to make multi - purpose trips. The
spatial expression of this hypothesis, however, when compared
with post office market areas as they existed in 1887, suggests
a more complex choice mechanism at work in the real world
(Figure 1) .
Two sub-hypotheses emerged from this initial
investigation. The first amended the expected size of market
achieved by 1887 according to the length of time that that
option had been available to consumers. This mod i fication
accommodated a degree of inertia among consumers who had
chosen older post offices , places of proven viability by
1887 . The second sub- hypothesis explored the possibility
that an incomplete activity array in a place would limit
multi-purpose tripping at that place since the necessity of
visiting some higher incidence activity elsewhere would
reduce the relative attraction of all other lower incidence
activities at the place. The brief summary above does not
f ully explore the implications of these ame ndments to the
choice model : it must suffice to say that , as i ndicated
in Figure 2, empirical evidence exists to support the postulated role of these factors , and to re ject the intuitively
unappealing notion that short-term fluctuations in the
attraction of a place could radically alter a marke t as
declarative and semi-pe rmanent as tha t arising from the
choice of a postal address.
The postulated choice dete rminants , being attraction, age, and comple teness of array, were employ e d as
~ndependent variabl es in a multiple regression model, sett-
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ing market s i ze , t hat is t he number of residents l isted as
patr on izing ~ach pos t office , as the dependent variable.
A mul t i p l e r val ue o f . 81 40 was obtained from applying
t h i s model t o 34 places and their markets in 1887 , and
i n 1898 the value obtained was .8919 for values associated
with 45 places . The co r relation matrix, multiple regress ion equation , and values of F are furnished for the 1887
a nd 1898 application of the model in Table 1.

age of PO. ............. 40 YEARS /\
in 1887
~
~

stability index
1886-87

>1
1
<1

...

6
&

completeness
index.per cent

96-100

&

91 - 95 6

6

86-90

6

81-85 6
--80

A

residual y."-y./ Sy.

+2
Figure 2

+1
fevver

0

-1
-2
-3
• rl}ore farmers t han expected
gtven attractton of place

The standardized residual for each place included
i n the 1887 multiple regress~on provides a measure of the
difference between the observed and e xpected number of
associated consumers, given the attraction, age and completenes s of each pla ce. As i s evident from Figure 3 , the dir ection a nd degree o f change in the proportion of the total
consumer market commanded by each place by 1898 is in general
accord with 1887 expectations . Figure 4 also demonstrates
this correspondence , and suggests that in four of the six
instances in which market expansion was expected but did not
occur, the establishment of a new post office nearby between
188 7 and 1 898 contribut ed to the expectation being unfulfil led. The choice mode l not on l y p r ovides a more accurate
description o f behavi our i n 189 8 than in 1887, but also
suggesLs that proce sses were at work to effect such an
imp roveme n t. Moreover, an implica t ion must be drawn from
Figure 3 t hat the re lat i ve adjustment be t ween 1887 and
18 98 was not effected by the withdrawal or addition of business
i n p l aces whose post off i ce market was respectively smaller
or l arger than e xpected , but was achieved primarily by the
withdrawal or addition of consumers patronizing the post
off i ce . This point is demonstrable at the local level for
f our post offices serving the north-west section of Euphrasia
township in 1898 (Figure 5) . The stippled 200 acre lots for
the most part reflect a substantial reduction in Blantyre ' s
post office market in the previous e l even years. The
expected indifference points in Figure 5 are derived from
mea sured road distance to and the computed a t traction of each
place in 1898: post office age has no t been taken into
account . Thus Blantyre, not withstanding the withdrawal of
its market , still retains several residents expected to
patronize Rock lyn , its younger neighbour, while Rockl){n in
turn commands the patronage of residents expec ted to frequent
Erskine, the newest of the four establishments . Confirmation
at the micro-level of t r ends discernibl e employing aggregate
choice, that is , the total compl ement of residents whose
association with a particul ar post office is a matter of
r ecord , should not lead to the imme d iate conclusion that
c hoice transfer by rura l con sumers was a matter of simple
adjustment , subject only to a lag effect .

TABLE 1
1887
xl

y

Listed Residents

xl
x2

Attraction
Age

X)

Completeness

=

y

-211.16 + 24.88x

Multiple r •

.9022

.855

1898

x2

x3

xl

x2

x3

.683

.194

.933

.658

-.073

.622

.005

.576

-.084

-.098

+ 1.96x

1

r2

=

2

.8140

+ l.88x
n

y

3

=

-.291

34

= -37.74 + 38.86x

+ l.l9x

1

r2

multiple r • . 944

n

Std. Error
df

34.68

y

97.82

3,30

df

F x1 45.06, x 2 7.72, x 7.52
3

I

. 89.9

...........

= 45

I

y

Std. error • 30 . 97

=

2

114 . 49

2,42

F x 1 178 . 56, x 8.40
2

(all values of F significant at 99 per cent level of confidence)
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-148The factors involved in transforming the spatial
pattern of post office patronage in Euphrasia township between
1887 (Figure 6) and 1898 (Figure 7) included not only response to the attributes and accessibility of possible
alternatives, but also derived from several important characteristics of the rural population .
The first such characteristic, and the most important is that the individuals comprising the listed population
of rural consumers in 1887 were not by and large the same
individuals that were present eleven years later. The township farmers list for Euphrasia recorded 791 individuals in
the 1887 directory, and 1078 in 1898. The population of
Euphrasia was almost identical in these years, 3100 in the
former year, 3171 in the latter.S The 1898 directory's
degree of coverage exceeded that of its 1887 predecessor .
The subsequent behaviour of the 1887 cohort may therefore
be to some extent determined from linkage with cases appearing on the 1898 list . Figure 8 presents the results of this
linkage. Only 62 . 7 per cent of the 1887 listed farmers were
still in the township 11 years later, and only 48.9 per cent
still occupied the same lot. The fact that the 295 missing
cases by 1898 were replaced in only 44 instances by individuals on the lot who shared their surname suggests a singular
lack of continuity in the rural population. While persistent residents were faced with the option of adjusting their
consumer preferences, newcomers were presumably less affected
by established patterns of behaviour. As Figure 8 indicates,
the validity of this generalization may be assessed by examining the post office choice behaviour of persistent residents versus that of the successors of those who had departed
or died between 1887 and 1898.
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EUPHRASIA 1887

POSTAL ZONES
DERIVED FROM
RESIDENTS LIST

The preliminary results provided in Table 2
confirm the expectation that the choices of persistent residents were more conservative than those of individuals
replacing 1887 predecessors. This is especially clear ~f
the effect of transfers to the three new post offices,
Goring, Erskine and Wode House, is removed. Surprisingly,
male blood relatives of 1887 predecessors were no less prone
to rejecting a formerly preferred post office than were other
newcomers to the township farmers ' list. A by-product of
population turnover in Euphrasia was therefore an intensification of changes in the pattern of consumer choice behaviour.
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TABLE 2
Post Office Transfer by Selected Groups of Euphrasia Residents
No \ Changed P . O.
Pr evai ling in

Group

1887
1)
2)

3)

4)

PERS I STENT: remained on
lot between 1887 and 1898
WITHIN TOWNSHI P MIGRANTS
a) PROBABLE , moving more
than one lot
b) POSSIBLE, moving to
adjacent l ot
NEW RESIDENTS , MALE KIN
succeeded predecessor
sharing surname
NEW RESIDENTS, UNRELATED
IN MALE LINE
did not share surname
with predecessor
TOTAL

of which to
New
Old P.O .

387

25.6

10.8

14.8

82

40 . 2

9.8

30.5

(51 )

(47. 0)

(31)

(29 .0)

44

31.8

6.8

25.0

251

31.1

10 . 4

20.7

764

29.3

10 . 3

19.0

At first sight, the spatial expression of transferred
choice does not appear to confirm the ob servation that removal
of 1887 residents increased the likelihood of market area
change (Figure 9). Not only were 1887 residents still present
on 81 per cent of the 351 occupied 200 acre lots in 1898,
there was also at least one 1887 resident on 84 per cent of
the 103 lots on which the preferred post office changed
between 1887 and 1898. Hence the assumption that simple
continuity would diminish the likelihood of transferred consumer allegiance must be rejected. Upon closer examination ,
however, it appears that on lots manifesting a change in the
preferred post office, the 1887 residents were present in
smaller numerical strength than on lots where no such change
occ urred. Table 3 demonstrates this difference. Persistence
posed a resistance to market area change, effective primarily
when long-standing residents out-numbered newcomers.

...

._

miles

2
Figure 9

3

4

I

5
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TABLE 3

Choice transfer and occupant composition on 279 Euphrasia
lots still containing a listed 1887 resident by 1898
Lots on which
preferred post
office changed
Number of lots 279
Number of occupiers 933
Occupiers per lot 3. 34
1887 occupiers still present 496
1898 newly listed occupiers 437
1887 occupiers per lot, 1898 1. 78
1898 occupiers per lot 1 . 57

82
260
3.18
123
137
1. so
1. 68

Lots on which
preferred post
office did not
change
197
673
3.42
373
300
1. 90
1. 52

consumers' preference for places which were not properly
expressed or incorporated in our initial conception ~f
rational choice behaviour. We believe that the attribute
of places which was of great import in influencing consumers' allegiance and behaviour , and which was overlooked in a rather crude conception of attraction and
least effort trip- making , was their role as centres of
variously defined rural communities. These communities
included networks of contact resulting from participation
in church congregations, social organizations, local
elementary education , and the circulation of local gossip.
While the possession of a postal address was indubitably
part of this focus , an association wit~ locality and .
place , consumer behaviour as a whole d~d not necessar1ly
reflect the same allegiance. The evidence for this asser t ion is available in the record of post office revenue.
TABLE 4

In Euphrasia the impact of this factor was lessened
by the . similaritr of markets in respect of the percentage
of the1r 1887 cl1entele who had died or left the township by
1898. Of ten places serving the township, deaths or departures amounted in six instances to between 40 and 50 per
cent of listed 1887 residents. Heathcote, with the lowest
~alue, 38.8 per cent, did in fact possess a larger market
1n 1898 _than that expected from application of the multiple
r~gress1on model. Epping and Fairmount, at 55.8 and 53.6
per cent respectively, accordingly evinced smaller than
expected markets. The highest observed value, that of
Goring, at 75 per cent, was based on only 12 listed residents in 1887, and applied to a post office established only
three years beforehand. Goring's subsequent market expansion
was thus largely independent of a rural persistence factor.
Despite the loss of three-quarters of its 1887 patronage,
Goring's market was in 1898 1 .45 times larger than that
expected in the 1898 model. Thus while rural population
turnover undoubtedly accelerated the rate of market area
change, it did not on the whole markedly influence the pattern
of change.
We are still left, therefore, with a pattern of
unexplained choice behaviour in 1887 and 1898, and evidence
of more predictable behaviour by the latter year. The performance of the model employed is reviewed in Table 4 for
ten places serving Euphrasia. These post offices are
identified in Figure 9. The poor fit obtained in the cases
of Harkaway, Goring, Blantyre, Fairmount and Kimberley may
assist us in identifying additional factors influencing

Performance of multiple regression model in estimating the
number of residents patronizing selected post offices serving Euphrasia township - 1887 and 1898.
Place

Number of Consumers
1887

Markdale2
Kimberley2
Heathcote2
Blantyre2
Rocklyn
Epping
Duncan
Harkaway2
Fairmount
Goring2

12.3
110
98
92
87
52
46
29
28
12

18981
95
96
99
47
106
42
43

44
33
45

Ratio of Listed to
Estimated Number of
Consumers
1887
1898
1.12
0.76
1.19
l . 33
0.79
1. 36
1. 35
l . 70
0.70
0.52

1. 04*
0 . 84"*
1.10*
1. 34
1.00*
0.84*
1.13*
2.10
0.72*
l. 45*

lA factor of .73 was applied to 1898 observed and expected
values for comparison with the 1887 market, derived from
the shorter 1887 list.
2The estimated number was adjusted to accord with the proportion of the place's market that lay within Euphrasia.
*Deviation from expected value less than in 1887.

-156Revenue figures exhibited not only absolute variation between post offices, but also relative variation
when expressed as an average expenditure per listed resident (Table 5). One's first impulse is to attribute this
latter difference to uneven enumeration of farmers in the
county directory, unlikely given the evidence of Figures
6 and 7, or to the omission of the populations of the places
themselves . Although Mar kdale, containing circa 800
residents in 1887, falls into this category, the remaining
places listed in Table 5 do so only to a minor extent.6
The first clue toward an explanation of the variation in
postal revenue per resident is the fact that Harkaway,
retailing a paltry seven dollars worth of stamps and postcards, was the only place in Table 5 which did not possess
a general store in 1887 . The revenue figures evidently
reflect the postal income brought to a place by the presence
of other business premises . Goring, comprising 6 persons
in business in 1887, is the clearest example of this
phenomenon at work. A suspicion that post office revenue
was based primarily on businessmen's and not farmers' outgoing correspondence may be allayed by the fact that
Blantyre, Duncan and Fairmount each recorded 4 businesses
in 1887 yet present very different revenue patterns in
Table 5. We suggest that rural consumers would if necessary
collect mail at one post office, but use another to purchase stamps, with cash, available while shopping . This
mixed strategy allowed the retention of regular contact
with residents in the immediate locality, yet did not automatically guarantee patronage of the local store or blacksmith. Were this the case, then the attraction assumed in
the model would not necessarily have held in reality, community participation being retained at the expense of multipurpose trip-making . If the option of such a mixed strategy was exercised, we would expect to find two conditions in
which the consume r choice model provided a poor estimate of
reality. The first , a high ratio of listed to estimated
number of residents patronizing the post office, should
apply to places retaining their community attraction but not,
from revenue evidence, drawing the farmer's dollar, at the
post office or otherwise. The second, a low ratio of
listed to estimated number of residents, we would expect of
those places which, despite their failure to draw the farmer
from his community address as predicted, did in fact have
his patronage in respect of other businesses and even post
office purchases. Figure 10 suggests that precisely these
two conditions did in fact apply, varying only in the degree
to which community and market departed from a coterminous
extent.
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- 158TABLE 5

Post Office
Market
Markdale
Kimberley
Heathcote
Blantyre
Rocklyn
Epping
Duncan
Harkaway
Fairmount
Goring
Wode House
Erskine

Revenue
Dollars 1
1887 1898
1560
194
258
86
152
68
31
7
50
73

1620
206
262
108
201
48
63
274
27
26
107
20

FOOTNOTES

Listed
Res. 2
1887 1898
370
112
175
116
87
52
68
44
28
12

Revenue
per
Res .
1887 1898

367 4.22
137 1. 73
216 1. 48
92 0.74
144 1. 75
57 l. 31
88 0.45
94 0.17
45 l . 77
64 ~
47
19

4 . 42
1.51
1. 21
1.17
1. 40
0.84
0. 72
2.91
0.60
0.41
2.28
1.06

Ratio of
Listed to
Est. No.
of Res.
1887 1898
1.12
0.76
1.19
1. 33
0.79
1. 36
1. 35
l . 70
0.70
0.52

1. 04
0.84
1.10
l . 34
1. 00
0.84
1.13
2.10
0 . 72
1. 45
0.81
0 . 93

1.

Provincial or county directories employed ~n the research
from which this paper is abstracted cover the fo:low~n~
ears· 1882; 1884; 1886; 1887; 1888; 1892; 1895 , 1898,
l903; · 1907; 1910. The Public Archives of.Onta:~o,
0
77 Grenville St., Toronto, have an extens1 ve d~rect.ry
collection, and will furnish on re~uest a.xeroxed ~1st of
their microfilmed holdings. Six d~rector~es co~7r1n~
the period and area examined in th~s paper are 1ste
below by year.
1886-87.

1886

Ontario Gazeteer and Business
R.L. Pol and Co., Toronto (1

1887

Farmers' and Business Directory ~or the Counties
of Grey, ontario and S1mcoe. Un1on Publ1sh1ng
co . , Ingersoll, Ont . , Vol. 3 (1887 ) .

1888

Ontario Gazeteer and Business Directory 1888-89.
R.L. Polk and Co . , Toronto (1888 ) .

lsource : Canada Sessional Papers 21, 1888, Vol. 12, No. 13,
Report 3A, 25-74 and Canada Sessional Papers 34, 1900, Vol.
10, No. 12, Appendices c and o .

1892

Ontario Gazeteer and Directory 1892-93.
Directory Co., Toronto (1892).

2rncludes portions of market lying in adjacent townships.

1895

Province of Ontario Gazeteer and Directory.
Might Directory Co., Toronto (189 5) ·

1898

Farmers' and Business Directory for t he Counties
of Bruce, Grey and Simcoe,.w1th Ashfield, Wawanosh
West and Melancthon Townsh~ps. Morrei· , Toronto
(1898).

If allegiance to community departed from the rational
behaviour hypothesized at the outset of this paper, why then
did allegiance to the local business not accompany the collection of mail? The answer may be that in the fluid business
environment of late nineteenth century Ontario, retail
establishments, and even less retailers, commanded no such
goodwill.
Of 18 general store merchants doing business in the
ten places serving Euphrasia in 1886, only 2 remained twelve
years later , although 17 general stores were still open.
It is a mistake to think of these places as possessing stability or continuity, just as it is incorrect to
conceive the rural society they served as being static in
nature. The physical fabric of the places and the instituti onal fabric of the rural community were the only stable
elements in a pattern that otherwise changed rapidly in response to prevailing conditions and opportunities .
In consequence, a simplistic view of consumer behaviour and of
the attraction of place has been found to satisfy the pattern
of markets in this part of Ontario in the late nineteenth
century .

Might

For a discussion of problems of direct~ry ~sag~ see:
Director1es 1n H1stor1cal
Con zen, M· p · • "State Business
. t or1c
· al Geography
and Geographical Research', , !!1s
.
. Newsletter, Vol. 2, No. 2 (1972) pp. l-14. Appl1cat1ons
of directory sources to historical urban g~ography
,
include: Marshall, J.U., "Central ~laces 1n the Q~een s
Bush", M.A. thesis, University of M1nnesota (~9~4),
Centrahty o~
Davey, B · w., "Temporal Changes in the
small
urban Places", M.A. thesis, MeMas t e r univers~ty.
.
(1970); cross, L. Doreen, "Locat~ng Selected Occupa~=~~~ ·
ott a 1870" urban History Rev1ew, No. 2- 74' PP·
•
anda~r~ss,
and J.G. Dudley, •comparat1ve ~tudy of
street Directories and Census Returns for 1871 ,
urban History Review! No. 3 (1972) PP· 12-16.

o.s.

-1602.

3.

Campbell, Frank W. "Canada Post Offices 1755-1895 " ,
unpublished MS. (1958) . Campbell compiled this work from
entries in the Canada Gazette . Dates of opening are
footnoted for individual post offices in the Postmaster General's report, Parliament of Canada, Sessional
Papers.
The Sessional Papers also furnish revenue and salary
figures , and payments to individual mail couriers over
specified routes. Between 1896 and 1898 data were
furnished onl y for accounting post offices which
issued money orders. Values used in this paper were
drawn from Canada,Sessional Papers , 21 , 1888 , Vol . 1 2 ,
No . 13, Report 3A, pp. 25 - 74 (revenue and salary for
year e n ding June 30, 1887), and Canada , Sessional Papers,
34 , 1900, Vol. 10, NO . 12 Appendix c, pp. 166-186 and
Appendix D, pp . 219 - 354 (for year ending June 30 , 1899).
Post office revenue figures were employed by James
Richtik in "Manitoba Service Centers in the Early
Settlement Period", Journal of the Minnesota Academy of
Science , Vol . 34, No . 1 (1967) pp . 17-21, and in "Manitoba
Settlement 1870- 1886• Ph.D ., University of Minnesota,
(1971).

4.

Salaries were based on volume of mail handled in 1887, on
revenue by 1898. The Markdale postmaster received $480.00
in 1886-87 while salaries at Rocklyn and Harkaway we re
$48.00 and $10 . 00 respectively . Of 34 places drawn
from the 1887 directory , only Harkaway lacked a general
store and only at Heathcote was the postmaster not also
a general store merchant . Representative wage rates in
Ontario at this time were $7.18 per week for a general
labourer , $9.82 for a carpenter , and~.45 for a
plumber (Source: Ontario, Sessi onal Papers 1888 , Vol. XX,
PT. VI, pp. 60-l , Annual Report of the Bureau of Industries of the Province of Ontario) .

5.

Ontario Department of Agriculture , Annual Report of the
Bureau of Industries of the Province of On tario , 1892,
Toronto (1894).
This report contains township population
data from 1881 to 1892, derived from municipal assess ment figures.
The 1898 value was drawn from the Bureau
of Industries report for that year.

6.

Allowance for Markdale's urban population would yield a
figure of $2 .8 5 in 1887, not $4.22 as given in Table 5 .
According to the 1891 Dominion Census , only 91 families
in Euphrasia were either not occupiers of land , or
occ apied l e ss than 10 acres. Average family size was
5. 5 persons. Although the 1887 and 1892 directo ries

- Hlattribute a combined po~ ulation of 625 and 775 persons
respectively to Euphrasia villages, t he census evidence
suggests that this figure could not have exceeded_500,
and half of these, being occupiers of land , were 1n any
case represented by entries in the 1887 county dir7ctory
township ~ist .
The directory business entries do 1n f~ct
suggest a population of 250-300 1n the v1llages, compr1sing business persons and assumed ~e~ende~ts. _These would
be equivalent to an average of 6 ~1sted res1dents per
place in Table 5, column 3, exclud1ng Marl:dale .
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DISCUSSANTS ' COMMENTARY

Peter Goheen
The inclusion of a session on British and Canadian
nineteenth- century urban experience in a symposium devoted
to examining the theme of cultural origins and transfer
from Europe to American challenges us to examine an important
but neglected topic . The city may seem to fit uncomfortably
into this frame of reference, for it is still impossible to
offer a very comprehensive statement about the diffusion
of British urban culture overseas to Canada. There are
several reas ons for believing that we should not expect to
discover in the late nineteenth- century Canadian city any
exact replica of its British counterpart. In the first place,
the growing industrial city was almost as new to British
experience as it was to canadian. The British possessed
no model to guide them as they learned how to construct and
live in the industrial city. In many respects the industrial
city was without precedent in either country. Canada could
scarcely learn from the British experience before it had
been examined and attempts made to understand it. In Britain
this assessment of its own urban development was only slowly
achieved. In such circumstances it may be unreasonable to
expect that the Victorian Canadian city was created in the
very image of its British counterpart. Many of the same
problems were being faced in cities on both sides of the
Atlantic at the same time, and with an almost equal lack of
experience to guide the participants. In the second place,
if we are to trace the transfer of culture, it may be necessary to look at rural settings such as those examined by
Professor Norris. A substantial proportion of the population of Canadian cities had been filtered through the countryside before its arrival on city streets. Perhaps by examining the rural townships we will be able not only to trace
the stages by which the British, along with other national
groups, arrived in the Canadian city but also to grasp the
context within which old cultures began to be adapted Lo new
circumstances. In such cases the urban immigrant brings to
thP city attitudes and habits reflecting not only his nat·
ional backgrounJ but also his r~cent life in Canada. The
· mportant task, discucsed in the paper prepared by Professor
Radford, of assess~ng how British the Canadian city may
have been, is thus a complicated one. The evidence concerning

the early nineteenth century suggests that even at that
time the Canadian city provided no simple reflection of
its British counterpart. Mrs. Jameson, for example , found
Toronto to be quite unlike any city she had experienced
previously.
A second general issue posed -n these papers, and
especially in that by Professor Dennis, is that of the
place in urban geography of the spatial perspective. There
is a widespread tendency to regard space as an independent
element, to treat spatial displays, whether they be factor
scores or marriage linkages, as the objects of our work .
There is a danger that we will lose sight of the city as
a vital, living place. Here I believe I echo some of the
remarks just made by Professor Gregory. The interpretation
of space becomes difficult and obstruse without reference
to the social meanings which it illus trates. There is a
constant temptation in geographical work to reify space.
Thirdly, these papers illustrate the tendency of
urban historical research at the present time to neglect
the study of urban institutions. It may be necessary, if
we are to reach some consensus about what we are discussing
when we refer to "the city", to examine carefully its
institutional structure. Through such an approach ·e may
succeed at improving our understanding of the culture of
the city and we may be able to answer the nagging challenge
laid down by Professor Mart~ndale in his now classic essay
prefacing the edition of Max Weber's statement, The City,
which he and Gertrud Neuwirth prepared.

Derek Gregory
Rather than addressing substantive remarks to the
two papers, I propose to talk about certain theoretical
implications contained within them. The papers are ve~·
different but there are certain similarities to wh~ch I wish
to refer
Firstly, they both quite explicitly use theoretical
constructs to guidP the~r inquiry. It is no lonqer a question
of whether we use theorv but rather a question of which
kind of theory we use and I ~ant to suggest that in both
of these papers the wrong kind of theory has been used. As I
read them, both emphasize notions of choice; that is, the
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socia~

theory

u~ed

is "voluntarist" and that social groups

o7gan~ze _ space ~n part~cular ways, be it in the Victorian

c~ty or ~n rural Ont~r4o. Now that is fair enough if we
are concerned only w~th emphasizing the urban "experience "

but we n7ed_to go further than that. Richard Dennis refer~
to_the d~ff~culty of finding the structures of a city of
~h~ch the inhabitants t~emselves were not aware. But that
~~ what we sh~uld ~e do~ng and not simply being concerned
w~th the way ~n wh~ch they constituted their social world
an~ ~e spat7a1 structures that were significant to them in
bu~ld~g the~r "action- space" frame of reference. Rather
we should als~ be concerned with trying to build broader '
struc~ures wh~ch frame and over-arch their actions and

exper~ences.

~ony Gidden distinguishes between "proximate"

structurat~on on the_one hand and "mediate" structuration
on the other.
"Prox~mate" structuration means that social

groups_may choose ~o limit their contacts one to the other
accord~g to local~zed factors and thus generate meaningful
exper~7"ces for ~he group. But "mediate" structuration
~phas~zes quest~ons of constraint rather than choice and
~t seems to me that questions of constraint are markedly
~bsent from ~oth papers. In Richard's case, the implication
~s that part~cular groups of people are tied together by
webs of contact ~hich they themselves construct, While I
cann~t quarrel w~th that, I do think we have to extend it by
look~ng ~t constr~ints pr7sent_in the Victorian society
and part~cularly ~n.the V~ctor~an housing market. Now the
r7ason ; develop th~s point at some length is that in
R~ch~rd ~ paper he also goes on to try to relate residential
prop~qu~ty ~o the meanings which the inhabitants themselves
ascr7bed to 7t . It seems to me that if you are going to try
to l~nk spat~al structure to social structure then it is
the con~ept of socia~ ~t:ucture which is of most importance .
In pa:t~c~la:, the d~v~s~on between pre-industrial and industr~al ~s ~nappropriate in so far as if you are trying to
d7vel~p any kin~ of ~lass-bas7d theory of society, the
d~vis~on of soc~ety ~nto pre-~ndustrial and industrial simpl
gives you_a technological differentiation of labour and
Y
~ells y~u nothing about the social class-structuration that
~~ a~pl~cable at the time . This is why I emphasize Gidden's
d1st~nction ~etwee~ proximate and immediate structuration,
without cons1derat~ons of constraint , rather than choice.
.
I think the same objections could be levelled
aga1nst Darrell Norris' paper in so far as, following in
the steps of. Rush to~, Go~lidge and othe.r s, the implication
is ~hat ~ne ~s deal~ng w~th a choice situation as a rational
equ~libr1um trade-off between business entrepreneurs and

Post-office men on the one hand and their consumers on the
other . This of course follows directly from the kind of
neo-classical economic theory that geography has been incorporating quite unconsciously for the last thirty years.
If one begins to evaluate this neo-classical economic theory,
one begins to realize the limitations, the built- in value
assumptions, that it contains . One then begins to move
away from that sort of consideration to a rather more
inclusive and exciting version of social theory which, for
me certainly, is Marxist, but it need not necessarily be.
My first point, therefore, is that I think both
papers require us to think very carefully about the kind
of social theory we are using and that when we begin to use
a term such as "class" we must recognize that it is not a
God-given entity whose meaning is the same to all of us;
its meaning varies dependent upon the theoretical structure
in which it is placed. We cannot talk about the "working
class" as if we all know what it means because I suspect
we do not . Again, when we come to •urbanism• itself, it
is a very appealing catch-all, but it does not have any
analytical significance other than papering- o v er ignorance
which we are not prepared to investigate furth er. For
example, Marx argued that history could be interpreted in
terms of a struggle between town and country, a theme which
he wanted to return to later. It is remarkable that he
never did so and one wonders whether the concepts of "town"
and "country", and by implication, "urban" and "non-urban"
were not analytically fruitful. One has to be very careful
about the analytical and theoretical constructs one uses
and they ought to be dragged out in the open for examination.
My second point is that both papers are welcome
because of their emphasis upon the way in which people
behave rather than upon the way in which people are assumed
to behave. By this I mean that they are concerned with
actual patterns of interaction rather than with simply putting people on a map. It seems to me that the historical
geographer very often enjoys a relationship with a map as .
productive as that of Linus with his blanket. Once we beg~n
to look at actual patterns of interaction then we begin to
get into the dirt, the grit, and the experience of the
Victorian city or, indeed, a community developed along an
Ontario rural road. But having said that, I do not think we
can take the pattern of interaction of marriage or journeyto-the Post Office as neutral entities. Their meaning must
always be questioned. The assumption running through part
of Richard's paper is that if women are there you marry them!
It seems to me that the notion of marriage is class-based
and that the working class attitude to marriage and family
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was very different from that of other classes. Similarly ,
with regard to the journey to the Post Office, the analytical significance of measures of mail-business is onl~
understood if it is related to literacy and the commun1ty
structure. But while Darrell hints at this, my objection
is that you cannot argue that community structure underlies the spatial pattern and thus justify starting the
investigation with a set of assumptions about consumer behaviour and choice. Rather, the study should commence
with an investigation of the social structure of rural Ontario
and then move on to the spatial manifestations. If this
is done, I think the difficulty of confusing an institutional
structure with a physical feature in the landscape will be
avoided. I do not think you can say that the Post Office
is an institutional structure, except in a very trivial sense .
I trust that these few comments will allow us to
focus on some of the important questions raised by these
two papers.

General Discussion
The initial commentary from the floor was concerned with the appropriateness of factor analysis for the
investigation of community structure in nineteenth century
cities and also examination at the level of the enumeration
district which obscures segregation in process below
that scale. It was argued that there was a need for an
analysis of the filtering process in the nineteenth century
situation and that looking for homogenous areas at the
level of enumeration districts was not meaningful in this
context. It was suggested that determining the causes of
residential mobility was the essential question, a question
best considered in the light of such factors as the
nature of city expansion , city growth, the provision of
housing, availability of rental housing etc . It was also
recognised, however, that it was too much to expect historical geographers to do what contemporary studies have
difficulty effecting. Other comments returned to the question of the level of aggregation of many of the studies of
nineteenth century cities noting that the results often present ~people without faces". An important question was thought
to be the alienation of people from nature and society. The
latter would be best approached at the level of the street,
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the family, the horne, rather than at that of the enumeration
district . The value of such sources as diaries, ratebooks
and directories for the reconstruction of the social relationships and social action space of the nineteenth century
urbanites was underscored. Finally, the point was made
that the genteel atmosphere of Kingston was not conduci ve
to facing the realities of nineteenth century urbanism and
that a conference on this theme would derive more contextual
stimulation from a Cabbagetown or Huddersfield locus.
Discussion of the Norris paper questioned the propriety of applying urban value systems to essentially rural
settings, small urban places may they be. To fully understand the complexity of the rural community, there is a
need for analysis by a complex set of social, economic and
communications techniques. It was argued that rural communities provide more than retail and marketing functions and
that the multipurpose trip was important in the rural setting . Communities developed in response to a variety of
other impulses to interaction. In response it was argued
that such factors were taken into account and that, indeed,
business locations were located at points of social interaction in order to maximise trade.
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CONTINUITY AND CONFLICT IN HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
For those historical geographers to whom debate is
the breath of life rather than the kiss of death, the last
eight or so years have been particularly stimulating, for they
have seen more than forty publications concerned with the
purpose and practice of historical geography.! The process
of change has been evolutionary even though the spirit of
change might at times have been revolutionary, for many traditional attitudes have survived the battle and still stand alongside the newer ones. Among the pers~stent ideas one might
identify the continuing role of synthesis, of viewing holistically the complex of factors that constitute the character of
places, regions or landscapes; the continuing role of the
particular place and of the unique event, a reaffirmation that
historical geography is properly concerned with both the commonly shared responses and with exceptional acts, with general
processes at work in particular places; the continuing role of
traditional historical scholarship, with its view that no
theory is better than the assumptions on which it is based and
that no study in historical geography can be better tha~ the
sources on which it is founded. Among the victories from the
recent battles one might identify wider recognition of the need
for more rigorous analysis of the sources available, not only
in the case of obviously quantitative data but also in the case
of seemingly qualitative data; greater acceptance of the notion
that evidence can only be interpreted in terms of some theory,
not in terms of itself, a move away from source-bound empiricism
towards an explicit utilization of available theory; eluc~dat
ion of the acute problems encountered in attempts to develop
theory in historical laboratories; a greater awareness of, and
willingness to tackle, the inferential problems encountered
when undertaking research in historical geography. As the smoke
clears from the battlefield, will there be survivors other
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there can as yet be no answer and the.purpo~e of th~s p~p~r
is more narrowly restricted to a cons1derat~on of the l1m1ts
of inference in historical geography.
THE INFERENTIAL PROBLEM IN HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
The problem, as Harvey pointed out, is not that we
fail to be rigorously scientific and objective, but that we
fail to acknowledge the respects in which we ~av~ be7n forced
to compromise with this ideal, and hence to d~st1ngu1sh b~tween
permissible and non-permissible inferen7e~, g1ven the log~c . of
the situation.2 Given that there are l~~ts on 1nferen7es 1n
general in historical geogra~hy, we need ~o ask.two bas1c
.
questions of any particular 1nference: f1rst, 1s ~he . reason1ng
on which the inference is based correct? second, 1s 1t the
only inference which might reasonably be drawn from the facts or
used to interpret them?3 An explicit and.rig~rou~ acc7ptance
of such limits compels us to define our a1m~ 1~ ~1stor1cal
geography by strict reference to the pote~t1al1t1e~ o~ the
available evidence, for i t leads to the V1ew.that 1t 1s on~y
the questions to which the evidence can prov1de answers wh1ch
can properly be asked. The purist view underlies Darby's
essays on the Domesday Geography of England rather th~n on th~
geography of England in the eleventh century or even 1n 1086.
The impossibility of final proof of any historical
general1zation must be conceded, b7c~use ev1dence about the
past is, paradoxically, both too l1m1ted ~ se and too e~-.
tensive for complete analysis.S We have to proceed by el~m1~
ating inadequate theories, rather than ever r7a~ly establ1~h1ng
any of them. 6 As Aydelotte has stressed, val1d1ty of an h1~t
orical statement depends not simply on the arguments and ev1dence adduced in its support, but on the acceptance of these
arguments and evidence by one or more . scholars compe~ent to
judge.7 An historical geographer ult~mately rests.h1s case
not only on evidence and logic but also on persuas1on~ t~ough
the former·may be a means towards the latter.
Rhetor1c 1s
important in addition to logic, so that argument and debate
ought to be central to work in historical geography rather ~han
being considered a methodological appendix to i t . The intr1nsic
nature of his sources requires an historica~ ge~gra~her to be
not only circumspect and cautious but also 1mag1na~1ve.and .
inv entive in the use which he makes.of.them.
Here~n l1es h1storical geography's internal contra~1ct1on, ~o~ eas1ly reconc1led
and not even always recognized by 1ts pract1t1oners.
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Two particular aspects of the inferential problem
have been debated by geographers recently, the first relating
to the nature of historical evidence in particular and the
second to the pattern-process paradox in general. On the first
of these, Prince and Langton expressed apparently different
views ang in doing so highlighted this particular aspect of the
problem.
Pri ~ce argued that research in historical geography
had yet to be provided with an adequate methodology for the
investigation of time series such as those developed in the
physical sciences and in economics. TWo fundamental 1mped1ments , he argued, stood in the way.
"F~rst, the dynamics of
processes are difficult to observe and to measure. Forces
and energy flows must, for the most part, be inferred from comparisons between records of two or more separate states, or
cross-sections, before and after forces have been exerted or
energies transferred. We learn of processes circlli~stantially
from their observed effects. A second difficulty is that
changes of similar magnitude and of similar durat~on produce
very different effects."9 Prince touched upon a fundamental
problem here: how can we learn anything about processes from
studying their observed effects, if we also accept the implications of such principles as equifinality and indeterminancy?
Do these principles not compel us to argue that little of
certainty may be learned of processes by studying their observed
effects? Have not countless studies shown that similar processes can result in different observed effects and that
similar observed effects can be products of different processes?
In the former case, one could cite as illustration the impact
of inheritance practices upon the structure of medieval English
field systems, while in the latter case one could cite the
open fields of medieval England as products of more than one
process.lO Langton, drawing upon Carlsson's work, demonstrated
that the effect of inertia is to smooth ou t the response behaviour of a system, that if response is slow then change in the
system is considerably reduced and that even if response is
rapid the amount of change which occurs is considerably reduced
compared with that which would have occurred if i nertia had
not prevented the change from being fully reflected ~n the system. Thus, Langton argues, is demonstrated the force of the
arguments against synchronic and for diachronic ana lysis.
" It
is the slowness of the operation of processes in social systems
which prevents the revelation of casual factors by comparative
static analysis. The operation of i nertia, then, makes diachronic analysis necessary, as well as making it 1mpo ssible to
draw inferences about causes from observable results."ll How,
then, is this impossibility - if impossibility it really is to be reconciled with Prince's view that it is from observed
effects that we learn about proc esses? Reasoning from obser~~d
result to inferred cause is, of course, a standard practice in
essentially non- experimental enquiries such as tho se condu cted
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by most historical geographers . But for the practice to be
valid, it is necessary logically to ensure that arguing back
from the observed result only leads to the particular cause
hypothesized, and that arguing forward from the hypothesized
cause leads to the observed effect and only to that effect.
Whil e the problem is clear enough (perhaps because it is so
obvious it is often overlooked), satisfactory solutions to it
are more difficult to discover.
The second aspect of the inferential problem - the
pattern- process paradox - has been lengthily discussed by some
geographers, notably by Harvey and Olsson.l2 Disenchantment
with location theories was considered by Olsson to be due to
a preoccupation with spatial patterns and a neglect of smallscale generating processes , so he advocated adoption of a behavioural approach, on the grounds that while the spatial analyst
attempts to infer individual behaviour from an observed spatial
pattern, the behaviourist argues for reasoning the other way
around, the deduction of large-scale patterns from explicit
statements about individual behaviour . "Spatial patterns
should be viewed as reflections of the habits and institutionalizations which in turn can be accounted for by individual
decisions governed by continuous learning processes . "l3 But
inverting the problem does not also make it disappear, f or to
overcome equifinality is not also to overcome its logical
twin, indeterminacy. Thus more recently Olsson ha s argued
that "from the negated womb of spatial analysis sprung the
unwanted child of be havioural geography."lll Fortunately, this
particular behavioural baby doe s not ha ve to be t h r own out
wi th t l:e h lth -water o f spatl.al analysis. For wP c a n s ome ti1 .~ s
deduce sta te~ nt s about spatial f orm from a know ~~ dge o f gen e rating processes, cv~n though we c annot infe r proce_s from form.
His t orical ge ographers wishing to reap the po t e ntia! ly rich harvest offered by t '>C adopl ion of a behavioural
app roach (as oppose d to the relatively meagre f r uit ~ o ff e red by
spat i al a nalysis) face obvious difficulties. S• ch an approach
places a premium on the analysis of individual and small group
behaviour, while much of the surviving historical data relates
to large - scale aggregate behaviour and new historical data
cannot be generated by direct observation. The aggregate nature
of much of t he surviv ing evidenc e in particular poses problems.
It could be argued that h istorical geography has only recently
emerged, along with social and economic history, from the servitude of collecting facts, from reconstructing a wilderness of
individual instances unstructured by theories . lS But it is also
only recently that quantitati ve technique s have begun fundame ntally to change the nature of r esearch in histo rical geography.
Compute r techno logy now perml.ts da y light robbery from the wealthy
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ml.dnl.g~t Ol.l.
Quantl.fl.cation carries with

glow of burning
it the danger of
restorl.ng facts to the pedestal from which they have onl y recently been deposed. It would be irony indeed if the historica~-geog~aphical animal were to become extinct not because
of ~ts fal.lure to adapt to a changing environmentl6 with death
coml.ng ?lowly a~d pe:haps painfully from a hardening o f the
c~tegorl.es of hl.storl.cal geography - but precisely because it
d~d re?p~nd, _but inappropriately, to new techniques . The financ~al l~ml.ts_l.mposed on hist~rical geography by competing demands
mJ.ght l.n ~l.s spher7 be as l.mportant as any inferential limits.
The benef~ts ~o so~l.ety of large-scale public expenditure on
resea:ch l.n hl.storl.cal geography are increasingly likely to be
questJ.oned by those who do not share its mystery.l7 Even among
t~o~e.who do, some are questioning their own roles and responSl.bl.ll.tl.es not ~ historical geographers but ~ citizens
~pparently strivl.ng in some cases to come to grl.ps with th~
l.nternal contradiction implicit in the term 'Marxist historical
geography' .18
INFERENTIAL PROBLEM- SOLVING IN HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY
.
. _Two s~rategies would seem to be available: operatl.ng exp~l.Cl.tly Wl.thl.n the acknowledged limits of inference and
atte~ptl.ng to extend th7 limits ~h~elves .
Each will be briefly
m7nt~one? here.
Acceptl.ng the ll.ml.ts would require a clear
d~stl.nCtl.on to be made between thy evident fact, the likely
guess an? th7 probable . deduction . 9 Much that passes for direct
observat~on ~s re~lly l.nference .
Would it be a simple step
forward l.f ~l.storJ.cal ~eographers, when publishing their research,
guarded agal.nst confusl.ng observation and inference by presenting
each separ~tely, rather than dealing with both simultaneously
and inextrl.cably? Some of the fires of debate which have warmed
the heart~ of historical geographers - like those on the origin s
?,f o~en-fl.eld systems.of"f~rming, of ridge-and-furrow, of the
agrl.cultural revolutl.On J.tself - have been artificial l y fuelled
by wooden, confused arguments. Some of the benefits to be
deri~ed from making clear the distinction between observed effect
an~ l.nferred pr~ce~s are to be seen, for example, in the paper by
~hl.tchand on bul.ldl.ng cycles and the spatial pattern of growth
~n Glasgow d~ring the nineteenth century.20 Furthermore, cou ld
l.t be more Wl.dely accepted that there is no logical relati on
betw7en some aspects of human activity and the evidence which has
survl.ved from ~he past? If s o , then it would follow that there
are_r7al and, l.n _some respects, insuperable limi ts to what can
legl.tl.mately be l.nferred from historical sources. There are
many hypotheses which cannot be verified in the field of histor-
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The discovery of new sources and the application o t new techniques can reduce, but not eliminate, the areas
of uncertainty. The problem itself arises from the sort of
relation which holds between t he human activities we would like
to know abou t and the evidence ~.1ich survives about them. Between these two there is logically no necessary link, s o that
it is sometimes an impossible task to move by argument from
what remains in the historical record to past activities . 21
This problem is most acute when the surviving evidence is pr~n
cipally non-l iter ate in character, for it is not always poss~ble
to move directly from artefact to idea - the move has often to
be made through the i ndirect rnute of theory.22 If axiomatic
in historical geograrhy is the notion that in studying the
process of settlement, thE ~hysical environm7nt perds7 wa:rants
less attenticn than the env1ronment as perce~ved an 1mag~ned
by contemporaries, 23 then it has also to be admitted that ~uch
an idealist approach encounters major problems, many of wh1ch
are insuperable in the context of pre-historical geographical
studies and far from easily being sol•·ed in the context of hist orical geographical studies.24

In accepting an irreducible minimum of uncertainty ,
the historical geographer is not setting himself aside from his
colleagues concerned with contemporary geography; any gap between
the two is in this respect imaginary, 2 5 for "the geographerscientist must continually test his theories and models~ and
he must not expect certainty when he makes inferences" . 6 Such
logical limitations ought easily to be accepted by those who
share Darby's view that in the writing of historical geograph~
there is no such thing as success, only degrees of unsuccess. 7
Additionally, explicit acceptance of some such limits involves
awareness that yesterday's inferences are likely to be today's
givens and that today's inferences might or might not become
tomorrow's givens. Ascent up the explanatory ladder depends
upon a ~ ound set of inferential rungs . There might therefore
be mu1 e to ga in not by extending our generalizations but by rest r~cli ng them, by pursuing limited generaliza2~ons on which we
have some prospect of reaching tenable ground.
Not all generaliz ations are equal: would it be helpful explicitly to disting u sh, there fore , f irst-order from sixth-order qeneralizations?~~

Ex t ending the limits might be attempted both conceptually and technically. The need might be, not for more facts,
but for more i magination and vision . Conc eptually, such an
extension might involve a sjgnificant but negativ ~ step away from
studie s of land s capes as assemblages of artefacts. If we see
our t a sk as that of trying to understa nd and e xplain what went
on in past soc iet i es , then we ouqht to move away f rom a consideratio n ? f objec ts and towards a comprehension of principles,
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how a digital computer works, for he does not spend time classifying the different kinds of nuts and bolts but concerns himself with the operational principles involved.30 Likewise, past
landscapes and societies should not be viewed as assemblages of
things but of relationships : we need to move away from detailed
examination of the nuts and bolts of past geographies and turn
instead to relationships and sets of relationships, employing
when it appears useful to do so concepts borrowed from the field
of relational mathematics.31 Curry has argued that, while the
development of a particular place requires a particularistic
historical account without the need for generality of concept,
there is a lack of aesthetic satisfaction about such explanations. "We would certainly feel a study of land- form development
inadequate which showed how, stone-by- stone, particle by particle,
the surface of one date became that of another . •32 curry's view
was based on notions of probabilistic reasoning, for he arg11ed
that if the development of landscape be a series of contingent
events, then in a certain sense study of the historical record
could not reveal many of the generalities of process . To these
notions a r eturn will be made later, but for the moment the point
being emphasized is simply the importance of attempt~ng to pinpoint p r inciples rather than to classify categories.
To what extent would thi s in turn necessitate a move
forward in the direction of a dialectical version of structuralism as the most useful way of understanding processes of geographical change? Indications by Olsson and Gregory suggest
that the nexus of concepts which such an approach offers is distinctly attractive at 3he conceptual level, and might be at operational levels as we11. 3
Ideas of wholeness, of transformation
and of self-regulation coupled to those of the dialectics of
human action might collectively enable historical geographers to
extend the limits of inference. A structuralist approach argues
for the study of social groups and sub-groups because they devise
the transformation rules, they impose all sorts of constraints
and norms, and because they are self-regulating. It explicitly
emphasizes study of the actor's viewpoint but a lso arg11es that
behind the concrete or readily observable social relations there
is always a conceptual structure, subconscious and therefQle
discoverable only by elaborating abstract structural models.3
In
this elaboration, computerized investigation is likely to assume
significance, because the new technology now makes it possible for
us to discover much more about some aspects o f a past society
than individuals within that society knew about it themselves.
Fundamental underlying structures in past societies might be revealed by pattern-seeking computers appropriately programmed
according to some behav ioural theory. To this conceptual extension of the inferent ia l limits in h i storical geography, the tech-
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also a technique which searches for and makes manifest what
might only be latent within a document: as a technique which
searches for deeper layers of meaning embedded within a text,
i t might also be used in the attempt to reveal the fundamental
underlying structures of past societies. The potential of this
technique for research work in historical geography has yet to be
fully explored.35
Extending the limits of inference in technical terms
would also involve acceptance of the idea that the geographical
systems of interest to historical geographers are made up of
extremely large numbers of parts and sub-parts, relationships
and sub-relationships, and that over time these are increasing
in number. The number of possible states of a system is very
large and out of all the range of possible states only one
state came to exist. Maintenance of this increasingly unlikely
state requires, in systems terms, more and more energy, more
and more social control.36 A challenging task, therefore, is
to try to understand the development of particular social control mechanisms over time and to assess the character of their
spatial impress.
Until relatively recently, many historical
geographers have been primarily concerned with tracing the development and impact of ecological and technological mechanisms
designed to control physical environments, presumably because
of their traditional view of landscapes as assemblages of things.
There are now clear and encouraging signs that more are seriously
considering the development of sociological mechanisms designed
to control social environments, although there are still remarkably few studies of the historical geography of the class
struggle.37 In order to understand the geography of a particular
place at a particular period in the past, we need to know at
least as much - and possibly more - about the development of the
social control mechanisms in operation as we do about the ecological and technological mechanisms. Changing patterns of social
engineering in past times cry out for our attention as much as
do those of physical environmental planning.
In studies of geographical change i t might be hypothesised that for every place there is a set of possibilities
associated with the set of possible outcomes. Theoretically, we
ought to search for information on the number of alternatives,
the probabilities of the alternatives, ~nd the actual geography
which resulted.
In historical geography the traditional approach
has been to make generalized inductive statements from observed
cases. But it would be both illogical to argue that the observed
states are representative of all possible states and logical to
widen enquiries in historical geography into the field of othe r
possible states. The counterfactual method offers one logical

way of 7xtend~ng the limi~s of inference in historical geog raphy, ~nvolv~ng the exam~nat~on of states which are known
not to h~ve exisj~d in order to throw comparative light on
t~o~e wh~c~ did:
_Likewise, simulation modelling extends the
l~m~ts ~y ~llum~nat~n~ the range of states which might possibly
have ex~sted and ~:m~ts movement towards a sorting out of the
balance of probab~l~t1es among the possible states.39 Both of
~hese ~e~h~ds attempt to circumvent the problems posed by the
~m~oss1b~l1ty of car:ying out direct observation of processes
wh~ch.have operated ~n the past and fulfil a role as experimental
techn1ques 1n an essentially non - experimental discipline. Such
~et~ods provide op~ortunity to approach the study of processes
1nd1rectly, extend1ng the spectrum of inferences which i t would
be permissible to draw directly from the observed effects alone .
A~l ~nferences, whether drawn directly from empirical
.
e~~dence or 1nd~rectly from theory, are probabilist~c statements.

G1ven_the role of probable alternatives in the process of geograph1cal change and of probable deductions whether made im~lici~ly or explicitly, in the process of g~ographical reason1ng, ~t would seem appropriate to make greater use of the concepts of condi~ional probability, as a basis for testing hypotheses and.mod1fying_our confidence in alternative hypotheses
on th~ bas~s of part1cular sets of observations. Although
apply1ng Bayes' theorem in any particular situation does it
seems, require a.s~stant~a~ degree of ingenuity, i t might proV1de a sound bas1s ~n emp~r1cal research on which to establish
the ve:y strong assumption of a prior probability distribution
of a g~ven set of parameter values.
In order to calculate the
~robability of a particular hypothesis when an observed event
~s known to have occurred, we require prior probabilities assigned
~o the sever~l.hypotheses and (for each hypothesis) the condit ~onal pr~bab~l~~y th~S the observation would occur if that
hypothes~s obta1ned.
Clearly this approach is as dependent
as any other upon_the nature of the surviving sources, but it
d~es seem to prov1de one way of calibrating historical hunches .
G1ven that all work in historical geography is essentially an
assessment of the balance of probabilities to what extent
could a Bayesian approach provide a way of'making that assessrr.ant both more explicit and less subjective?
A~thou~h once applied specifically to sources for
studies in h~stor~cal geography, the aphoris~ 'the harvest is
great, the labourers are few' might be just as applicable,
perha~s more s~, to the range of under-utilized concepts and
techn1ques ava1lable to the imaginative historical geographer.
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Evolution or Revolution?

CAN WE REFORM/RADICALIZE THE PAST?
J.T. Lemon
"The past is never dead, it is not even past.i
W. Faulkner
THE FUTURE AS HISTORY
The appear ance of David Harvey's Social Justice and
the Cit~2 provides an opportunity to assess some of the issues
we as h~storical geographers and as citizens deal with . By
considering his view, we may evaluate where we stand within
the discipline, within the world of scholarship and indeed,
perhaps within the world itself. I believe Professor Harvey
has much of value to say - as far as he goes .
If Harvey's book is the first reason for this
exercise, Paul Laxton's comment to me in a Liverpool seminar
last March - namely, that "we can't reform the past• - is a
second . At that time he and I along with the Liverpudlians
argued vigorously. I now want to explore the argument more
fully.
I will still reply to Paul Laxton that we not only
do reform or even radicalize the past, but that we must, and
we must because we do. Since our past is our future, and the
future becomes our past, unwittingly or not, we do make history, and it is better to have our wits about us as mucK as we
possibly can.
There is only one sense in which I agree with Paul
that we can't reform or radicalize the past- and that is in
the final ultimate sense, i.e. only beyond the level of making
history since we are, in the end, creatures of the historical
process itself, a process none of us can finally control.
To support these contentions I want to consider
several points which I hope more or less fit together. First ,
the connection of fact to theory, or history to philosophy
and second, the relation of spatial, place and landscape
facts and theories to social facts and theories. Then I will
face further issues: relativity and contradictions, and so
the limitations of theory and the need for practice. It is
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relativities and contradictions. And finally, comes the
admission that a transcendent axis is needed if we are to
enjoy ourselves as historical creatures.
HISTORY

AND

PHILOSOPHY:

FACT

A...'W

THEORY

Other geographers have a tendency to dismiss or
ignore historical geographers. Allan Pred concludes his
latest book with a denunciation of "uniqueness", a goal
sought by historical geographers among others . J While he
pursues process , he considers us dilettantes and antiquarians, interested only, it seems, in facts not in theor~.
Harvey, too, cites precious few empirical stud1es by h1storical geographers, though in his earlier work, Explanat1on
in Geo~raphy, he notes a number of formal (a~d.hoa:y) methodolog1cal statements . 4 Certainly the skept1c1sm 1s around;
some of my colleagues wonder why I would study early Pennsylvania.
Why do other geographers assume we fiddle? Certainly we can be dilettantish and antiquarian, which to me
means tha~e often leave covered the motivating interests
and assumptions bringing us to study places or whatever. It
also suggests that we can be quite un~onscious of these.
motivations and theories we operate w1th, and that we m1ght
rather remain innocent, letting sleeping dogs lie. I sense
this is the case, for example, on reading generally the reviews
of American works in the Journal of Historical Geography,
where if ideologies are explicit at all, they are pretty
flabby. Needless to say, this kind of ~ondition not only
.
causes others to ignore us but we are llkely not to both~r w1th
one another. We can fall into a positivism about facts Just
as do positivists. If facts are tyrants we let them become
so.
I do wonder on the other side, however, whether
the students of process and of theory making are clear about
their own goals. They too can be trapped in their own misconceptions their own unconscious ideologies, to use Harvey ' s
definition.~ Pred, for instance, differentiates too sharply
between historical facts and processes when he says that
"history doesn't repeat itself bu~ proc~sses do": This divided
way of looking at history leads hlm.to JUS~ify.glving advice
to third world countries on the bas1s of hls d1ctum, so that
these countries may learn from the American experience,
1790 to 1840 . It seems to me there is something terribly
wrong about s upplying advice to Tanzania or Cambodia. He

himself says it may sound "bizarre". It is almost like
another case of the arrogant American telling others that
since we have been through it all we know what the rules
are . Why did the u.s . finally leave Viet Nam? The Vietnamese would not play American rules. In other words
"history" - the facts of life - don't easily fit "process•.
Processes do repeat themselves . By and large we
accept rules in physical and even biological realms. With
human history it is not so easy . Even if there is pressure
toward one world, supposedly American style, thorough comparative studies are needed to establish even a fragment of
"processes repeating themselves• .
This brings me to the fundamental issue of the
philosophical versus the historical . Pred and so many geographers are in danger of taking a "philosophical" rather than
an "historical" stance. Harvey rightly attacks "philosophers•
as abstracters because he feels theory and practice cannot
be separated.6 Yet I believe he too has not entirely escaped
from the philosophical position where "facts" are separate
from theory, in which the jutting concreteness of the world
is levelled out . To cite some cases: First, in his analysis
of capitalism and the welfare state he concludes by saying
that urbanism in Sweden and Britain reveals "superficial if
impressive • differences from that in the United States . 7
Second, after approving of China's measures in the ongoing
"cultural revolution" toward breaking down the divisions of
town and country, agriculture and industry, and manual and
intell ectua l labour, he concludes, "Whether such a resolution i s possible or even conceivable given the Chinese level
of economic development must be doubted . "8 In these two
cases is a dismissal of people struggling for justice within
their concrete contexts . Mao may not care that Harvey
doubts China ' s efforts will come to fruition but possibly
some English radicals, even reformers directly engaged on a
day to day basis, may wonder why they should bother since
all will be "superficial" . .In a third instance, in his
review of John Foster's book on Oldham, Northampton and South
Shields, he uses the phrase "really big questions•, then goes
on to refer to Nottingham instead of Northampton (one of
Foster ' s three Clties) . 9 Although this may strike you as
minor, it appears to me as an instance where Harvey leaves
history, that is, fails to listen to people speaking. If
historical geographers were to adopt this attitude of Harvey's,
they might come to think that looking at concrete situatlons
very closely with some "small questions" 1s not ~~rth the
effort. But big questions are composed from asking a lot
of small questions. Besides, Nottingham is not quite the same
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as Northampton, except perhaps in the eyes of the abstracters.
.
In ~h~rt, with Harvey remains a tinge of phil?soph1cal cyn1c1sm toward the concreteness of history, that
1s,_of the_s~ruggle of people to make ends meet and to change
the1r cond1t1on. One might even say there is a residue of
what he calls "liberalism", of the enlightenment man who
separates thought and action, feeling and mind.
.
I say this even though I agree with his major
po1nt that distributional justice cannot be separated from
~ual~ty in prod~ction.
And lest it be thought I am writ1ng h1m off, I w1ll follow Harvey for quite a distance in
this discussion.
In dealing with fact and theory we all are in
to put the case sharply, histor1cal geographers can get stuck on facts and theorists can
get stuck in ahistorical philosophy. A first step to overcome this split is to consider facts as statements of value
and therefore not entities i ndependent from theory. When I
state the_fact that "Pierre Trudeau is prime minister", am
~ not say1ng something laden with emotion, backed by assumpt1ons about Trudeau and his positign? Simply to speak such
a ~act reveals a concern I have .
Or , to take some categOr1es ~e use, su~h as occupational classifications: among
h1stor1cal urban1sts there are now standardized classificatio~s into five (O. K.) or seven (N.Am . ) types used for comparat1ve purposes. These become "facts" , but consider the
dangers in this. First, we unwittingly place non-manual
workers •above" manual , whether the latter are paid more
or not and we thereby perpetuate class myths about intellectuals or at least clerical workers being better than
labourers. Second , we divide people into categories and so
promote specialization rather than commonality of activity
and purpose. Remember that Charles Booth divided the working
people into seven finely separated groups but the middle
gr?up into ?n~y two.ll Also remember that Booth was against
un1on organ1z1ng. I am not saying people won't be divided .
But in making classifications we have to know what we are
doing since in this kind of activity we are making history.
Facts are not neutral.
da~ger of dividing the two:

Facts imply assumptions and therefore theories,
however unconscious. On the other side, the kinds of theories
one "makes• or employs reveal what one thinks of the facts of
the world. The danger of abstract geographers is to be
contemptuous of facts , to ignore unwelcome facts, to drain
~acts . of emotional content, or to divide facts and by divid1ng, 1n a way, conquer - a position equalled only by the
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and take all facts as equally neutral. Let me consider this
mor e fu lly by next turning to the connections between space,
p l ace and la ndscape issues on the one hand and social issues
on the other .
PLACES/SPACES/LANDSCAPES - WHERE PEOPLE LIVE
In chapter seven of Social Justice and The Cit~
Harvey deals with the problems of total1t1es and parts.!
He mentions three ways one can look at these. The first is
an aggregate of elements - the total is nothing more than
the sum of parts; so presumably, for example, when factorial ecolog i sts add one factor to another to another to
expl ain variance they a r e reaching toward a "whole" in this
additive fashion. A second way is a kind of essentialist
way ; the whole is greater than the parts and so is shrouded
in mystery . Harvey sees this in Doxiadis' grand but
obscurantist d iscussions of settlement. The third way is
that of a t otality of internally related parts, and these
par ts can be expandable relations such that each part in
its fulness can represent the totality. So parts are interrelated, interpenetrating, and dynamic. Societies thus are
not static ; parts can be in harmony or in contradiction,
the lat t er having to be resolved . This third way, the one
Harvey accepts, I also find most sensible, as do quite a
number of people he cites, including non- Marxists.
Before I go on to contradictions, I might take the
example of academic work as a totality and ourselves as a
part or parts.
The Hartshornian formulation of the nature of geography is in both the addit1ve and essential mode, since it
separates disciplines yet he sees geography itself as an
"essence"
So both the first and second views can occur
together. 1 3 Geography as the science of areal differentiation is separate from, say, politics, which in turn 1s
separate from economics, and so on . The maJor specialities are
divided into subspecialities at the points where they touch
one another. So Hartshorne has a core with subunits quite
distinct and apparently static.
The implications of Harvey's view result in quite
a different model (see figure). In th1s there are four
"types" of intellectual act1vity we arc engaged ln (in the
first instance) and the core is reversed. On one edge is
our discipline, then the first overlapping sector is lnterdisciplinary (geography and, say, politics) , then the multi-
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discipl inary (geography and, say , politics and economics),
and finally i n the centre and disciplinary sector shared with
everyone.
In this sector we can say we share Kingston as
a place and, say, Christaller's "theory" with every scholar
(and everyone else), and they with us from every conceivable
"discipline". The areal then can be seen as containing the
social and vice versa , even though we may still tend to ask
spatial questions.
In short, instead of areal differentiation we have social including areal unity and differentiation.
This way of looking at our position is perhaps
disquieting to pure Hartshornians , but it does describe more
c l early the academic situation we are in today, at least in
one plane .
It overcomes the sense that the spatial is
separate from the social and forces us to consider how they
connect, and in different ways.
It moves us beyond the old
arguments of vertical/horizontal, crossections and the like.
Thus Pred might look more carefully at the social over spatial
processes in some of our work , rather than trying to fit us
into his preconceptions. He might, if he saw that the
social adisciplinary sector is of greater consequence than
the spatia l alone , see the importance of the interpretation
I put on ear l y Pennsylvania.
In my book I used the central
con cept of " liberal individualism• around which i t made
sense to organize t he materia l and by which I attempted to
answer standard geographical questions about the region.
I
have been told that I imposed the concept on the data; but
I could not make sense of it otherwise, given the historical
context of the region and my own h istory springing as i t
does in large measure from Pennsylvania.

A. Interdisciplinary
8= Disciplinary
C. Multidisciplinary
D. Adisciplinary

The interpretation of disciplinary spheres I have
given and Harvey's view of parts and wholes together give
r i se to a number of issues I will discuss next: relativity,
dynamic interconnection and (thus) contradictions , and the
bothe r someness of the negative word "adisciplinary•. Clarification of t h ese issues will point toward the necessity
of practicing so that theory does meet everyday life.
RELATIVITY
Any of the three views of totality noted by Harvey
and the model of disciplines above can leave us in relativity:
everything is related to everything else and , if so , can lead
to a sense of futility about explaining anything. Harvey with
Marx breaks through the " circle " at the bottom , as it were,
with the paramount importance of the economic ba ses as distinct
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in the family, polity, social structure , and ideology.
Harvey argues that these derivative elements are not epiphenomenal or superficial because they do have power to influence sectors, even the economy.!~ For example, on the
limited question of capitalism and Protestantism, Max
Weber was possibly no more wrong in asserting Protestant
theological influence on the former than R.H . Tawney was in
giving primacy to the economy.lS
Even so, the economic factor is basic and, from
this vantage point, Harvey criticizes the relativity of
Paul Wheatley and Robert Adams on the rise of cities in the
Middle East because they fail to consider that basic appropriation of surplus production by an incipient elite results
in the rank redistributive society .l 6 Similarly, the welfare state philosopher, John Rawls, is criticized for taking
no account of production in his argument for distributive
JUStice .l7 Harvey makes a critical point here. I expect he
would say the same about the technocrat Daniel Bell's
impressive The Coming of Post-Industrial Society whose book
does provide an argument for an American-style welfare state,
though justice is not a central concept.l8
Another way to look at this is to consider necessary
and sufficient conditions for explanation. In Explanation in
Geography, l8a Harvey rightly notes that historical geographers
don't put forth more than necessary conditions: usually we
provide a series of factors, all in the same place, as it
were, and add them up . Or we can be more sophisticated and
talk of more than one level of explanation , such as longer and
shorter run, and different spatial scales. But we can have
a "black box" in the end in which sufficient answers are
locked up . Possibly today Harvey would think geography gen erally cannot provide sufficient conditions, and so he is
beyond Berry and Isard to the economic basis as the sufficient
condition. I'm not sure I can agree with him here.
The economic structure can be considered basic in
all concrete historical situations. It certainly is when
people are. starving: politics, class and ideology don ' t have
much meaning to a starving man. And where men are not starving? Economics can be seen as basic; yet power and ideology
can at least seem to be as important, especially when we
follow Harvey's notion of inter-acting and interpenetrating
spheres . It is a crass kind of materialism to say the u.s.
fought in Viet Nam simply or chiefly for strategic material.
So are we up against a wall here? Logic can 't take
us further. If we agree too easily with economics as basic
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If we disagree, then are we simply relat1v1st1c l1~erals~
I suggest that practice is the only way thro~gh th1s - t
move finally beyond the philosophers. Pract1ce both at . .
the level of what we write and at the level ~f our part1C1pation as citizens in the institutions of so:1ety and.c?mmunity
"Praxis" is the practice of making h1story wh1cn can
only have meaning if repeatedly a~sessed i~ ~he light of h d
history and our theories. Suffic1ent cond1t~o~s a:e reac e
only through everyday living, in short, 1 ~Y l1v1ng 1n ~
crete places at this historical moment.
For each of us
tfieSe situations are d1fferent, even-If they overlap con-f
siderably. so relativity remains, but not 1n the sense o
the philosophers, rather in the concrete world.
CONTRADICTIONS
Each historical situation contains contradictions,
conflicts which have to be understood and resolved. The method
espoused by Harvey po 1nts to . s1tuations where pol1t1c~l :tructures don't fit economic real1t1es an~ s~ on: Contrad17t .
ions abound. Marx's classic contrad1ct1on 1S that cap1tal1sm
would collapse by destroying its own :esour~e base. Its
achievements, mightier than ~he p~ram1ds, w~ll collapse.t
Liberals have tried to expla1n th1s away: 1t has not ye
happened, conditions of the working class have _changed,
ca italism has shown great powers of re)uvenat1on, an~ so on.
An~ therefore •classical" liberals who would seek_rev1val
through a return to Adam Smith, presumably by w1p1ng :ne
slate clean of all the chaos of the past two hundred ~ears.
This way out would result in even more fr1ghten1ng holocausts
than we've already had this century .
so we remain in contradiction~ we want to resolve.
But the form these contradictions take 1s not qu1te the same
in the u.s . as in canada or Britain, or ~v:n 1n Toronto.
western society has certain dynamic qual1t1es 1n c~mroon~ bu~
when one gets closer to everyday life, not every s1~uat1on 1s
the same. It is in each of these particular s1tuat1ons we
must seek to foster tendencies and groups wh1ch can lead to
resolution.
In dealing with a number of ?ontradict1ons or .
separations, then, one works ~hiefly w1th h1s ~wn peoile 1n
his own context, not outside lt. The scale m~~ vary rom _
neighbourhood to world. TO limit the comp~ex1q· here ~ W 111
choose those which bear on us as an ac~dem1c group, us 1 n9
examples chiefly from the Journal of H1stor1cal Geography and
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up
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e
.s. as a mirror ' s i nee th7re the centrad~ct~ons are more obvious! a
great exception of Quebecj ~~a:ent ~ha~ ~n Canada (with the
concern of mine is to c
~n Br~ta~n.
Also a major
American and British urbomparhe Toronto's developm~nt with
an c ange .
The contradictions I
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acks/wh~tes, the organI_hope by use
een say~ng to t his
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1 • Man vs. nature
.
J
Cal4fornia20 reminas-us h
·
: Va~ce ' s review artic l e o n
and nature in that pl
ow mass~ve 4S the split between man
t
.
ace on the edge b
.
wes ern 14beral society. As a f
ut ~lso ~n the centre of
I am acutely aware that on the o~rme: res~dent of Los Angeles
for growth and abundance defi
e s~de the~e is a madness
by mo7al.policing of the'worldne~ by fantas~es about space,
The o~l ~s nearly gone , so it ~ y urban.land speculation.
fuel ~11 those cars and planes~s ~ulled 4n from elsewhere to
the f~rst major racial u ri . .
et , Los Angeles is where
mostly of Mexican originp s~ng occurred and farm workers
~entury by organizing , e~e~a~~~ ~a~h up to the twentieth
arms as corporate in struct
g
ey are working on
Abundance and scarcity are _ure as most parts of the econom
a reverence for nature · notJ~xtaposed . Yet further , there l~
refe:red to by Vance, but al nly among the intellectual elite
seek~ng solace in the mounta~~ w~ldng rank and file engineers '
~
erness .
Vance points out th
ely does not drive the point e contradiction, but unfortunatthe economic basis. Even tho~~m!, largely because he ignores
landscape rarely take the an 1
.ho talk of the rape of the
are frightened by assertionsao~s~~~ery far, even though they
as former Governor Reagan's stat 4 ral .. conservatives, such
r7dwood, you ' ve seen them all " ement , If you ' ve seen one
h~s feeble solutions.
.
Ra l ph Nader is notable for
.

By comparison, I think En 1
and
g ~d has a firmer connect-

~on between man and nature

~ng out the contradiction 'reachihere 4S some basis for workI . hope you don ' t scoff wh~n I sa ng toward a "partnership ".
s~gn of this: contrast the u ~ allotment gardens are a
~4th the bland vegetables ofqc:~~jY o~ an allotment's produce
ontrast too the use of
'
4 orn~an corporate farms
labour. In fact , I can ~~ef~r~~n hands w~th the use of ~eon
case: a Japan ese Californian
e~ by tak~ng another homely
rented a house in West Los A u~e to garden for us when we
nge es. The "service" came
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separates people more sharply into classes and gi ves rise
to very contradictory dealings with nature .
2. Residential segregation. Liberal society
has brought segregation to a scale never before known,
through the pursuit of pure suburbs drained of other activities, even corner stores and pubs. Yet there are great
costs: houses take on exchange value only as defining a
person ' s status; places lose use value, particularly where
blacks push out . The zoning mania of the 1920 ' s is accentuated even further. Paradoxically, when houses have o n ly
exchange value, there is greater urge toward protective
devices to fend off anything or anyone even slightly different.
David Ward's position that segregation in late 19th
century Britain amounts to the same thing as in the O. S.
strikes me as being quite unsubtle abou t different concrete
h i storical situat ions.21 He argues, though tentatively at
the crucial point, that late 19th century segregatio n in
Britain arose from a decline in solidarity in working-class
consciousness, while in the U.S. from a vague notio n of the
evaporation of a p r esumed pri or egalitarianism. I am no~
satisfied with either side of his conclus4on , nor that
segregation in fac t had the same r e sult in what people
thought of their p lace in society. On the British side , segregation occurred, interestingly enough, just when workingclass consciousness came together again in the r i se of
the Labour Party. Eric Hobsbawn has argued that skilled
workers, the labour aristocracy, were f o rced into action
with industrial workers by reactionary industrialists a~d
the limited goals of liberals.22 It may well be that the
kind and degree of working-class solidarity wiped out by the
bourgeoisie in Oldham during the 1840's has not reappeared
in Britain,23 but to dismiss any significance to the labour
movement is to deny differences . Such differences can be seen
in the cooperative movement which strikes me as still being
active in England . And in an impression I have that segregation of coun cil-housing res~dents is not the same as segregation of public-housing tenants in the u.s . or here. Despite
middle-class fears of vandalism, council-housing residents,
from my observat1on, do not believe their houses belong to
someone else. The government , at least when Labour, is their
government.
We must believe that power
building to resolve contradictions.
say with David Ward that segregation
and the u.s . Nor can I say with the

exists for further
I am not inclined to
is the same in England
"radicals• that every-
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th~ng this side of "revolutionary" is devoid of true con~c~ousness.

I am taking a chance here , because when one gets
world one is not a l ways clear between what
1~
~optat~on" and "revolutionary reformulation" , a dist~nctlon Harvey seeks to make . 24
That distinction is clear
o~ly in the abstract; certain radica l s might write off Marx
h1mself as counterrevolutionary for certain actions he
took!25 The crucial thing is to weigh what finally unites
people not what divides them.
~n

;he

oonc~ete

3. Black/white . American scholars are troubled
about race . Richard Wade, the well-known urban historian
sP7aking at the Leeds Urban History Conference in April , '
wa7led about racism as the chief blight on America . I say
walled; he put th7 case emotion ally and , by inference , with
a good deal of gu~lt, and it was not convincing to me .
There was no analysis because he would not see the blacks
in a c l ass context. Americans keep telling us that classes
don't exist, so the race issue remains a race issue.26
If we consider the position of blacks in class terms
then the problem is more understandable. A market exchange '
economy produc~s ~ ~tatus society based on merit. In theory,
the harder an ~nd1v1dual works the higher his status. But
the result is that someone always has to reside at the bottom,
supposedly those who work the least o r are lazy. It is
known that blacks are lazy, so they are at the bottom .
Of course, this is hardly enough of an analysis . No
one c~ stand the thought of being at the bottom. So, instead
of go1ng t~rough the miserable and enervating sorting out
process wh1ch the theory demands and, under which some whites
might end up on the bottom , it ' s a lot easier to designate
s~me group there .
The placks conveniently are marked by a
d1fferent pigment ! They remain stuck as a constant reminder
to everyone else . This situation explains why lower middleclass whites and even unionized workers are so frightened
in the face of black power . They are the most vulnerable,
the most exposed, on the front line, as was shown when
Martin Luther King marched into Cicero. It also explains
why less vulnerable upper middle- class professionals can
afford to feel guilty and even generous since it doesn ' t
immediately cost them as much. It also'may explain why , in
a supposedly classless society , the American slaves were without any status whatsoever; even West Indian slaves and those
in earlier redistributive societies were not quite chattels.
So here stands a huge contradiction: that in the clearest
working out of the market exchange mode of production, some
people are not even people! Some students of u.s. society,

fortunately , are aware of this and seek to overcome the
massive gap - and it is not easy.
4. The organizers and the organized . In his
The Inner City as Frontier Outpost, David Ley concludes that
blacks are anything but organized into an outpost under
"black power" (as he had hypothesized) . In fact, the blacks
are the quintessence of the liberal dream: everyone on his
own.27 Yet they are part of the wider organized society ,
there to be organized as soldiers or arms workers when ,
during wartime, the U. S. reaches full employment : the
lumpenproletariat. But then nearly everyon~ else comes .
close to this perilous state. The trade un1ons pay obe1sance
to the "military - industrial establishment" . Observe the
pathetic George Meany stridently supporting Nixon to the end .
Still , even the leaders are vulnerable; executives are cast
off in the end to die in ignominy, unwanted. Only one in
ten Ivy League assistant professors stays where he starts.
Presidents are made scapegoats .
Harvey is right in pointing out that the world will
only change when the means of production are organized
differently, when power is in the hands of people, n~t the
unseen hand; in the hands of those who produce, not w1th
those who have taken it away to bolster their own insecurity .
And there are signs of changes in the distributions
of power . Just now the start of the National Enterprise
Board in the U. K. shows some promise of fostering workers'
control in industry - a first step. Jack Jones of the TUC
persuades the trade unions to accept the flat increases and,
temporarily at least, the government follows-this lead. These
are points of renewal and signs of a new way of organizing
society. Harvey's conclusion that Britain's achievements
are superfici al is not good enough. We have to_hope, not
doubt; criti cize within our context, not above lt . Concrete
history is where one lives; expectation is the basis of
confidence for the future .
Workers' control in manufacturing and its parallel
in neighbourhood control are inadequate in themselves and,
if they are not to be dead ends, we must move beyond to heal
the breach between home and work. This means tackling the
great bureaucracies we are all entangled w1th. I am _not sure
how this is to be done, but certainly not alone nor 1n the
same way everywhere. A start is to say that by definition .
service workers, including academics, are producers, even 1f
conventional measures of productivity can ' t be used.
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Indivi~ual and community. The above contrad~ct~ons po~n~ to th~s one which generalizes the basic division
yet, ~arad~x~cally, specifies it too.
I have been attracted
to th~s pa~r.of concepts for some time and see them as
.

.

5:

fund~~ntal ~n my book The Best Poor Man ' s Country . Cole
~arr7s ~ork on Quebec also focuses on this, most notably
~n ~~s 11t~le,know~ paper "Poverty and Helplessness in
Pe~ 1 te Nat1on , wh~ch describes a small place on the outer

fr1nges of affluent North America.28 The methodology in
that paper 7xpresses more definitely his basic interest
than does h~s methodological piece on theory and historical
geography 29 c mm · t
·
·
·
o un~ Y 1s a term that 1s more encompassing
than plac7 ~d.moves us closer to the centre of debate;
the term 1nd1v~dual brings our own selves to the fore .
.
. . The division between the individual and community
1s cr7t1cal and fundamental, particularly in the u.s., but
als~ 1n our ~wo countries. In the U.S. Daniel Bell, whom
I c1ted prev~ously, notes the division: individualism is
the culture b?t corporations are the econorny.30 Even he,
th7 great bel~ever in_ technological advance, is worried about
th1s e~ormous separat1on between the ideal and reality.
The ~r7macy of the individual doesn't square well with the
real~t~es of work, ~f b~reaucracies both private and public.
Llttle wo~der fatal1sm 1s the psychological condition of
many Amer1cans, at least of those beyond age 40. Few succeed;
rather, no one succ7eds, but everyone thinks he must.
Inno~ence - the be~1ef o~ the frontier long since gone.
Amer1c~ conservat1ves f1t the definition of the conservative
mo:e ~1gnantly than English Conservat1ves who, it has been
sa1d,_ seem largely concerned to prevent the world becoming
what 1t has long since been."31
.
feel1ngs
New Y~rk
to ~r1ps

This innocence is pervasive even in the midst of
of ~oom.
Even in such a renowned journal as the
~v1ew of Books most writers fail finally to come
Wlth _the question. Hannah Arendt, in a recent
ar~1cle ~ere1n, can argue that political lying 1 n the soviet
Un1on_sp:1ngs from an ~deology, but not in the u.s. In the
U:S· 1t lS based on Mad1son Avenue image-making of recent
v1ntage. · ~he make~ no reference to American ideology.32
At le~st s~nce Be~Jamin Franklin praised the German settle rs
for h1s own pol~t1cal reasons, lying has been go~ng on and probably before then. Today the stakes are higher and
~rendt's ref~sal _ to see that the liberal individualistic
~deology - w1th ~ts economics of the free market its psychol~y of insecurity, its sociology of a classl~ss society,
and lt~ f~damental mistrust of government - leads to
a~thor~tar1anism, can only cause dismay. Intolerance and
~1olence _ become the way of life. John Stuart Mills' formulat1on of l1beral tolerance disappears.

The contrad1ction between individual and community
existed in early Pennsylvania. Ritually killing King George
III did not help; swept away with the fragments of feudal
customs was the vestige notion that people are members of
communities. The Great Awakening of the 1740's, by shifting
the emphasis to individual salvation, had . set t~e stage, as
had the ingenuity of the urban merchants 1n tak1ng power
from British merchants. The hiatus of the contradiction
became apparent in the critical decade of the 1890's when,
among other events, Frederick Jackson T~rner wa~ able to .
peddle the frontier thesis to a generat1on want1ng to av~1d
a square look at the corporate industrial society engulf1ng
the social fabric. The contradiction today bears even
more heavily: why don't liberal Americans (and ~ricans
are either conservative liberals following Adam Sm1th,
Barry Goldwater or Milton Friedm~, or_benign so~l-search 
ing liberals like Arendt) recogn1ze th1s and beg1n to search
for community roots, to define themselves in terms of
community, not just as individuals?
In Britain and Canada the Tory roots remain for
the better. If paternalist, at least there is a sense of
government as belonging to at least some of the people. However, even though these be positive signs, obviously Eng~~d
and Canada must go beyond a Toryism which obscures and d~v1des.
As historical geographers these are the contradictions we are immersed in and we study them and their ramifications. They are also the contradictions we live 1n and
struggle with as persons in our community contexts.
PRACTICE
To break through the circle is to act in iaking
history.
By acting, the adisciplinary core or scho arly activity is transformed from-a negative to a positive sense.
In scholarly work, as part of our practice, disciplinary
distinctions disappear: we write and teach about places and
regions in which people are engaged in politics and ~~rk,
social networks and ideologies. The lim1tations we place on
what we do are based on what we expect.
In our private life of writing we are in~sca~bl.r
connected with scholars and other persons through 1nst~tut1ona l
structures. From these we cannot esc~pe; we are not pass~ve.
We are born into families and thrust 1nto events almost ~llly
nilly. In our organizational life we talk strategy and act.
Even the cynical philosophers (the Pharisees who say but do
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they can other kinds. In other words, there is an existential
fact of involvement. But I don't see persons acting as
lonely individuals but as members of communities.33 This
cannot be separated from what we write. And it seems to me
we must act to break down contradictions, to work against
possessive specializations and, of course, toward social
justice justly achieved.34
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Is there an alternative to theoretical approaches,
and Alan Baker's relativism? I think there is. We can seek
to give a true account of concrete situations if we treat
them as unique and concentrate on the thought of those involved. In other words, we make the assumption that human
behaviour is informed by thought and to understand an action
we must get at the thought behind it. This is not a plea
for psychological geography, or for behaviorism or even for
perception studies (as understood in geography). The essence
of my position is that behind man's activities on the land
is rational calculation. One aspect of understanding does
involve discovering how the individual or group classifies
the world. The crux of the matter, however, involves rethinking the rational calculation lying behind a decision.
In this endeavour an appreciation of the unique circumstances
within which an action took place is central. Yesterday
Dr. Adams pointed out the importance of a decision of the
Lord Advocate on stemming migration from Scotland to North
America.
I do not think that the importance of this decision
on the rational calculations of potential North American
migrants can be adequately understood outside its unique
Scottish context.
If we can get at the thought behind an
action, whether i t is a decision to migrate or to plant a
certain crop, we have an explanation. This approach bypasses
the problems of inferring process from form, makes no naive
attempt to deduce behaviour from a set of unrealistic premises
and frees us from the need of using or constructing untescable general theory.
The uniqueness of human situations makes the use
of rigorous scientific theory in geographic explanation
unnecessary and dangerous.
If a theory of migration were
put forward it would likely bias an investigation. The
researcher instead of treating a situation on its merits would
be inclined to collect evidence only with respect to the
theory.
His task, if what has happened elsewhere in geography is any guide, might easily be seen as explaining the
discrepancies that existed between the theory (assumed to be
correct) and reality. This procedure, however, violates
all canons of scientific investigation and fails to provide
any insight which could not be obtained from an unbiased,
nontheoretical investigation. Man himself is a theoretical
animal and as his theories change so does his behav~our.
In seeking to explain the past the historical geographer is
more concerned with the theories of those he studies as a
basis on which to rethink the calculations behind their actions than imposing his own theories on those actions .
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-in the writing of history for a present audience. It is
what we are all engaged upon and we are hoping we can produce
a truer and more useful, and more valuable account of our
relationship with the past. The past in this sense - histor.z· does of course have an underlying reality. We are doing two
things in our studies . First of all, to attempt to recall
past experiences, comparing the past to our own conditions.
In as much as we are doing that, we are constantly moving
back from the world in which we have present day pl:"oblems
and trying to find out how they differ and how they are alike
the problems of the past . Secondly, I think there are
certain things which allow us to discover continuities and
where conservatism represents a kind of link. We justify
certain of our actions because they are hallowed, as it
were, by tradition . In this sense I would count myself perhaps not in the way that David Harvey would approve as an antiquarian in that I think we must try to find some
way in which we can establish some ongoing relationship with
those things which have come from the past. Indeed it is
a very practical issue in many parts of the world as is
manifest by the whole problem of preservation, restoration
and revival of antique landscapes . In fact, at an even more
primitive level it is deeply implicit in the conseJ:"Vation
movement itself in relation not to the works of man but to
our natural surroundings .
I would also like to touch upon very briefly Jim
Lemon's impatience with Alan Pred's statement "History does
not repeat itself, but processes do" which I think has some
value. The extreme view that we can explain history by
providing some foJ:"mula by which we can find regularities,
cycles, evolutions and so on, is a view of understanding the
past which has fallen into disrepute. There aJ:"e all kinds
of logical reasons why it will not work and will not do . But
the question of trying to find out how certain mechanisms
bring about change is a valuable exercise, one which we are
still practising. There is built in to this exercise, however,
the difficulty that once having found out how certain mechanisms work that they are then allowed to become inevitable,
and so denying our free will as human be1ngs to change things
of our own volition. This is the kind of practical dilemma
which I think obtrudes upon our way of thinking about process.
Here I think I can turn very quickly to Alan Baker's
presentation and I rejoice in his opening quotat~on - •Long
live free historical geographers". Free in every sense, to
explore wherever we wish. This I think has been the great
liberation of the last 20 or 30 years on both sides of the
Atlantic. We are no longer shackled by definitions of the
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in historical geography, effectively curtailed what might and should - have been a resounding debate on the subject.
Instead, to my intense dissatisfaction, we moved into an
arid discussion of relevance, and from there dropped into
chauvinist and counter-chauvinist answers to an innocent
question concerning the probable direction of historical
geography in Canada!
Guelke's blunt assertion that the pursuit of theory
is inappropriate to any attempt to understand the past may
have been an overstatement of the idealist position, but
it nevertheless constitutes an important challenge to positivist assumptions concerning the nature of our knowledge of
the past and our means of gaining that knowledge. We all
acknowledge , I suppose, that the past- the human past at leastis inaccessible in any truly empirical sense. That being so,
it is surely legitimate to wonder if the dialectic of science
can be followed by the historian and the historical geographer, involving as it does the testing of deductive statements by examination of observable facts wrested from immediate reality. At the very least it raises the question
whether our understanding of "reality then• is in any way
comparable or identical in its nature with our understanding
of "reality now" . Do we have access to the past in the same
way as we have access to the observable present? If there
are differences, what are the methodological consequences ?
The question is undoubtedly epistemological, but it
has little or nothing to do with Bishop Berkeley's antimaterialist view of reality or with his insistence on solipsism. Historians, in such a discussion, would not have
made such a mistake, but would have known that the idealist
position derives from the epistemological debate of the late
nineteenth century which involved Windelband, Rickert, Simmel,
Dilthey, and Croce, and which culminated with Collingwood.
One is led to wonder, therefore, if British and Canadian historical geographers are ready to engage, as yet, in a serious
debate of the kind called for by Alan Baker . Guelke's
idealist challenge should, at the very least, have been welcomed and, at best, defended by theoretician and empiricist
alike as striking at the very root of our current concern with
methodology. As a consequence, it might have offered possible
answers to the questions of inference in historical geography
raised by Baker.
There is nothing in British historical geography,
so far as I know, that is comparable in method of presentation
to Eric Ross's Beyond the River and the Ba~, or to Ralph Brown ' s
~irror for Americans upon which Ross's bOo was modelled.
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frame of research, at least in any conscious sense, as Ross
is willing to admit.
Nevertheless, one would like to know
whether the deliberate adoption of the contemporary view as
a re-writing device for purposes of publication brought further
or deeper insights; if so, it would represent something of
an idealist approach. Although not quite so convincing,
because not so sustained, as its model, it nevertheless
succeeded in making one reader see the western parts of British North America through the eyes of 1811. Its emphasis
on regional description seems to satisfy Guelke's call for
what he calls empirical studies of what must, initially, be
assumed to be unique cases .
I know less about the methodological origins of
Mirror for Americans, but Brown seems to have made a strenuous
effort to see the seaboard of 1810 as a culmination of images
struck by agents and observers over the preceding century and
a half. His uncompromising adherence to the perceptions and
ideas of his sources, and his successful insights into the
state of the seaboard in his chosen year and into the process
through which it had passed to reach that state - insights
which were their insights as well as his - all indicate at
least a pragmatic acceptance of an idealist position .
I do not know whether John Warkentin works consciously in an idealist frame - and it matters little, perhaps,
whether he does. But those of us who were at all charmed
by his ~Images of a New World" might well have pointed out
to the neophytes and skeptics among us that no one can achieve
such an understanding of the past without passing other
people's perceptions and thoughts through the similarly experienced filter of one's own mind. The terminology and
idiom of the written passages , water- colours , prints and maps
had to be appreciated and understood in their own terms - or
in idealist parlance, re-enacted - before the insights were
ready for sharing with us.
I believe we might be missing something methodologically valuable if we were to assume that
Warkentin's paper resulted from a mere culling of sources for
"information• and a mere marshalling of such information to
amuse. The pleasure was surely deeper than that . And the
pleasure was deeper because the insights were virtually direc t
from the past:
the p ast, in effect , was explaining itself,
or rather Warkentin was making and helping the past to explain
itself.
There are, indeed, difficulties in accepting the
philosophical and definitional underpinnings of the idealist
approach . But so there are for the current dialectic of positivistic science. Neve rtheless, we use the latter as effect-

ively as we can. A future debate might well be devoted to
an examination of the underpinnings of the i d ealist position,
and if these are found to be defective it might pass on to
consider the pragmatic aspects of the approach. What connection, i f any , does it have with c ur~en t studies i ~ perception?
Does it have any useful relationsh~ p to, or prov~de an adequat e
critique for field studies in which one is dealing with the
memory of the oldest inhabitant ? Is it, . in an¥ real sense; a
legitimate alternative to the deductive-~n~uct1v7 approach:
Could it conceivably be part of a larger d~alect~c a l ong w~th
the deductive-ind uctive approach? Or should we regard it and
use it as a special kind of induction within the dialectic
of science? Does it, indeed, solve - or merely re-sta t e the inferential questions raised by Baker?
Debates on methodology and philosophy are, inevitably, - and rightly so - a kind of navel - gazin~. I b7lieve
that if we had required Baker a n d Guelke to ra1se the1r sh~rts
we would have seen phenomena remarkably similar in many
important aspects.
I hope we get the chance some other time,
and that on that occasion we do not duff it.

General Discussion
Discussion from the floor first concerned itself
with the definition of terms . It was agreed that the
word "theory", if it is to be u sed usefully , must . be used
expli c itly in the context of the philosophy of _ s~~e nce ~nd
not as a loosely applied synonym for less spec~f~c mean~ng s.
Similarly , the definition o f "tru~h" ~n the h~storical context was discussed and also the cr1ter~a by wh~ c h we attempt
to measure truth . It was suggested that p recision in the
application and use of these terms wo uld lea~ to a n exp ~ana t
ory framework which emphasize s formal deduct~ ve nomolog1cal
theory.
Attention was also directed to the questio n of
objectivity in historical r e s e arch. While some arg ued for
the desirability o f this end , others claimed that ObJectivity was, firs t ly, not attainable and, second!~, no t nec essarily desirable. The i dealist app roach to h~s~ory by
"getting into the lives of living his~o ry • wa~ reJ~Cted by
some as t he in comple tenes s and ambugu1ty of h~stor~cal records
do not allow the checking of the pasts s o c reated.

-210Further discussion was directed to the Sitwell paper
which argued for a structuralist approach to the analysis of
the cultural landscape to deduce the attitudes and values of
past peoples in their socio-economic setting.
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With regard to the question of relevance, some argued
that the concern of historical geographers should be to
rediscover the past and not with changing the future.
To this
end, there was a need for flscholarly detatchment" and the
development of a perspective on society as historical geographers.
For others, there was a need for historical geography to direct its interests to some of the contemporary
problems and to persuade society of the contribution which
the discipline can make.
It was recognised that the discussion was referring to several forms of relevance and several
ways by which the individual could participate in the "making
of history•: as scholars , as historical geographers, and as
individual citizens. For some there was no distinction between
these roles, for others i t was blurred and for still others
it was quite distinct and vital.
The discussion ended with an attempt at identifying the current interests and directions of "Canadian historical geography". While some attempted to reply specifically to this question by defining their research questions
and objectives, others considered that i t was difficult,
and perhaps unwise, to seek a nationally defined emphasis in
academic research.
It was also argued that many of the
significant questions facing Canadian historical geography
transcend national boundaries and can best be approached in
a continental and even a worldwide setting.
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A.G. Brunger
The paper attempts to measure the importance
of kinship as an influence on the spatial pattern of
settlement. Two phases of settlement in early nineteenth
century Upper canada (Ontario) are considered - the
Talbot Settlement (1803-1830) and the Peterborough Irish
settlement (1825). Finally the general theoretical importance of the findings is considered.
Kinship is viewed as one of several characteristics of society that may affect the decision to migrate
and settle. The strength of a particular kinship link
is assumed here to be reflected in the spatial pattern
of settlement. Close proximity may reflect a strong link,
greater separation, a weaker link. In both the settlement
phases considered here nominal records exist from which
paternal (agnatic) kinship links may be identified. The
settlements differed however in that the Talbot Settlement was a "chain" settlement developed over a period of
thirty years and witnessed the arrival of broadly distinct
cultural groups while the Peterborough Irish phase was a
•group" settlement supervised closely by the British
government at one point in time.
From the Talbot Settlement , data exist on 349
and 537 families in 1815 and 1818 respectively. These
are the only dates (years) in the 1803-1830 period for
which such data exist . Fifty-three different sharedsurnames were recorded in 1815 (an average of 3.0 families/
shared-surname) which increased to eighty-three (an average of 2.5 families/shared- surname) in 1818. A high
proportion of settlers occupied land within a distance of
two lots- available at the time of settlement- from the
location of their kinsman . This proportion was seventy
per cent of those families who settled subsequent to,
and ninety per cent of those who settled simultaneously
with, such kinsmen. If the kinship link was important in
settlement, it appears to have been reflected by the
spatial distribution of the Talbot Settlers.
In the Peterborough Irish settlement, fifty seven shared-surnames were recorded among 307 settler
families. One hundred and sixty-nine families possessed
shared-surnames (an average of 2.9 families) altho ugh a
lower proportion than in the Talbot Settlement - a mere
seve nteen per cent - settled within a distance of two avail-

able lots of their kinsmen. The average number of families
with shared- surnames was similar to the other settlement
but the proportion settling in close proximity was substantially lower . The Irish settlement appears to have
been relatively unaffected by kinship links in its spatial
distribution by comparison with the Talbot Settlement.
The apparent difference in the effect of kinship on the
spatial pattern of settlement in these two cases may be
explained by overall differences in the process of settlement in each case .
The paper concludes that the role of kinship in
so-called "chain" settlements, such as the Talbot Settlement, involving several cultural groups, may be more pronounced than in relatively homogeneous •group" settlements.
In the latter a shared trait or characteristic, such as
compatriotism, may have largely negated the importance of
kinship in the individual decision-making surrounding the
place of settlement . The nominal records of settlers
are possible sources of error in that kinship may be overestimated . Shared-surnames do not necessarily mean that
close kinship links exist and this is particularly the
case when many of the names are common in occurrence· as
with the Irish settlement. Nevertheless the influen~e
of kinship on settlement may merit further scrutiny inasmuch as this factor may help explain the spatial patterns
of settlement that emerged in the early landscape of
Upper Canada and other areas of the New World .

Irish Migration:

the Nineteenth Century Background
R. A. Butlin

The late eighteenth and early nineteenth ce nturies witnessed a dramatic increase in the population of
Ireland. Estimated at 4,207,000 in 1791 and 5,395 , 000 in
1805, the total had risen to 8,175,000 by 1841, and c.
8,500,000 in 1845. By 1851 the figure had dropped by nearly
two million to 6,552,392, on account of the death of
800,000 people and the emigration of at least a million,
mainly related t o the potato failure of 18~6.
Emigration from Ireland was not a new phenomenon-emigration both to Britain and North America had t aken place
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of nineteenth century emigration were unprecedented . . It ha~
been esti mated that between 1780 and 1845, 600,000 Ir~sh em~
grated to Britain, and 1,140,000 to North America. The
causes and effects of emigration , however, in spite of a
general association with potato famines , varied spatially
and temporally even in the peak periods. In the decades
1821-41, on the eve of the famines, the major mig:ations
were from Ulster and North Connaught and North Le~nster precipitated mainly by the collapse of the linen industry . . In
the decade 1841-51, a different pattern emerged , reflect~ng
the extent of destitution, social structure, the variations
in the poor rate, the failure of the potato in 1846 and 1848,
and strong evictions policies. The heaviest loss was from
north central Ireland and Queen's County in the south. In
the period 1851- 61 , in the aftermath of the famine, demographic
change and emigration were influenced by such factors as
the availability of marginally cultivable waste land , the
extent of pauperism, the systems of land tenure an~ the
.
activities of landlords, and the extent of populat~on dacl~ne
during the famine.
The decision to emigrate , made by a surprisingly
wide social spectrum of the Irish populac e, varied from the
personal, spontaneous and almost hysterical motivation to
the landlord- - forced or 'sponsored' migration, and the
various attempts at government spons orship of emigration.
The bas ic un it of emigration was the family, and a striking
feature was the apparent lack of knowledge , concern, or
interest in the region to which the migrants were going.

Land Acquisition in Essex County, Ontario , 1788- 1900
J. Clarke

This paper seeks to establish the relative timing
of acquisition of various categories of land in Essex County
during this time, and to determine the relative acquisition
rates for the townships of the coun ty and to describe the
spatial pattern of acquisition . Details of 3,156 land
patents were gathered. The frequency of occurrence was
recorded for al l of them and for particular classes of land

including those held as Crown, Clergy and Indian Reserve
as well as in speculation . Identification of the latter
required an arbitrary definiti on of a speculator as one
holding over 400 acres of land.
.

There were basically two periods of land acquisitin the county, separated by the end of the Napoleonic
Wars of 1815. The quinquennials 1835 to 1840 and 1845 to
1850 were the most important years and felt the full impact
of changing political circumstances and land policy. In
the first period speculation by ind~viduals was rampant,
in the second period speculati on in land was primarily associated with the work of the Canada Land Company which acquired
the l ands established initially as Crown Reserves. As a
result of government legislation and threat, this company had
d i sposed of 98 . 7 per cent of its land in the county by 1846 .
In Upper Canada the decade 18 45 to 1855 was the most import ant time for disposal of the Clergy Reserves. In Essex,
however, probably because of its remoteness, pressure was
not felt on these lands until 1865 and sales continued
strongly until 1875.
~on

Accumulated and expressed as a percentage of the
number in the t ownship in the final year of pat ent ing,
the l and patent data were analysed using the logistic curve.
Th~ ~arameters were estimated using the method chosen by
Gr~l~ches that is t r ansformati on o f the logistic into an
equation l inear in a and b. The t statistic described
by ~piegel permitted comparison between the slopes for
varlous townships. Examination of a series of graphs of
the patents accumulated over time, revealed the existence
of a period of lag varying from 5 to 42 years . This is
thought to reflect not only the action of speculators in
discouraging settlement but more importantly the locational
disadvantages of the area with respect to the economic and
social focii of the colony which after 1815 had shifted
eastward to the Toronto - Hamilton area. The correlation
coefficients for the relations hip between extent of patenting.activity and time measured in years from first patent,
var~ed between 0 . 87 and 0.98 and proved significant at the
0 . 01 leve l .
Following regression, the townshlps were grouped
in terms of the similarity of the beta coefficients. The
slowest rates were found to occur in the best endowed townships, which possessed initial advantages until their isolation
from the centre of events; the highest rates in areas poorly
endowed in terms of accessibility and soil conditions but
which contained large amounts of reserved lands. When the
political circumstances changed, these lands were rapidly
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Moreover, they appeared on the market at a time
whe~.the region as a whole, was adjusting to the new urban
foc11 1n the east. The results of this part of the paper
testify to the dampening effects of geographic isolation
~nd ~o the importance of political processes in land acquisitlon 1n Upper Canada .
Trend Surface Analysis was used to describe the
spatial pattern of data of land acquisition within the
county. The residuals greater than one standard error were
plotted for tw~ samples, one of 516 and a reduced sample
of 327 from wh1ch the reserved lands and speculative hol dings had been discarded , thus revealing the more fundamental
small holding pattern. The areas of positive residuals
acquired later than the general trend were found to cor;espon~ with the blocks of Clergy Reserve or with poorly
dra1ned land. Conversely, the negative residual areas,
acquired more rapidly than might have been expected from their
spatial location , occurred in areas of active speculation or
well drained soils. An x 2 analysis between different
drainage conditions and the sign of the residuals confirms
the local importance of good drainage . A second x2 test
was performed to investigate the relationship between timing
and dominant vegetation since vegetation has been thought
to have been used as a guide to good land. The results of
this test were significant at the 0.001 level and lend
statistical validity to the suggestion that vegetation may
have been used as an indicator of soil quality . In both
cases the trend surface results were significant at the
99 . 9 per cent confidence level; in both cases the cubic
surface were almost identical and so only one is presented
here and in both cases the cubic surface was deemed the
most appropriate. The respective coefficients of determination for the linear , linear plus quadratic, linear plus
quadratic plus cubic surfaces were 0 . 17, 0.25 and 0.31.
The basically concentric pattern of land acquisition
suggested the importance of overall access and especially
along the Lake Erie shore, of local access to the well
drained soils of the area . As Figures 1 to 3 indicate the
earliest patents were acquired in the south west in Malden
Township and the latest in Tilbury and Mersea Township.
By 1865 most of Essex had been patented.
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H.D. Clout
Traditional farming systems in the Breton peninsula displayed a number of distinctive characteristics.
Buckwheat and rye were the leading cereals over the greater
part of the province. Large areas of moorland remained
for rough grazing and temporary cultivation. Their presence
horrified visitors, especially from the Paris Basin, who
were used to 'tidier' agricultural landscapes and concluded that poverty was the general rule. However, local
observers offered a more subtle view, stressing that Breton
conditions were far from uniform and that some coastal
areas were highly productive . Indeed , it was these zones
that justified the inclusion of Brittany, along with other
northern departments, in Marineau's region of high cereal
yields c. 1840 . Contemporary writers attributed the fertility of the coastlands partly to the facts of physical
geography but also to the ready availability of marine
fertilizers (kelp, sea sand, etc . ) which could not reach
the interior until communications were improved in the second
half of the nineteenth century. Analysis of archival material for Finistere certainly supports the contrast between
coast and interior (in terms of general land use, cereals
grown, and yields obtained) but also adds a number of
qualifications . Marine fertilizers were far from uniformly
available along the coast. Admittedly their use became
more widespread during the 19th century but this was sometimes accompanied by controversy, i f not open conflict,
between local interest groups (e.g. rival agricultural co~
unities, oyster fishermen, soda manufacturers using seaweed). Similarly, proposals for reclaiming moorland were
contested and varying views were offered on the appropriate
use of such areas. Small operations, involving only a few
hectares apiece, were however widespread and contributed
to the reduction of the !andes of Finistere from 42 per
cent of the total surfac~B32 (ancien cadastre) to
28 per cent at the end of the century.
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The Role of Landownership and the Impact of the
Poor Law on the Rural Settlement Pattern
of Lindsey, Lincolnshire, 1800-1860
Heather A. Fuller
Although the development of a rural settlement
pattern is a complex topic, at certain times an identifiable
combination of factors may play a significant role in modifying or changing the pattern in any one region. This
paper examines the role of landownership as a factor
affecting the spatial impact of the Poor Law on the settlement pattern of Lindsey, Lincolnshire from 1800 to 1860.
A brief history of the Poor Law to 1865 explains
how the number of labourers resident in any one parish could
be minimized by the adoption of a restrictive building policy
which, in turn, affected the growth of settlement. Contemporary evidence from estate papers and agricultural
commentators is used to illustrate the attitudes of Lindsey
landlords and tenants to the Poor Law and to demonstrate
the effects on settlement observed at this time.
The key factor in the impact of the Poor Law, and
one that has been underestimated in its general influence
on the pattern of settlement, was the power of the local
land-owning body.
In parishes held by one or a few landowners it was possible to control building and minimize
the burden of the poor-rate on the occupiers of land; such
parishes were considered 'closed ' to settlement. The opposite was the case in parishes where there were many landowners.
The concept of 'open' and 'closed' parishes, when further
developed, forms the basis for classifying the parishes
of Lindsey.
Landownership data utilized in the classification is obtained from a variety of nineteenth century sources;
Land Tax Returns, enclosure and tithe awards, and the 1874
'Return of "owners of Land'. The resulting patterns of landownership are mapped and the distributions are discussed
for the eight physical sub- divisions and for the region of
Lindsey as a whole.
Population data is used as a surrogate for settlement, a nd census material is examined for each Lindsey parish
to obtain figures for the growth of population from 1801
to 1861. Finally, a comparative analysis is made of population and landownership distributions to establish differences
between the growt h o f settlement in 'open' and 'closed'
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Overall findings suggest that the impact of the
Poor Law on settlement in Lindsey was considerable bu~ was
spatially conditioned by the structure of landownersh1p.
Subsequent history has failed to obliterate the general
patterns of settlement developed in this period of the
nineteenth century.

The Structure of Space during the Industrial Revolution
Derek Gregory
It has been claimed that social structure and
spatial structure are simply different ways o~ thinking about
the same thing, and this paper argues th~t.th1s makes.most
sense when seen in the context of a spec1f1cally Ma~st
conception of totality, particularly if the ways_spac~
economies change are to be ~derstood. T~e way 1n ~h1ch a
social structure is made man1fest 1n spat1al terms 1s ~en
explained not in terms of the orthodox models of ~ocat1onal
analysis, but in terms of the social relat1ons wh1~h ~e
totality embodies and the way in which the.contr~d1ctions
which occur between them are resolved by d1alect1cal transformation.
such ideas have found surprisir.gly little expression
in historical geography, but in Social Justice and, the City,
David Harvey goes some way towards this in present1ng a
characterization of the industrialization of the space~
economy of Britain in the late 18th, early 19th cen~~r1es.
This is derived from an attempt to integrate Polany1 s
notions of reciprocity, redistribution and ma~ket exchange
with the Marxist concept of a mode of product1on. Ha~ey
attempts this integration because Polanr ~oes not prov1de .
any theoretical mechanism for the trans1t10~ fr~m on~ dom1nant
form of economic integration to another (wh1ch 1s ma1nly
because he identifies them in empiricist terms). Harvey
therefore stands by Polanyi's fixed categ~ries, but ca~ls
upon Marx's theoretical structure to prov1de the dynam1sm
which they lack, as follows:
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production for
use value

production for
exchange value

alienated form of surplus

REDISTRIBUTION

MARKET EXCHANGE

non-alienated form of surplus

RECIPROCITY

Harvey then moves around the perimeter.of thi~ schema, appearing to use the dialectical transformat~ons wh~ch can be
inserted there to generate the transitions missing at the
centre . This paper argues that this is wholly illegitimate,
and that Polanyi's theoretical structure cannot be regarded
as analogous to that of Marx. On the basis of this cri~ique,
two relations are identified within the mode of product1on
(one, the mode of appropriation of nature, and the other
the mode of appropriation of the product). Harvey chooses
to emphasize the latter at the expense of the former, so
that his account of the Industrial Revolution is more neoRicardian than Marxist. Further, since the successive transformations of a mode of production are determined by the
articulation of both relations, his analysis is at best
incomplete.
A start is made towards reworking the analysis
by examining the interaction of these two rel~t~ons in the
context of the woollen industry of the West R~d~ng of Yorkshire between 1770 and 1820. Particular attention is paid
to the changing relationships between Master.Clothi7rs,
mill owners and the work-force, and the spat~al man~festat
ions of these social relations are reconstructed for some
sample rural communities.

Theory and Description in Historical Geography
Leonard Guelke
The approach of modern scientific geography,
especially the development and testing of th7ory, is not
appropriate to the basic objective of histor~cal geography,

which is concerned with understanding the past as an end
in itself . For the theoretical or positivist geographer
the past becomes little more than a laboratory or storehouse of data for developing and testing theory . The
adoption of a rigorously scientific approach can, there fore, only divert historical geographical enquiry away
from its basic objective and, in the final analysis, eliminate the need for historical geography as a subfield of
the discipline. The goal of understanding the past is
best achieved in historical geography by treating the
regions of the world as unique cases. The first task of
historical geographers is to provide detailed empirical
studies of the earth's regions considering all factors
that might be of importance in shaping the character of a
given region. In such studies the historical geographer
will use tentative hypotheses rather than formal theories
in evaluating his material. The attempt to generalize the
findings of two or more empirical (descriptive) studies
provides historical geography with its nearest equivalent
of formal theory. Such "theory" will not meet minimum
criteria of scientific acceptability and any pred~ct1ve
value it might have will be no more than suggestive in
character .

Ho~se

and !lome in Vancouver

Deryck N. Holdsworth
The interaction of social aspirat1ons and urban
residential landscapes can be an effect ive focus for investigation of the British and :•orth Amer~can ci ty. This
paper examin~s the evolving urban landscape of Vancouver ,
B. C. durii,g a neriod of som~ twenty years following c.he turn
of this century . It is suggested that two housing types ,
Californ~a Bungalows and Tu~or Cottages, can be used as
appropriate landscape metaF lO rs to examplify the dom~nant
social forces in Vancouver.
The city was peopled by massive immigration (25,000
in 1901 to 122,000 in 1912); most immigrants were British
(some via Ontario) and they occ upied residential areas 1n
detached wooden houses on detached lots that offer an environment significantly different from that of British industrial cities . The detacheu, single-family home environment
coincided with the immigrants' stronq m~ddle-class asp1rat-
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ions, and their concern for family-centred environments
as a stable base in a changing world . Seen in this light,
a focus on the home and the residential landscape is both
a valuable entre to the social geography of early Vancouver,
and an extension of anti-urban attitudes and experiences
from eastern North American and Britain , attitudes reflected
in a pre-occupation with home-ownership and "garden-city"
suburban landscapes.
The paper focusses on key aspects of the residential landscape: "house-as-shelter" (dominant exterior
styles, geographical origins , materials and technology),
and "house-as-home" (feelings about family life in the city) .
These feelings led to the pursuit of quasi-rural, s~burban environments for family life, and, in a new CLty
like Vancouver where the cost of land was relatively low,
produced a whole city of detached, single family homes (as
Fogelson and others have argued Los Anglees became for the
American experience).
While focussing on the house for its insights into
a broad set of social aspirations and urban behaviour , the
complexity of the interrelationships betwe7n values and_
landscape needs to be recognized and explaLned. AnalysLs
of urban landscape evolution, unlike rural vernacular
studies, presents problems in defining connections between
people as urban dwellers and their hum~ land~cape. ~uLlders,
architects and realtors were clearly fLlters LntervenLng
between people and their housing. The urban lands?ape .
represented an increasingly standardized product dLssemLnated
through manipulative taste makers. Accordingly , an_industrial vernacular might be approached through the artLculated
media presentations of those involved in the creation of
that landscape, be they designers, builders, investors , or
realtors. Dominant design and technological influences
in house style and plan can be clearly described from such
sources, and then within such an economic and material
context , the social meaning of these houses- - as homes-explored.
The underlying forces creating the Vancouver landscape are suggested . These include: ~) acti~n~ of ~ey
land holders - significantly the CanadLan PacLfLc RaLlway
a nd the Provincial Government--in moulding the basic cadastral system and releasing land for bui~din? on; 21 ~he
scale economies of house-building companLes Ln provLdLng
cheap housing and a mortgage structure to enable broad
access to the home market; 3) the imperialist context that
encouraged both immigrant home-ownership and British capital investment in a stable colonial schema; and, 4) the
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local realtors' conscious use of home-ownership to counter
the fear of radicalism by providing the working classes
with a "stake in society." The resulting landscape was
typically suburban and verdant, part of Vancouver's cla~
to be a "city of homes," a city without tenements . As such
it reflected both the rejection of high density urban living on the one hand and the successful tapping of bourgeois
aspirations on the other.
Representative examples of housing across social
classes and areas of the city are presented, ranging from
the luxurious mansions of the West End and Shaughnessy to
the bungalows and cottages of South Vancouver and Hastings
Townsite.
For Burrard Peninsula, the Vancouver core prior to
1900, Italianate, Queen Anne, and Shingle Style structures
helped create a dense, clearly urban environment (approprLate
to their eastern stylistic origins). The West End turreted
and decorated houses can be interpreted as a venue and
receptacle for social "at homes," (themselves mimicking
Society elsewhere).
The 1909- 13 boom south of False Creek had a decLdedly sub-urban emphasis. For some, the exclusive CPR
Shaughnessy subdivision provided the ultimate L~ pastoral
settings for Tudor mansions. For the majority, a low-density
landscape of arts-and-crafts California bungalows was
created in a variety of sizes and qualities, many through
builder companies using Los Angeles strategies to construct
and sell houses . Such dwellings met the aspirations of the
immigrant for the security of land and home-ownership.
During the 1920's, the bungalow was modified from
its Californian origins to a style and form deemed appropriate, climatically and culturally, to Vancouver life.
Simultaneously, Tudor imagery diffused from the elite and
became adapted as the 'Canadian' vernacular for middle-class
Vancouverites to whom it had been merchandised.
In this conference explor1ng both Canadian and
British experience in urban1sm, the complementarity of the
California Bungalow and the Tudor Cottage in the Vancouver
landscape is an appropriate analogy. Such styles typify
the pervasive resiliance of ties with a past society, a
nostalgi c sense of Old h'orld roots, and yet the aggress~ve
individualism of economic and social advantages in the creation of a New Wor ld home-based life. In the broader analysis
of appropriate landscape metaphors for the industrial cit:z:,
these two styles and their neighbourhood settings are suggested
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as tentative Vancouver equivalents of Lowry's evocative
images of industrial Lancashire.

Subjugation of the Boreal Forest Zone:
The Clay Belts

Settlement

Frank c . Innes
Building Cycles and the Property Market:
A Case Study of Ramsgate, 1839-1914.
R.S. Holmes
Connection between peripheral changes, in the
form of building cycles, and internal changes, in the form
of freehold property turnover, is tested in Ramsgate
during the Victorian and Ed~ardian period . . sources for
the identification of build1ng cycles are d1scussed,
especially rate books, which are used to identify the
Ramsgate cycle. The cycle i~ interpret7d ~n te:ms of demographic variations, speculat1on ~d var1at1ons 1n the monetary sector. Coincidence with nat1onal trends at th7 beginn1ng and end of the period, and with t7ends pecul1ar to
London in the middle, is noted and expla1ned.
Rate books are also used as a source for the
identification of freehold property turnover in the town, on
the basis of three sample areas: part o~ the Hig~ Street,,
a sea-front Crescent and a square of art1san hous1ng. Var1ations in turnover between the three areas are examined.
Correlation coefficients between the percentage change in
total rateable value and percentage turnover in the three
sample areas are computed, for the ~eriod as a.whole, and
for four different types of sub-per1od, accord1ng to the
stage of the building cycle. Marked buyin~ or sellin~ reactions, indicated by significant correlat1on coeffic1ents,
only occurred in certain circumstances. High Street owners
reacted most strongly. Sudden changes in the building
cycle provoked the most response, although reactions did
.
no t always occur at the same stage of the cycle. Demograph1c
factors, of whatever complexion, ~ppear to.have been dom1nant in explaining these different1al react1ons.

Geographers have increasingly, in these days of
ecological crisis, become aware of the ethical and attitudinal underpinnings of societies. This paper seeks to
provide a case study from the field of historical geography which demonstrates that French Canadian society of
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries had few
doubts with respect to man's place in nature . Man was
dominant. Moreover, linked with this assurance of human
ascendency, there was a practical implementation scheme
devised by church and state which consistently provided
proof of the presupposition . This raises the general question of the ethos required for land settlement to occur, and
the need for historical geographers to look behind the
usual discussion of economic and social push and pull
factors to the value systems of societies initiating settlement movements.
Whilst a settlement movement, such as that established in late 19th century Quebec was part of a larger
phenomenon, it had characteristics of its own just as did
the Mormon settlement movement in the United States, and
that of the Mennonites, Hutterites and other group settlements of this and a slightly later data on the prairies.
Some of these characteristics are traced and some special
attention is given to the role of leadership exhibited in
the context of such movements and verification is thereby
given to the importance of the suggestion that not all men
are geographically equal.
Some basic description is given of the settlement of the Quebec Clay Belt region of the boreal forest
zone, (Innes 1960, McDermott 1961, Biays 1964). Here particular attention is given to the survey system employed,
and the question as to whether or not the settlement was
by allocation; sight unseen. The role o f land agents and
the adequacy of pre-settlement planning is therefore raised
and the evidence discussed.
Finally an assessment is attempted as to the
success of the movement, with some discussion of how success
is measured in conjunction with such an enterprise.
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The Dunsmuirs and the Settlement
of Vancouver Island :

became Premier in 1900.

1860- 1910

Paul M. Koroscil
The influence of decisions made by individual families in developing the Canadian landscape has been considerable. Any critical examination of the evolving
British Columbia landscape must take into account the role
played by the Dunsmuir family.
Coal had been discovered on Vancouver Island as
early as the thirties but the measures lay undeveloped. The
Hudson's Bay Company felt that the resource would eventually
become valuable and they decided to bring in experienced
coal men to prospect the island. Robert Dunsmuir accompanied
by his wife and uncle left Scotland in December of 1850
to take up a job with the Bay at Fort Rupert on Vancouver
Island .
In 1853 the Hudson's Bay Company transferred
Robert Dunsmuir and his family to Nanaimo . At Nanaimo, he
opened out the Douglas, the Dunsmuir, and the Park Head p1ts.
He remained with the Bay until they sold out their holdings
to the Vancouver Coal Company. Shortly after, Dunsmuir
decided to prospect for coal on his own account. Around
Nanaimo he discovered a ten foot coal seam . This discovery
marked the beginning of the Dunsmuir coal empire. By the
end of the seventies and the early eighties, he had a firm
control of the mining industry in the Nanaimo and Comox area.
At the same time, the Province of British Columbia had
become dissatisfied with the Dominion Government decision not
to extend the western terminus of the transcontinental railway to Esquimalt. The Province decided to go it alone and
Dunsmuir, who was recognized as the leading capitalist in
the Province, obtained the franchise to build the Esquimalt
and Nanaimo Railroad. The franchise provided Dunsmuir
with 2,000,000 acres of land plus a cash subsidy. The.line
was completed in 1886 and later exten~ed.to the Dunsmu:r
mines. on the death of Robert Dunsmu~r ~n 1899, and h~s
second son , Alexander in 1900, James Dunsmuir took control as one
of the greatest landed and colliery proprietors in Canada.
James Dunsmuir by nature was essentially a retiring
1ndividual who did not care for politics nor enjoy publicity
of any kind but because of the extent of his business interests he entered the provincial political arena. lie was
first elected as a member of the Legislature in 1898 and

The purpose of this paper is to examine the impact
that Robert and James Dunsmuir had on the settlement development of Eastern Vancouver Island . The study will focus on
their perceptions of the landscape and how their resulta.n t
decisions affected the growth of such settlements as Cumberland , Ladysmith and Nanaimo .

The Geodetic and Topographical Evaluation
of English County Maps 1740- 1840
Paul Laxton
Between 1740 and 1840 over 100 newly- surveyed
large-scale English county maps were published. These are
regularly used as evidence in historical research of many
kinds as well as for official purposes. It is therefore
important that a systematic evaluation be made of their
geodetic and topographical qualities. In addition to
providing guidelines as to their reliability, such an evaluation makes a contribution to the history of English
cartography by assessing the contribution and relative
merits of such map makers as Thomas Jefferys, John Rocque,
Peter Burdett, Christopher Greenwood, and Andrew Bryant .
Various simple statistical tests of bearings and
distances are made with maps first of the mid 18th-century
and then of the ' second wave' of early 19th-century county
maps (Greenwood, Bryant etc.). Tests are made against
the Ordnance Survey and the performances of various cartographers are compared. Reasonable deductions can be made
about the methods of survey used, especially triangulation . We may also determine that some features of the
county surveys are more reliable than others (for example
the positions of features such as churches and ~indmills
on which bearings could have been taken and wh1ch in same
cases formed primary triangulation points). Var1ous tests
can also help to determine the reliab~lity of longitude
and latitude .
The assessment of topographical information is
made in two ways. First, thematic maps are constructed from
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use) which are then scrutinized for internal consistency
and examined against the historical record (including other
maps) . Secondly, contemporary large-scale plans such as
estate maps are employed to measure the degree of generalization achieved by county map makers .

Residential Mobi li ty in Kingston, 1860- 1861
Gregory Levine
The objective of this study was the elucidation
of the main characteristics of residential mobility in
Kingston in the year 1860 - 1861 by means of the application
of the techn ique of record linkage to the social data
contained in the Assessment Rolls.
Residential mobility may be defined as the act
of changing from one residence to another and while mobility
within and out of the city of Kingston were the main dimen sions of this study, movement into the city was also considered. Attention was directed to the amount , direction
and motivation of the residential mobility which is a
central aspect of neighbourhood change, underscoring the
changing social relationships for the individual and for
the society as a whole .
Usually, social and residential mobility studies
have relied upon data from either city directories or manuscript census sources .
This study made use of the Assessment Rolls which contained information on land and personal
property , name of the occupant, name of Lhe owner, occupation
of the residence.
The advantages of the Assessment Rolls
are:
they were annual; there were enough variables to
allow identification of individuals from year to year; that
occupation and tenancy status components were available;
the listing of street locations allowed some insight into
intra-urban mobility.
The disadvantages are: the difficulty
of determining the residence of an owner of more than one
property; the mobility which was unrecorded during the
one-and-a-half month period when the assessment was being
made; the absence of data which would allow determination
of intra-street mobility; the assessment of householders or
freeholders only.

The technique used in this study, Record.Linkage,
is a procedure whereby different.files of informat~~n on
_
individuals are joined together ~n order that mor7 ~nformat
ion may be gained about those individuals.
In th~s case
the information contained in the Assessment Rolls ~f two
successive years was linked in order to ga~n mo~e ~nfo~at
ion about mobility. The procedure must be _carr1ed out ~n
accordance with carefully defined rules wh~ch allow th~
identification of individuals and the accumulat~on of ~nform
ation about them from the linked sources.
In th~s study,
rather than using a probability weight~ng system, a subjective link p .r ocedure was applied. to t~e ~ata : The Asse~s
ment Rolls contain four pieces of ~dent~fy~ng 1nformat~on.
name, occupation, tenancy status, property values . A
subjective numerical weighting syst7m was put on ~h~ l~s~
three variables while name was cons1dered to be o~ ~nf1n1te
weight.
The results of th~s study were not dissimilar to
those of the studies of nineteenth-century mob~lit'J· although
there were certain peculiar~ties . Firstly, more than
fifty per cent of the sample moved out of the c~ty, moved
to a new ward or moved within their ward. The greate~t
mobil~ty was out of the city, although ~ntra-ward mob~l~ty
was underrepresented due to the failure to detect ~ntra
street mobility.
Secondly, a relationship between occupation and mobility was recognized with laboure:s be~ng the
most mobile and profess~onals the least. Th~rdly, householders were more mobile than freeholders .
F~nally, ward
variations in mobility may be attributed to differences 1n
such neighbourhood characterist1cs as ethnicity, relig~on,
family composition, class, etc .

Early Settlement in Central Bonavista Bay, Newfoundland
Alan G.

~tacpherson

From the annual Governors' Returns of the Fishery,
a few ephemeral histor~cal references, the offic~al Newfoundland Census of 1836, 1845 and 1857, and a number of Angl~can
par1sh registers, a modal sequence of settlereent in the
Salvage - Gooseberry Islands area of Bonavista Bay has been
developed .
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did not apply to the small er dependenci es i n the peripheral areas of Newfoundland un t il early in the nineteenth
century. Rather, it is suggested that sea sonal occupation
or short- term over- wintering from bases within Newfoundland {Bonavista, Greenspond , and perhaps places in Conception Bay) continued into the nineteenth century and
only died out effectively about 1830. A process of accretion of population in which individual families took up
permanent residence began between 1810 and 1820.
A family r econstitution anal ysis of baptismal
and marriage data, 1830- 1857, supports this view , and
reveals the nature of the process of colonization and demographic growth : arriva l of pioneer families to take l and
and fishing rooms, often in small agnalic or affinal kingroups {brothers or brothers- in-law) ; marriages of siblings
and older offspring within the community, reinforcing
control by the original pioneer families; the maintenance
of extended or joint-family households into the 1846-57
period; the in- migration of wives from mother-settlements;
and the establishment of later families (new surnames)
by the marriage of young unattached men from mother-settlements or from Dorset into pioneer families.
Regression of census data on agricultural activities at each settlement confirms the derived dates
for the appearance of permanent communities , developing
local roots in land tenure and a landward diversification
of the resource base .
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The attempts of individuals such as David Thompson,
wal ter Moberly and Major Rogers to exp l ore, and traverse
t his range are described . The significance of the range
as a barrier to east-west communication from the time of
the fur trade to the coming of the Canadian Pacific Railway
is discussed . The problem of identifying a suitable
r oute for the rai l way through the mountains is examined,
with attention being paid to the controversies regarding
the true discoverer of Rogers Pass, and the most suitable
rout e for a railway .
The impact of tourism after 1885 on the exploration and knowledge of the range is described and the first
efforts at detailed mapping discussed. The impact of
Arthur Wheeler's government photographic survey of knowledge
of the area was immense . His book , •The Selkirk Range,•
published in 1905, remains the standard work of reference
on the area, and its importance is assessed .
The final section of the paper examines sooe of
the myths regarding this mountain environment that prevailed
as a result of its limited exploration .

The Distribution of Personal Wealth in
English Towns in the Nineteenth Century
A. D. M. Phillips

The Exploration of the Northern Selkirk s ,
British Columbia , to 1905
John

s. Marsh

This paper examines the exploration of the northern Selkirk Mountains, British Columbia to 1905. The
study area includes that part of the range bounded by the
Big Bend of the Columbia River and lying north of 51°N latitude. The most important towns now in the area are
Golden, Revelstoke, and Mica.

Personal weal th has been recognised as an important but neglected indicator of aspects of the social and
economic structure of towns in the nineteenth century. The
purpose of this paper is to examine the chang1ng levels
of personal wealth among English towns during the first half
of the nineteenth century. The opportunity to examine
such changes in urban personal wealth is presented by the
assessed taxes (collected throughout the eighteenth and part
of the nineteenth century) which were levies on 1tems of
luxurious and conspicuous consumption. The nature of urban
personal wealth is defined. The availability and applicability of t he assessed taxes as a measure of such wealth are
discussed. Total assessed tax and tax per head is analyzed
for a variety of English towns in the first half of the nineteenth century and the amounts paid are related in general to
the changing size and function of these centres.
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Time In Historical Geography
Hugh Prince
Time ~ more to historical geographers than to
most other geographers. Time is not simply another dimension.
Unlike the spatial dimensions, it is measured by var1ous
means . It is also unidirectional and irreversible. And
the notion of time passing is inseparable from the notion
of fgeing. Because things become old at different rates
dif erent time scales are needed to distinguish geological
time, historic time, life time and day time, as exemplified
by the different meanings attached to words such as mesozoic,
medieval, middle-aged and midday.
Methods of examining temporal relationships differ
from techniques employed in spatial analysis. Arranging
events in chronological order is a first step towards explaining them. Change may be interpreted as following a
regular sequence, as a developmental series, of which evolution and growth are familiar examples . But biological analogies have limited usefulness in historical geography because landscapes neither die nor reproduce themselves. The
frontier hypothesis also provides a distorted picture of
the history of settlement, viewing the occupation of new
lands as a progression from primitive to advanced economies.
In reality, many different sequences occur.
A more rewarding approach to understanding geographical change is to study them as products of the working
of systems. From this point of view, a spatial pattern
observed at a particular time is but a fleeting glimpse of
an old state in the course of being transformed into a new
state. Everything is in flux, but by monitoring the operation of a system, it is possible to learn how one component
responds to changes in others. Attention is directed
towards forces and energy flows which induces changes, to
the processes which give rise, however temporarily, to
observed locational linkages and networks. Assumptions
about how systems work may be tested by substituting
fabricated data for historical facts, by field experiments,
or by simulating events where the histor1c record is defective.
Processes of spatial diffusion provide valuable keys
to understanding many geograph1cal changes. Expansion
or contraction, removal from one pla ce to another, and
hierarchical or centripetal transmission may be studied
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Environment, Archaeology, and Geography
Bruce Proudfoot
Harris has argued tha t a large part of the ~der
standing of any settled are a de pend~ o~ an understand1ng of
the thought lying behind it . The d1ff1culty . tn1s poses .
for the geographer interested in early non-11~erate per1ods
is discussed. By definition, the early non:l1t7rat7
society is represented by artifacts. Th7 d 1str1but1on of
these has been widely used in archaeol og1cal and geographical studies, although there has been frequent neg l ect
of the significance of the mater1al use~. Often, as more
sophisticated methods of spatial analys7s have been ~ploye~
less attention has been paid to the art1facts whose d1str1b
ution is being considered .
The present paper examines material ~rom county
Down, Ireland, belonging to the late prehlst?rlc/ prot?historic period . A c hro nolog1cal framework 1~ establ1sh ed ,
the form and function of settlements is descr1bed, and _
a land use map is compiled. This synthetic approach a1ms
at an understanding of the area in terms of both culture
and environment.

-234 Human Ecology and Nineteenth Century Toronto
J.P . Radford
This paper will assess the appropriateness of the
use of human ecology a s a framework within which to study
the spatial demography of late nineteenth and early twentieth century Toronto . The first of three major sections
will outline some aspects of the intellectual history of
the key notions of the theory of human ecology. These
notions will then be evaluated in terms of the contribution which they make to an understanding of the residential
dynamics of cities in the United States between about 1860
and the 1920 ' s.
The third and final section will focus on the
degree to which the insights thus provided into the U. S.
city of the period extend also to the case of Toronto.
Goheen ' s use of the ideas of Robert Park will be critically
evaluated, and discussion will focus upon the nature of
specific attributes of Toronto at this time. As presently
envisioned, this discussion will be methodological in
character , and no attempt will be made to present new
empirical findings.
Rather, the main thrust of the argument
will concern the limited value of the insights of human
ecology in explaining the residential dynamics and spatial
demography of a city having the population size , growth
rate, ethnic composition and decision making structure
which were characteristic of the Toronto of this era.

British-Born Agricultural Settlers in
Manitoba in the 1870's and 1880 ' s
James M. Richtik
The settlement of Manitoba in its first two decades
was primarily the result of an internal migration of settlers
from Ontario moving to the new province and an international
mi gration of non-English speaking settlers such as the
Mennonites. British-born settlers were a small minority
except in a few census subdivisions. A study of the census
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a l so show that many of those who d1d c~me d1rectly fr~m
Britain came to join friends and relat1ves .who themse ves
had come via Ontario . Detailed investigat1ons of local
5 using local histories and tax assessment ro117 suggest
athat
r ea t h e maJor~
.
'tY of the British-born. were fnot part~cularly
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Mormon Settlement Patterns in the
Western North America:

1830- 1900

L. A. Rosenvall
Mormon towns are sometimes cited in settlement
studies because of the uncommon features of their plat
configurations, or because the Mormons basically created
agglomerated farm villages, whereas nearly all t~e homesteaders on the western "frontier" of North Amer~ca settled
on i solated farms. And it is often claimed that the plat
design of the Mormon settlements imitated t~e . pattern . of •
Salt Lake City or the plan of the proposed C1ty of Z1on.
An investigation of the more than 500 Marmo~ settlements,
however, indicates that these two early des1gns were not
closely followed in subsequent settlements, and that many
variations of the original plat designs were incorporated .
Moreover, there were only two features that a~l the settlements had in common:
(1)
they were plat ted 1n an orderly
and repititious manner- a qrid pattern oriented.to the
cardinal points; and (2) they were mainly farm v~llage7.
The grid pattern was a desirable feature for implement1ng
the Mormon system of equitable land distributio~, and a concentration of people, as provided by the farm V1llag e, was
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required to insure the success of the Mormons ' many social
and religious functions.

The cultural landscape used in the examination is
the town of Strathcona which existed as an independent
political entity during the years 1899-1912 (it then amalgamated with Edmonton, the rapidly growing capital of Alberta).

Pioneer Attitudes as Revealed by the
Townscape of Strathcona, Alberta
O.F.G. Sitwell

Formalist and Substantivist Economic Anthropologv and
Historical Geography:

Some Ind1ces for the Com-

parative Historical Geography of the Peasantry
This paper builds on an earlier one ("The cultural landscape and the interpretation of attitudes") presented at the 1974 meeting of the Canadian Association
of Geographers. In a broad sense, both papers are concerned with introducing to geography principles developed
in the structuralist field of thought.
At a more specific level, the first paper considered the possibility of constructing a general theory
connecting the cultural landscape with the attitude of
the people responsible for it. The theory in question
rests on five assumptions. Providing that these assumptions are valid, the paper showed that prehistoric societies could be classified on a ba~is other than the dominant
material of their technology (e.g., stone, bronze, iron).
The proposed classification distinguishes between societies
whose principal efforts go to the solution of problems
set by (1) the physical environment, (2) other people, and
(3) the non-material dimension of reality. The assignment
of a society to a particular class was made on the basis
of the effort devoted to the construction of the principal
components of the cultural landscape created by the society
in question.
This paper examines two further criteria of significance:
(1) the relative height of man-made components in
the landscape, (2) the degree to which they are located in
central/peripheral sites. It also explores the possibility
of using architectural style as an indicator of attitudes
concerned with the social/political organization of society.
These attitudes are considered lo range on a uni-dimensional
scale \-Those extremes are represented by classid sm and
romanticism.

R. Smith
This paper questions the validity of interpreting
the morphology of the peasant community and economy and
the dynamics of change in such a society primarily by the
use of classical or neo-classical economic theory. It
argues for the profitable lnclusion of substantivist and
structural economic anthropological theory into the deductive reasoning of historical geography .
However, at the micro-level of invest1gation it
considers a basic task of the historical geographer of the
peasantry is to selectively apply concep ts and princlples,
models and paradigms, drawn from var1ous traditions of caoitallst economic thought in order to refine, clarify, elaborate or reject them a posteriori in the context of the analySlS of non-capitalist economies rather than d1smissing their
relevance a priori. This approach accepts that there is no
overrldlng reason to suppose that all the multifarious
groupings of population both past and present that are and
h~ve.been ~ermed peasant should necessar1ly be encompassed
Wlthln a s1ngle field but if structural regularities are t o
be de~ectable t~ey will be identif1able through common
funct1ons and d1rections of systemic chanqe .
I~ ~s suggest~d t hat this ~o·ork will have to adopt
a more spec1f1c and less superficial approach to this
matter than ~hose geographers who have recently acquainted
themselves Wl~h the Polanyite tradition in anthropoloqy.
Furthermore, 1t assumes the co-existence o f all of Polanv1's
transactional mode s--recipro.:ity, 1edistribution and market
exchanqe--at all times and 1n all place s.
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In the light of the above, two themes are given
specific treatment. One proposition is that in Gemeinschaft
societies the household is as such charged with product~on,
with the deployment and use of labour-power, with the
determination of the economic objective. How do we
calibrate a measuring device to deal with the numerous
deviations from that ideal-type? How do we identify the
role of production for use and for exchange and the existence of under-production?
A second theme concerns the development of an
anti-materialistic approach to the social geography of the
peasant community . The idea that transformative change can
be initiated outside the production infrastructure is
considered through the relation of exchange and distribution by emphasizing the fact that an exchange transaction
involving a material flow is also a social transaction.
Here the two transactional modes first developed by Marshall
Sahlins of reciprocity (vice- versa movements involving
collection and redivision within the group) are developed to
test the existence of relationships between types of
reciprocity and the social and spatial aspects of kinship
distance.

Prairie Settlement:

Models and Myths

John L. Tyman
In the process of compiling a detailed case study
illustrative of the impact of legislative provisions made
for settlement on the Canadian Prairies, the author was led
to question the validity of the established model. Investigation of its antecedents suggested that it rested on
shaky foundations, and studies of the actual disposition
of lands over a large area proved that it had no basis in
fact . In short, the "Typical Prairie Township" is another
of those myths that cloud our understanding of the past.
It was not the product of any scientific investigation but
was derived instead from the misinterpretation of a diagram
illustrative of a particular statement of policy. As an
alternative, the author proposes a model framed in terms
of pioneering--instead of trying to portray the range of
patterns (of land grants) which resulted . This is seen as
a more realistic approach to the complexities of the situation,
and a sounder basis for generalization .

Placenames and Settlement Pattern in
Scotland Before the Scots
G. Whittington
The economy and settlement pattern of Scotland
prior to the arrival of the Scots from Ireland is still
largely unknown . No completely acceptable indigeneous
record for this period exists but other evidence shows
conclusively that a people using a non-Gaelic language,
with a highly evolved art form and thus presumably
considerable leisure based on a sound economy, occupied
much of Scotland and particularly that zone bounded to the
west by the Highlands which lies between the Firth of Forth
and Caithness . An examination of placenames reveals a
prefix of pre-Gaelic origin which refers to 'a eortion of
land' and is thus suggestive of a sedentary agr~cultural
people. This prefix 'e!!' has been studied with regard to
its terminal components and its distributional associations .
An intensive study on this basis, undertaken for the old
Pictish Kingdom of Fife and Fothreue, has been extended over
the whole area in which Pictish occupation can be shown to
have occurred . Analysis of the findings suggests that
prior to the eight century eastern Scotland was occupied by
groups of farmers who were capable of using the best agriculatural land that exists in Scotland today . ~~ring this
period a start was made to a settlement pattern consolidated
by the incoming Scots and which, from that time on in the
rural sector, was merely amplified until agricultural change
revamped the Scottish landscape.
This study provides at least one example where
fi.R . Merrens statement that 'axiomatic in historical geography
~s the not~on that in studying the process of settlement
the phy~ical environment per se warrants less attention ~an
the env~ronment as perceived and imagined by contempories'
cannot be demonstrated.
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